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, ABSTRACT ~ 
The purpose of this study was to, ~eve lop a self-instru-ctional learning. ac-
~ . 
tivities pack~ge about book design, and to test it on a group of vocational students, 
in order to iden"tify p.roblem. areas in the dev~lopment 'of this type of ins~ructional 
. . I 
material and to construct a· model for sys~emic develo'}Jment. 
. ~ 
· The unit consists of a booklet .cm1tairiing about forty pliges of information 
. ' .._. . _. ' ' . .. 
interspersed .. with revie\Y quest~ons and practice exercises. It was te'sted on two clas~es 
• • • • 40 
. at the College of Trad~s and Technology in. St. John.'s,. Newfoond~a~d .• The fo~- · . 
- . . . . . .. ~ . - -; . . 
. ·mative evalu~don_ ~~s 'pe~forme.d by the ~omme.rcial· Art ~lass ~f .1983~ the. s~m- . 
• I 
. ~ I 
mative evaluation by the Printing Class of 19SS ~ 
I . 
> ____ . . 
. - :----... 
·";-.. 
;:rhe student~ w;ote a pre-test' b~fore studying tile material 'and a post-test 
. . ' 
afterwards. In the course 6'f the formative evaluation·, the unit. was revised and 
' : - .I 
. . . 
retested when the survey of student attitudes and an Jtem analysis indic;ated that' . 
parts of it ~e!e cor:t_f!_lsing to tne students.· ___ _____ ____ .. __ _ ___ . . ·- ______ --.-. __ 
~- · ' ~ta~istical anaixs~s, c)f the pr~-te~t, post-test and retest s~ores-we~e attempted, 
.. but we~e in~onclusive because of the sniall ·number ·or st1,1de~ts ·involved. • 
.The developer concluded that the self-~tudy metho~ ~~or'ks well f~r imparting 
cognitive ~kills, but · that t~e learning of psychomo.t<?r skills is dependent upon the ' 
live presence of a skilled e~pert. 
~ . ~ 
The instructional unit has been used as a model for the revision of the entire 
sixty-six· module Printing ·curriculum. at the College of Trades and Technology. 
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Chapter~ 
. ...~ l .· 
INTRODUCTION 
~ i 
Thi.$' repqrt is about the development of a learnin activities package for in_. · 
-~- . I . . 
dividu~lized fnstnicti~n. lnd'i~idualized lea~ning pa7~a ~s komp~ise. ·one· delivery . . 
. . 'i e . ·' ! • . 
method in the Competency-Based J-nstruction ·system ( · ften called "C. B. I."), a 
sy~tem that is bec~mi0~~ wid~lyaccei>ted in +a!lo~al ed cation circl~s. The writer's . 
intent ·was-to ·e~plore. the philosophy and methodology of Competency-Based lo-
, ~ : ' . I . ·. . 
. struction,. with partiCulat attention' to the individualized i siruction deJ.ivery system • . ' 
'·... I . 
and to construct a ~ystem'i~ developmental technique. 
. 
The project undertaken was to develop and test on unit of instruction for the 
. . 
. •' . 
Printing program at the College of Trades and Technolo y in s·t. John~s, and to use 
• 
this unit as a.model for the revision of the entire Printin curriculum; The unit was 
sel~cted f-or development because it was one of a series of design modules on the 
Printing "Record of Achi~vement" (aiso called a "Da urn" chart), and one for 
• 
which no development had yet been attempted. 
. "~rint(ng" is th~. ~itle of a ten:~ont~ vocational ro8ram th~t enrolls you~g 
p;Qple aged seventeen and up, and g1ves thlm a hands- n exposure to each. step m 
. . . , . I • 
the process of producipg P,r-in~ed materials~ Two major technical revolutions_ have 
sw.ep.t the printin~ i~dustry since the~Collegi·fir~t opened its doors ip 1963. The first 
was a'ready underway ai that ·time --printe s had alread begun to switch from let· 
terp·ress printing .with its raised metal ijpe .formes to o fset-lithographic printing, 
. . ' . 
where tt~~· image is photographicallyteprodu~ed.on a flat etal plate and .transferted 
' ' 
to the paper via a flexibl~ rubber "offset't' blanket. he second· revolution was 
• 
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breath':"taking in. its speed and scope~ the ap~li~ation of the computer to producing 
• ' I o • 
lettef images on photographic paper swept North America in a matter or:months in 
. . 
the early 1970's. These two major developments in the industry .were assimilated into 
~ . 
. 
the printing curricplum _with exc~llent results .. 
. . orie side effect or the printing revolution ~as the felt need for design educa-
._ lion in the curriculpm. For hundreds ·of years. most printers had prac~i~ed "tryinking 
in'metal," ass.~mbling w~rds'.and pages in three-dime~sionlll type. This met~od has 
. . . 
. worked very well for the practical print~~~ despite"the appa~ent. dis~(\Vlifi:tage of 
• • ' ' .. • I 
working with reversed lett~r fo~s. The pri~ter, in fact, ·ea~ly in his trihlfng·learned · 
. .~ . . . . . . . . . , . . ·. . . . . . --· . . I -. . . 
to read upside:-down, and could m·ove individual characters~ .whole lines of type, and 
. . - . . .. ~ . : . . . ~,_,-~ ... · 7 ·. . . : .• ·. .... I , • 
blocks o~ lines·around on the ·"~mposing- stone'~ with ~rea:t . dexterity. When a type ' 
. . ' .. 
forme was assembled, for instance-a dti~ p~ge, the_ printer would look at it critically 
\ .. and decitre: "Too f'ch space-here, this'is_ too high,,and this too small." and ~lide 
\ the components arqund until his practi_ced eye was satisfied with the effect. 
The)ldVent of photographiC reproduction and electronic image assembly has 
\• . . . 
created a problem for the old-style printer. Today; when the typesetter touches the 
. .. . ·. . 
keyboard the characters that iippear on the video screen are standard computer im-\ . ·. . ' 
ages, an of uniform size. It requires 'some imagination to picture that a neadline will 
. . 
· be 36 P'oints ( Y2 inch) high, ud the next line will be one-third as high, but a full two 
• · I it:tchc.\.lo~er on tlle·page . . Ne~ electron~c composing ma~hines are-now reaching the 
. '· . . 
market that .produce proportional images on the video SCI'een. The operator of such 
. . ' ~ 
a·machine still needs a knowlcd.ge of typesetting standards and "style,. in order to 
0 
enter typese~ting l?arameters into the co~puter terminal . 
' . 
. · \T~da~. th.e typesetter ~eeds .training }n "layout," the art o_f pencilling a 
d6ign for· a printed page. ·Layout has traditionally been.the province of the commer- ·· 
-
cial artist rather than of the practical prJnter. It is this demand· that the Layout sec-
. I , # 
tion of the Printing <:ourse attempts to fill. The instructional unif''Designing Book 
I . • 
I 
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I 
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.. 
' . ;· \ 
. .. 
,... , 
· t . 
. 1 : 
. 
.• 
'' 
Pages''.was designed to familiarize the studen book pages: sizes, proportions, 
. "' ., 
the amount of type on a page, and ·the-design constraints of printing and binding 
. . 
processes . 
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Chapter 2 
NEEDS ASSESSMENT. 
Cor11petency-aased Instruction 
• 1 
Willi~m E. Blank com_pares Competency-Based ·and traditional trai~ing prO- • 
grams as differing in "at least four primary ways: Wha_t it is trainees learn,. how they 
I . . .. . ... •" ·, 
learri each task, when they proceed from task to task, and finalJy, how we determine i ! .• • • ~ q {' 
if students learned each tas"' (1982, p.4). Blank's table of these characteristiC~· is · ' 
~ ; i ' 
I~ -; . 
- partially reproduced below: 
• 
'- , I t 
·' I ; . ~ 
, . 
. 
. ' 
. .. ,. 
'• .. ,. 
•' . 
' I •, ' ~ t 
: . 
. ' I 1 ' • 
; I ~t , ' ~ 
t ' l1 I 
~ ; ~ . :. ' 
' t'• I ~ . • I I 
! ; 
. I 
• I 
', I ~ ~ 
~ I . 
C,lraracteristic . Competency-Based Programs 
I .' WHAT 6re based solely on specific, precisely stated student outcomes (usually 
Students 'Learn called competencies or tasks) that have been recently yerified as being essen: 
tial for successful employment in the occupation for which the student is 
.. being trained. These competencies are made available to all concerned and 
describe exactly what the student will be able to do upon completin~ the · 
trainina program. 
' i I ------------------------------------------------~--------~~-----~rovide trainees with high quality, carefully desij~ed, student~cel)tered I '· -_. , .. HOW I• •'f: ~. ' 
• ·' : J " Students Learn 
• ~ ~~ ~!· I 
''! 'I ' 
learning activities, media and maierials des;gned to help them master each • 
task. Materials are organized so that each individual trainee. can stop, -slow 
o > <I f ' • "' I '9" • 
tegral part of this instruction is periodic feedback · roughout tfi(Jearning " 
down, s~d up or repeat instruction as n~ded t~eam effectivelY...&,_t\n in. 
j » . ~ ~: ------------:-~-~-~-s-~-~-~-o_p_p_o_r_w_n~h-~~·-~-o-r~:r_a_ili_ee_s_t_o_c_o_r_~_c_t_~_e_~-pe~·-r_fu_r_m_a_n_~_a_s~:-~-ey-· 
/ ;1 · .. ~·: j .': • · 3. WHEN 'Provide. each trainee with enough dme (within reasoh) to fully. mister OIJe". 
~ ;( . ~ ·.. , . Students Proceed task before being allowed or forced to mqre· on t~ .the nex~: ·. 
· \. · ·, . :-- · ; . \. fro~ TukJo · 
I ~'' ~ .. \ ' ·! ·t k 
, ' . ~ ' : :· .·.l_. 1'. as · ' ·- ~ .:•. -; :{-;!~ : ·. ·' . ! ~4-.-/F-,--------R-eq .... u...:_i-re_ca_c_h_i_nd_i_v-id-u-al-t-ra_i_n_ee-to-pe-.r-fp_r_m~ea_c_h_t_a_sk--to_a .... ·-h-lg_h_l-:-.ev_e_l'-o-:-f -
• \/ ' • 1 • Sntdents Learned proficiency in a joblike setting before. receiving credit for attaining each 
,4 •• 
Each Task .task. Performance Is compared to'a preset, fixed standard. · 
I D • 
I • 
... 
,: ' 
. . ·· 
'·' 
.. 
, . 
. 
. . ~ . 
.  
.. 
.. 
.. 
. ' 
. . -
\ 
• 
.. 
.. . f 
I 
,. 
,q,· -
. . 
... 
.. · 
... 
; '. .. ! . .., 
? ~ .· 
·' • 
s 
. . 
At tbe time o·r developing this project, the wr~ter was already working,with ·. ,· · · 
.... 
th,e Competency-Based .system because 'the Newfoundland Department Qf Career 
ll .. t' ' 
Development and the College of Tr~es and Technology were- committed to the 
• 1 r • 0 • .• • 
~ . ~ ' 
system, and had been for so~e time. In 1972, when the writer joined the staff dr the 
• 0 .. • 0 
College, he kept headng the word HDacum" whenever instructors exchanged shop 
. ' ' . ... . 
talk. At that tlme it was not' easy to geta satisfactor,y explanation of the term. The 
, . . ~ 
· explanation was· e~ehtua.lly fmi~d in the book · "Canada .Ne'fvsu;u~t Progratr~." by R... 
. . . . 
. ' ~- Adams, a book that has Become 'the 11B.ibl~"'- of Competen~y-Based c~rriculum -
. . ~ 
. 
developers in Atlantic Cariada. . . · .· 1 • ~. . 
~ . · . '. : · · , : · .. r . 
o ' .. p ':io~ Ql I • '\ 0 ' • • • 
The. co·mpetency-Based movement has s~a~ne~a pumber of variations; dif-
• I t , .. • • - I ' ' :•. 
• fe,ring .'slightly in t~eir approach to curdculum design and defivery . . Blank mentions 
. . . • < 0 • • .. • • • • • . . • . ·, 
. DAc;UM (Qevelopin~ Curric~l~M) as an e~ample oytompetency based system, 
• . • 9 
developed -in Canada, that involves skilled· workers- from an occupation in cur-
. . 
~iculu~ development (.1982, p.9o) . .. 
_, 
Adams (1973) defines DACUM as: 
~ Jka. •. t ~ ~ 
~ ~ . .. ' 
A s~ngle-shee)'"skill profile that s~vesl'lls both a curriculllfll plan af)d an evaluation 
instrument for occ\M)ational training programs. · · "v . . · · 
· It is gr,aphie¥ii\. ·nwure, presenti~g definitions of ttre skills of an entire occupa.;. 
tion on this sing_li: sheet ~r paper . • . . - . • -
It is an analysis 'of an occupation rather than a curriculum evolvina from an · 
analysis. Th~ occupation' is subdivided into General Areas of Competence. Each is . 
tben analyzed to identify each skill it contains;> The result is independent specification 
of each of the skills (behaviours) that collectively errable·an indi~i~ualco perform com-
p;tently in the occupjltion. These skills are defined quite simply and are scruct~;~red in· 
d~pendently in sm~tl blo.cks on t~e ·chart. Each can serve as an independenf4tgolll fo~ 
learning achievement (p.24). · 
A "DACUM" chart is reptoduced in Appendix B, 
. : ~ .. 
• • 
} . 
" 
The term .. DACUM" is widely used in Canada, often interchangeably with I . .... 
"C.B.I~ " _ But th.ere .are regional. variations. ijolland College of Prin~Edward 
Uland uses the term "S.T.E.P." - Self-Training an·d Evaluation Program- to 
. . ' . . r -
id~ntify its unique approach, which is similar ~o DACUM in 'co~cept. The. difference 
• 
\ .. ; 
·- . 
• :> . 
: -.. · . 
v. . . 
' .) 
. . 
• .  
• .. 
, . 
.. .. 
>t{ . : between STEP and DACUM appears. to be .one of degree of individualization~ When 
. ~ . 
' , .. 
' . 
: ...  
. ' 
' ' .... 
. . 
.. 
. .. \~: 
I I I ~ -'- '/ 
' ' 
' · 
. .  .,.... 
. • 
·· ' 
' . 
0' o I 
.. :~·· J! 6 
.., . th~ /;sfted H~lla~d College irLl977, he met College personnel who insisted. on , 
·· th~ title "r),ource p~rson" rather than "teac.her" or "instructor." So~e personnel 
. . t';· _.ere quick to point ~ut "l~at they A ever give lec~ures nor administer ~~a~ina,ons. 
. . . 
/ · ~-':~~Delivery ~.as by s~lf-instructional methods, and evaluation was based on observed 
' '1. t; . . ., . 
· ; performa~ee, condu~eg by the inte~iew method after the student had first r~ted• 
·, i . 
him/herselfof'"Cf.he writer noted that some resource people, seemed to spend eight 
. tiour~ a day lecturing, but to individual students rather than .to groups or classes . 
. ..... · 
The writer was told that each new student set his/lier own goals in .co11..sulta-
. . . 
... ·.·· 
. . 
don with a st~fr-re~urce ·p~rsoq. He w~ shown a large DACUM c'hart ~hat ·was. us .. 
' . f . . • . • 
• • • I ' 
. · .. 
·'td· for the 'separate occupations·"'C~ommercial Designer," "Sign Painter," and .. 11 • 
:· · ~ i~·stratot,'' simply by . c~lo~ring. differ~nt ~odul~ ·on t~e c.hart. No~~dy, he v:ft. '. · . . .. . ~ . ' · i 
·, 
' . 
• ' , 
• ' 
... . ... 
· .. 
""··· .... 
: 
. · . : ,. 
.. · 
' .. . 
r 
f , : • ~ ·• ,. 
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. ~old, had e.~er c·~mplCt~d eve~ything :On th~ chart. It was ap '' ope~-end:d:' program. 
· · .• -;- ·wheri administrators of ·the voc~tional system in Newfoundland decided _to . 
aliopt features ·of"DACUM and STEP in 'i972, ther~ were .many reservations ex-
pressed by vocational instructors in the province, particularly abo)Jt the concept of 
I ' 
students setting their own goals and evaluating therpselves. Although some person-
, . ·. . - -- . ' ' . 
nei .of the clnege of, Tr.ades were glowing in their ,praise of the creativity ancl' flex-
ibility o~ · Holland. College pro8\~n~s. oth~rs ob~rved that a more. str~ctured ap-
. . 
proach· mig~t be ·more effectiye in ·l'!Jwfoundland. 
. .. . ' . ~, 
. . 
· The result. was' usJ~.· I." (Self-Pa~d I~stru.cti9i1). Whereas Holland Coll~ge, 
·.as a rie~ ins~itution, had opened its doors as~ ra~ically .different institutio~ with a 
' . 
4 . . . .. . 
total . co~mitment to "STEJ?.,, Newfoundland vocational authOrities, with seven-
. : • . . ' • f • ' -
·'teen existing institutions to administer, opted for evolution. rather than revolution. 
' ·. . ~ . "' ~ 
As . a fi.rst step, all. vocational schools adopted a "Record of Achievement" 
•• 
. .; J . " . . 
, . ' ... . .. . 
· "~ . . (DACUM .ella~) for the Stenography .program ·in 1912, and began the ·slow process · 
·. .... .. . . . ~ . . . ' 
.· . ...... 
\ . . . 
,1 . 
• ·l 
. I ,· "' 
.. ~ .. . 
,1' t .... ·:. •' 
qf staff r~training: At first. all in~titutions continued instruction by ,the lecture 
" ',• . . 
' ' . 
" I 
~ . . 
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7 
method, but student evaluation was performed in terms of task pe~formancc or 
. . 
mastery, using a DACUM ratiqg scale, and grades were no longer recGrded as 
percentage marks. 
During the 1972-73 ac~demic year at the College of Trades and Technology a 
new course named "Sten~~rapher-Upgrading" was designed. It was primarily plan-
ned to cater to for~er st_enograplusfs seeking to re-enter the work force, and it was a 
' • • I 
pilot project in DACUM c_levelopment. This course was completed ~nd enrolled its 
first st~dents in the spring of 1973. It is a true DACUM program, with pre-testing, 
.. 
student-selected goals, : self-instructi_onal l~arning p~ckages,~ frequent student-_ 
ins(ructor interviews, and continuou~ intake/exit, and is considered to be very s~c- . . 
.... 
cessful in achieving its go'!-ls. ~· · . r 
' \ . . . 
. The lessons Jearrted ·in developing this project' prove<f'to be qf ,greiirvalu~ a 
• I 4 • • 
. ... .. . . . f • 
few years later when the CoHege's Business Education Depart men[ staff d~veloped 
. . . ' 
1 • • 
Competency-Based progras:ns for all one-year courses offered by the department. 
, t .' I .,' • 9 ' I 
The Stenography prograjn was· reorganized and learning activity packages were 
. . 
prepared for each module on the new chart. The Clerk-Accountant and Clerk-Typist 
\ . . 
programs rece1ved the-same treatment. These one-year programs are now operated 
year-round on a staggered intake, continuous exit basis. · 
. ' - . 
Newfoundland's .SPI programs differ from STEP in_ on~ important ·way. 
. r Wher~as STEP. encourages students to-seJ their own goals and terminate th~ir' train-
4 . 
ing when they have achieved these goals, a student in a· SPI program must complete 
every tn~d~le on the chart to a .. ~re·se~ levei to complete the program.'The flexibility 
of ~PI is. -a· matt~r of time, ~Qt of program content nor studen~ c~·mp~ten~e. That is, 
a student .graduates whe~ s/.he .has ~atisfacJorily mastered eyery module on his/he.r 
, . 
chart, whether that is done .in nine months or twelve. By comparison, in traditional 
.. . ' . 
training programs, all students graduate in ten months with .ryihg levels of 
·competence. 
·· -
J' \ . 
;' .. ' 
-· 
' .• 
. ,. 
.. 
1!· ·, l • • 
8 
SkUI Mas~ery 
. Central to all forms of Competency-Based Instruction is the concept of 
"mastering" a skill or a Qody "of knowledge. Ada~s (1973) provides the reader with -
a flow chart graphically depicting the student's progress through a program (see Ap-
pendix C). The arrows-on the chart indicate that a number of different learning ac-. 
I 
tivities should be available to the student, and the student may have to review the 
lea~ning .materiaJs and request and receive assistance a number of tiq1es before s/he 
masters the skill. Exit to· the next module or from the program .does not take place 
until the skill ·has been mastered to the student's and the instructor's satisfaction 
.~ (pp. 30,31). 
. ' 
Blank (1982) writes th.at "Requiring each trainee to demonstrate mastery of 
-I 
, 
. -
each .task before successfully complet~ng a' trairiil1g program is' probably the mo-sf . -.---·--. -~ 
. signi'ficant difference between the J:ompetency-Based 'and the more traditi*tal ap-
1 
. proach to training" (p. 158) . 
-1 . Grant (1979) suggests that "From the institutional poi~t of ~iew,-the _major 
impact of adqpting a comp~tence-baseg approach is to shift more <;>fan institution's 
resources from the best to the average and below-average students . . . ~ higher pro-
portibl of the faculty will ~pend more tim;e teaching. these students b~sic skills .and 
helping them achieve specified outcomes than in traditional schools" (p..J 1~ . 
.Learning Activities Packages 
• 
A DACUM committee, comprised of experts in an occupation, designs a 
DACUM chart, then disperses. Adams specifies that the instructor may be allowed 
J • 
to observe this process, but should not be a participant. However, after the commit-
te~ has left, the instructor must begin the chore of designing suitable learning ac-
. . 
tivities to assure that the students will master the skilis defined ·by the corimrittee . 
. 
Adams (1973) lists the traditional lecture and demonstration methods as 
.. 
.. 
( 9 
effective learning media, although he suggests them as efficient alternatives to be us-
. . . - - . 
ed when a group of students are seen to have the same difficulty with the same tasks 
( . 
~ 
(p.31). He writes at length about a concept he calls "Learning Acti_vity Batteri.es" or 
"LAB's" (p.l53), which correspond to "resour~e b~xes" in current C.B.I. jargon. 
Adams li~ts textbooks, journal articles, instruction manuals, and filmstrips among 
the materials kept in the LAB. Later, curriculum di!velopers introduced the Learn-
. ' I 
ing Activities Package as the key to all other materials in the LAB or resource box. 
Blank (1982) ~omments that "One approach that has proven very effective is 
the use of learning packages as the primary means of delivering instruction on each 
task. A learning package is simply a \veil-designed and carefully developed learning. 
. I t • . 
aid that gives students detailed instruction to guide them t~rough the learning pro-. 
<-
cess and. provide them with ·appropriate learning materials when and how long need-
, ) . . . . 
. . . 
. ed, which results in .each student having as much time on a task as neede~ to reach 
· mastery " (p.194) • 
. 
II 
I 
. 
. The learning activities pack!lge does not replace a text'f)Ook, but it will direct /' · 
.. 
the student to use textbooks, and other resources such as films, videotapes, 
filmstrips, operators' manuals, iqstruction sheets and even catalogues to acquire the 
' I 
technical )nformation slhe' needs to know before undertaking "hands-on''! · ·. 
. . 
laboratory' activities. 
• I 
There are, understandably, many variations in learning activities package 
. . 
design. Academic .subjects' such as English and mathematics have different re-
quirements than vocational subjects. The learning activities for bookkeeping can be 
perfor(lled with .pencil and paper, at 0desk, but a student who w~nt~ to learn to 
' operate a circular saw obviously will have to learn cognitive skills (~.g. a set of safety 
. . . 
l. I ' 4 
rules) in addition to psychomotor skills (actually pushing materials. through the 
moving saw bla~e). Althoug~ affective s~ills do not receive a great deal of attention 
in vocational education, they are.nonet~eless a vital component of every task (e.g . 
.. 
.·. 
' ' 
• 
10 
safety consciousness, craftsmanship). All three sets of skills mu~t be addressed in the 
learning activities, in an appropriate sequence. 
. 
•• t • Perry ( 1982) lists the following characteristics of a learning acttvtttes 
package: 
• A LAP is a ~ell-coordinated instructional module which is written in goal-oriented 
terms. 
• A LAP. deals with just one central concept or unit of instruction. \ 
• A LAP allows students to work at their own pace. 
• A LAP is generally teacher constructed, but may sometimes be purchased commer~ 
dally. · · 
• The scope o(a LAP may vary. . 
• The LA.P releases tile instructor from ,many routine tasks related t'o assigning work 
and allows the instructor to work ~i.vidually with students who may be experien-
'cing difficulty.. . . · ·· . 
• A'LAP can either supplement or ~onstitute an actuallesson.within a competency se-
• quence. _ _ _ . 
• LAPs are specially sequenced: 
. ~ -
(p.I02). 
, 
\ . 
' 
.. 
Competency-Based Instruction at the College of Trades and Technology ~ 
Business education instructors were pioneers in Competency~Based Instruc-
tion in ~ewfoundland, but they. were not alone in the field. Other programs sucll as 
i Commerci~l Cooking, Beauty Culture, and Hea~y Duty Equipment ~~ir, were \. 
close behhid the business educators in developing DACOM charts and conducting 
. 
semi~ars for in~tructor training. B~cause these programs involved the development 
\ 
of psychomotor skills, they were not as easily converted to indivlduaiization, and in-
• 
st~ctors began t~ ask administrat01:s for advice that the administrators o.ften were_ 
not qualified to give. 
It should be pointed "out here that some of the programs that were first con- · 
I 
.... 
-I 
. I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I ~ 
I 
I 
I 
..... 
A 
' ( 
verted to Competency-Based Instruction had been commercially mMketed as cor-
respondence courses for a number of years. Som~ early developers of programs in 
electronics, accounting, and commercial art, to na~e a few, drew heavily on 
materials from such institutions as National · Radio Institute and International Cor-
. 
respondence Schools. Developers who could not obtain materials from these sources 
were forced to be more creative. 
In the autumn of 1983 the administration of the College of Trades and 
Technol9gy held a week-long seminar at which the philosophy of Compe~ency­
Based Instruction was_ reviewed, and some administrative problems were ·addressed, 
. . 
It was· decided that the College was ultimately committed to individualization of all 
one-year "pte~employment" prdgrams, and the follo~ing .levels of progressive 
. . 
Competency-Based development were specified: 
. . 
Level J: ··A record of achievement has been cop1pleied..t:Qr the program, and implemented. lnstruc· 
tiona) staff ~ave received training in competency-based ev4luniion. · 
Level 2: A classroom resource c;entre has been staned, and some learning activities package!~ have' 
been completed. Some individualization of instruction has been ·instituted. 
\ 
Level 3: There is a learning activities package in the classroom resource centre for· each module on 
the record of achievement chart. Students are now learning at their own rate, andlectur~s 
have been discontinued. 
Level4: The process of individualization of instruction has been completed. Students~ accepted 
on a staggered intake basis, and leave tbC:,rogram whenever they h ~e completed it (con· 
tinuous exit). 
..,. 
The "Prlntln.9" Program :::... 
The Printing course at the College· of Trades and Tc hnology reached the 
first level described above in 1973, a few months after the.wr tcr began his employ-
ment there. A Record of Achievement (or uoACUM cha t") was dc~igntd, and 
~ .. 
I 
. ·. 
. . , 
•";,. 
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used as a course outline and a supplementary report card, but the students continued 
to attend lectures and write formal examinations for several years, and percentage 
grades rather than competency-based evaluations were recorded by the Registrar's 
office. 
The second level of develop-
ment was reached in 1977, when the 
writer received federal government 
funding to prepare a re-training pro-
gram for unemployed printers. 
Several learning activities packages in 
oasic photo-mechanical skills were 
common to the re-training program 
and the existing pre-employment pro-
gram. The "Printing" Record of 
Achievement was re-designed at this 
time to reflect changes in printing 
technology, and the common learn-
ing activities packages were incor-
porated into the program. The writer 
was surprised at this stage to learn 
that he was the only graphic arts 
A PRINTING STUDENT WITH A LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
PACKAGE. IN BACKGROUND, RESOURCE BOXES IN 
CLASSROOM RESOURCE CENTRE. 
instructor in Canada who was developing a curriculum in the competency-based 
technology. Instructors teaching in some fields have been able to adopt whole pro-
grams or large sections of programs, or to work jointly with other instructors in the 
same field to jointly develop learning activities packages. In contrast, the writer has 
had to develop his own program in its entirety. 
In 1983 the Printing program consisted of a chart with one hundred four 
() 
' 
. -
. " 
, I 
"'· 
I 
,. 
I ' 
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modules, based largely on ·~ Holland College open-ended' "STEP" philosophy. 
The student was requir~d to complete the basic modules in every training band, and 
to choose an area of specialization from one of three: Design & Typesetting, Photo; 
mechanical Techniques, _or Presswork and Finishing ·Procedures. The slU'dent was 
expected to complete every module in his/her area of specialization. About fifty 
' - learning activities packages .had ~een completed, m~inly in specialized techniques. 
·The level of development w~s very uneven. The most basic skiiLmodules were inain-
' ly taught .by the lecture/dempnstration method . 
The training band for which the least amount of work had been completed 
' 0 • • • • 
. . 
was "Layout and D~sign." I~ was decided that from thi's training block the module 
"Design Book Page_s'~ wo!Jld be a good one for· development be~ use no work had . 
been done on it yet:· no objectives or learning' acti:vities had been defined, and no 
test~ designed. 
~ 
Is this "Skill Needed? 
'/": 
. / 
/ : '\ 
: . 
Does a printing student need to know how to design a ~ook? To answer--inis - ---- . '-'-:--
. ' 
question the writer reviewed· the minutes of an ad h9C. advisory committee ,which was· 
---..~ . . 
formed in 197.7 to overse.e-the re-training project mentioned earlier. The module 
_...,.). . 
uDesign Book Pages" .was inserted on the pre-employment Record of Achievement 
chart on the r~commendation of this committee. The committee was composed·-of 
two commercial printing ~hop. managers; one' ·newspaper foreman·. and the super-
yisors of the ·printing shops at Confederation Building and Memorial t)oiversity. 
The members of the committee had mentioned that the printing industry in 'New-
foundland had a shortage of workers trained in book-design and production, and 
that the need was gre_at because· book printing was a gro~ing segment of the market. 
- -The commercial printers st~ted that the apprenticeship system had once pro-
vided excellent training for the trade, but· that this was no longer so: The reasons 
. - -
.• 
-
' 
· ... ... 
.,., 
f' 
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14 
they- suggested were the changes in technology, which rendered the knowledge of 
older craftspeople obsolescent, and the sharply reduced intake of new apprentices in 
the 1950's, which had coin!=ided with the arrival of the new techn,ology.' -
- The re-training program was later .discussed · with the executive of the 
pr.ipters' -union; after a Printing {Upgrading) Record of Achievement had been 
I -~-designed. These experienced craftspeople expressed interest in the program as a 
"refresher" course because, they said, none of them had received any formal train-
- . 
ing, and m~St uni~n members ·Were WOr~ingat on}~ 'one narr~wly Specialized skill. 
Ttiey expres.sed a ~e~d fpr broader tr~inlng as a form of jpb s.ecurity. 
The book design module did not belong in the re-trainfn·g program, which 
: . . . 
....._ .. . . . 
was ·to deal with_ph9to-mechanical technique~. However, it was incorporated in the ' 
' • ' • ' , , • I -
re.vised pre-employment Record of Achievement as a result of these suggestions. No 
• 
,J . • 
furt~er development had been done on it. 
, ( 
\ ·--. 
Suriey of Avalla.ble Materials 
' ~ 
- As we mentioned earlier, a good learning activities package' does not have to 
contain all of the information the student needs to acquire, rather it should be a 
guid_e to the l~arning process, directing the student to read appropriate texts, and 
practice appropriate laboratory activities to acquire the information. and technical 
skills described i.n the objectives. 
The writer conducted a survey of learning materials about book design in the 
College of Trades Library,, Memorial University l.:;ibrary, and in the catalogues of 
the College of Trades Audio-Visual Centre. A year later, during the Summative 
Evaluation process,' the research ·was continued in the library of the Graphic. Arts . 
. . 
Technical Foundation in Pittsburgh, Pa. Approxim~tely forty books were ex~min-
' 
ed. Only a· few of them contain~d any information on the subject.· 
r· 
. , 
. ' 
• , . 
. . ; . 
. . 
.. . 
" 
i • ' 
. ' 
.· •. · :'· 'f ' 
IS 
Most of the books examined could be divi~ed in ~o two categories: the out-
dated text and the art text. Outdated texts were publishe~ twenty five or more years 
ago, and dealt with -tl!e process of typesetting with thr~e-dimensional type ("hot· 
---- ' 
metal composition"). These books were all Ot!t of p,rint, ' and .the writer questioned 
• I 
whether the information they contained was valid today~ 
The other category mentioned~ the .. art" text, wa directed at the art student 
. . 
who needed to learn a little about the printing trade. Thee were a number of recent 
- - . 
volumes in this category, but all tended to concentrate on the art ~f designing adver-
tisements, an·d to say liitle1 about the de:!Sign and ~ropor ions of the book page. 
The v.:·ri~er did find a few books that c~~tain~ information he felt was 
suitable for p~i~ting sftidents:. \ . 
. I . I . 
(1) . 'General printing by Cleeton, Pitkin, and Corn~ell (19 3). This book was In use at the 
(2) 
College of Trades until 1973-. Now out of print, it ives a very detailed and well-
illustrated acco!Jnt of the obsolescent crafts d,f hand setting type and operating the 
hand-fed ·platen press. It has an excellent section on esigning. book pages, but in the 
language of the hot metal typesetter, which the moder student would find confusing. 
. . . 
Printing layout and design by· Delmar Publishers ( 195 ). Also out of print, this book is 
written for the art student or the practical printer. A v ry comprehensive text, it covers 
all aspects of practical layout and book design, includ ng several solutions to planning 
margins. This book has excellent work assignments to . iv·e the student practice in app-
plying the principles taught. One feature of the book that is not reassuring is the ar-
chaic illustration. For instance, it has an ad layout for udson cars, a make that disap-
peared from the market in 19SS. · 
(3) Printing technoiogy by J. M. Adams and D. D. Faux 1982), is an up-to-date printing 
text that includes a chapter on layout. One paragrap ~nly covers book page design. 
(4) . Besigning with type by James Craig ( 1971) is a current ext on typography that includes 
a number of excellent diagrams.of page layouts. How er only three paragraphs or the 
text deal with. the subject, a_nd no dimensions or pro onions are given. 
. . 
(S) Copy preptJration fer printing by John F. Cabi i (1973) has a chapter titled 
"Typographic. formu)as" that is very useful. The bo k is ptimarily about preparing 
mechanical art for printing, and much of the materia in it is 'already dated. 
(6) , Graphic 'designers production handbook by Norma S,anden ( 1982) is an excellent 
. resou,rce book for a graphic designer, bu~ rather adv need for the printing student. 
After completing this .research, the writer deci ed that no one text was 
. ' 
.satisfactory for the needs of the, Printing course. He ecided to develop a self-
.. 
contained learning activities package that wouUJ includ all of the information h~. 
-. 
• 
•• 
I 
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.• 
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felt a Printing student would need to design book pages. The project w~s developed, 
and the week it was being tested a new book arrived in the College of Trades 
'-
Library: 
(7) Graphic layout and design lly GeraldSilver (1981) is a revised, updated version or 
"Printing layout and design," previously noted as No. 2. Printed in. album format, in 
paperback binding, it sells for approximately "twenty dollars, and would make an ex-
cellent text for the whole Layout training block of the Printing course. ';fhe book's on-
ly shortcooming is that it has no metric measurements . 
.... 
Had this text been-av.ailable earlier, the learning activities package could have · 
I 
.. .... 
been d.esigned differently. If the students had access to this book, ,they could simply 
be directed to complete certain layout exercises in the book. Howeve_r, since the 
' . . .; 
prepared learning activities .package was now duplicated and already in ·use, the 
testing continued as s·cheduled. 
• , 
. . . 
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. This unit of instruction was specifically developed for the students of the ~: 
Printing. cours~ at the .College _of Trades and Technology in St. John's, New-
• ' i • " 
foundland. There are usually fourteen students in this class, drawn from aJI over the 
. . . 
province, but up· to half of them are from the St. John's area. On the ltverage, over !l 
t~n year period, half of the ·students weie female. The unit was designed to be tested 
. . 
on two classes, Printing and Cammercial Art, because it contains material common 
. . 
to both. programs. , 
Age 
The College of Trades and Technology is a post-secondary institution. The 
minimum educational requirement for entry to the Printing and Commecial Art 
classes in 1983 was Grade 10 pass, but most.students were high school graduates, 
thus the minimum age of the group was seventeen years. Six of the Printing students · 
. ' 
and six Commer9ial Art students were sponsored by Canada Manpower. Legislation 
/ . 
specifies that Manpower clients must be eighteen years old and out of school for at 
least one year . . One student was twenty seven years old: The ·average age of the group 
was approximate~y nineteen years. 
Achievement 
No entrance .testing is done by the College o1r by Canada Manpower, but the 
I 
.. 
J 
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. 
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.. 
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examination results recorded in the College English, Mathematics and Science 
Classes indicate that the majority of th~ Printin:..g and Commercial Art stu'dents are 
physically and· mentally mature, and ·typicai of young adults ertrolled in one-year 
r . 
vocational programs. 
. .Vocational .students as a group differ _from university srud~ts. The m'jority 
ate generally not acade~icaliy inclined, and do not read or write well. In the test 
group, all o_f the: Printing students were .h.igh school graduates, but none '"had been 
honour students. In contrast. five of. the Commercial Art students had completed · 
..... . - . . ' . 
one 9r two··years Of university, 
0 • 
\ 
Attitudes 
The Printing students at the College of Trades generally have a"' positive at-
. I 
tittfde toward the program, and towar~lh~ competency-based approach to learning. 
Because the College accepts one in three applicants for this program, there is a cer-
tain status in having been admitte~. ~lso, in comparison with high school students, 
who are required by law to attend school (up to a· certain age), the Printing students 
. . 
hav~ chosen the pr.pgram, and may leave whenever they wish to. T~ose who become 
bored with the program, three or four students a year, us-ually dr-op out early. 
The Commer~ial Art program appears to have an elite status. There are 
I o 
usually about one hundred applications for the fifteen places in this course. All 
' 
students must submit a portfolio to prove their talent and suitability for training, 
. ' . 
' ' 
succe5sful applicants tend to have high marks in high school, and their peers often 
. ' . . 
praise their handiwork. The Manpower s~udcnts in the' class, however, are often 
' 0 • 
·high ~chool dropouts, but arc required to submit •the "portfolio. The recotded grades· 
. 
for English, Mathematics a_nd Science courses in the Prin'ting and Commerchd Art \ 
I I ' • fl () . \ 
programs indicate that the mean scores of the groups a,re fairly close over a fiv'e yeat 
, ' . . 
peri pd. 
• •• .:i 
•. 
I . 
.• 
•' 
'• '"\ 
• 
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The Commercial Art instructor expressed the opinion that few of his students 
have a valid conception of the work of the professional commercial artist, but tend 
to think o·f.themseives as "fine artis~" rather than as problem solvers or. craftsL 
people. Very few students drop out of the program - usually rio more than one or 
tw(D per year. 
. . . 
·These comments are based on ten yean o( observation and discussions with 
other teachers at the Colle~e. ~o ~urv~r of attitudes was conducted, but students in 
'\ . 
both classes write an evaluation of their progranfS for their English class each · yea·r, 
• ~ 'p 
and 'the developer had_access to th~se evaluations. A random sampling of the evalua-
tions indicated that both class·es had ~ positive attitude toward their programs. The 
. . . . \. . . .. 
. . 
two. classes share the same English, Mathematics and Science ·courses, but the 
. . \ 
E~glish cours~ for Com~ercial Art students includ,es some work i'n writin~ ~,dve~ii~~ 
ing copy: 
The Printing course is competency;based, ,using a combination of lectures, 
~ < • 
demonstrations, l:\nd individualized lea~ning activities packages. Evaluation isJ>ased 
on. skill mastery. The Commercial Art course is a traditional program with lee· 
tu~eideq~onstr tion delivery methods, and ev~l~~tion by c~nventiJnal writte~x-
. ·~ 
aminations an , percentage ·grades for both theory and practical assessments .. 
. t J . ,_ -
..... 
,. . 
' . 
.. 
' . 
.. 
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Ch'ap~er 4 
TASK ANALYSIS 
To prepare th~ task analysis, the developer acquired a num9er of 3"x 5" file 
·cardsi':a.n·d wrote on each card 'one piece of information he felt the student would 
.. 
· need to leatn in order to .. J,Jerform the task of designing ·a _book. The card"s were ar-
... i \ . • 
.. 
. . 
' .. 
• '· I , f 
. . . 
~ • • J 
•, . 
\ 
. . 
. / 
' • 
. · .. 
. ' 
,. 
:ti~ ~ .\ ·: 
. . 
•' 
.... 
,•, ... 
.. 
.. 
o ranged into categories, each category a sub-task to be1earned. Then, each sub-task 
. ' . ·. . . .. 
. . . . ~ 
ca_teg~ry was· subdivided into smaller t_ask u~ts. The q~rds were re-arranged s~yeral 
• times, some cards we're added 'to ir~prov~ the sequence, some were deleted as redun-· 
• • r$ • • ~ • (j • ' ' • • • • 0 
~ant .or irrelevant,_,and· ~opte cards · combin~d~ until it was felt t}1at a. satisfactory 
l~arning seque~~e h~~ b~n arrived at A series of charts depicting the final sequence -
. . . 
,t . 
is. r'eprodu~ed in Appendix D. 
'•, 
. ~. 
.· 
.. 
-Assumptions and Entry Behavlo~r; 
It was planned to use· two· groups of students fof the test, both of them in- · 
. .· 
valved in· design, but from different perspectives. The developer th~refore attempted 
r;· 
to produce an instrl;IC:tional unit that would be ·.within the interesCscope of both 
groups. This meant that two sets ~f entry beh~viour would~ tiave to ·be a~co~-
· . . '
modated. 
. . 
· The , de.veloper assumed that the unit-wou-td be_ studied during the second 
. semester·~ 'and that t,h~ .. rcinowing . k~owledge ~as common to bpth groups of 
' • ~ "' II 
·students: · 
I ' . · • • • -
· I. Students would hnve a basic und.erstanding of the photo-offset printing process. 
' ·. . . . 
., 
,. 
Prlnting··students would Have h~d hands-on ex'perience in }lrinting and binding 
" . ·:,. ' . ~ 
') . 
I . 
, -
. . . ~- , ., . 
\' 
• 
. . . 
I 
,_ 
l . 
.· 
, I 
, 
-
, 
.. 
' 
,.. 
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booklets and pFograms. Commer~ial Art students, because of their phy~ical 
/• 
location on the-same corridor and sl!aring the use of some equipment, would 
. 
have acquired some kno~ledge_ of printing through ob~erva,rn . . 
2. Students would have some skill.in basic drafting. Printing students would have 
acquired minimal skills in this area through completing earlier "Layout" 
modules on their. record of ac~vemeni' chart. Comm~rcial Art ~~udertts ~ere 
expected to have acquired a-high level of layout skill by the time they attempted .: 
the instructional unit. 
3. Students would be profideot in measuring distances in inches and in 
... 
. . 
millim~es, .and in calculating proportions. StU,dents would' also be fami.ii;r 
with the pica sys~em used in measu_ring printers' type.' 
,... .... 
... 
.. 
. , Designing e;havloural .Objectl'ves " ' - . 
BIC?orrf (1966) divided behaviour into three categories: cognitive,· affective ··· 
" and psychomotor, · and -conc~ntrat_ed ·his e_fforts on the cognitive domain. Of the 
{ 
psychpmot~~, he wrote: ''A t~ird. domai~ is the· manipulativ~ or motor-~kill area 
... ;.. find.so little dOne about it in secondai"J( schools or colleges, that we do not \ 
believe t~e development or' a classifica_tion of thes~jectives would be very useful 
at Rresent" (p.7). To one. who. has been exposed to t~e history of the development of 
Compet~ncy-Bas~d Instruction·( including DACUM, STEP, T\tAC, and SPI) in th~ 
community colleges and vocatjonal institutions of North America during !he past 
. . 
fifteen years, this is an astbnishing statement until one is reminded that Btoom was a·. I. - - , . 
pionee~, and t,hat he was i~viting comment .from his ~eaders on-this sub)~ct. 
Today, educat9rS tend1tO regard vocationq) education as having an advantage 
. . . 
jn the. area of designing behavioural object~ves because its emphasis on psychomotor 
. . ;_ . . 
. . ) ·"" , . 
and work:.telat~d cognitive skills makes its objectives easier to ·state and measure. 
~ o · 
Vargas (1973) · s.tates · that "Specific objectives perform thr~. functions: 
\ 
•' 
'· 
\ 
• .. 
-·. 
I · 
. . 
" 
~' . ' .. 
.. 
.) 
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. . 
They help the teacher select appropriate learning experiences, they communicate to 
others (particularly the student) what is expected, and they giYe both- student and 
I 
teacher standards for evaluating progress" (p.24). '\ -
Mager ( 1962) writes that ''The most important characteristic of a useful ob-
' jective is that it identifies the kind of performance that will be accepfed as evidence 
that the learner has achieved the objective" (p.l3). 
We~tling (1980) states that in evaluating the mastery of psychoinoto~ perfor-
mance ohjectives, "unlike the measurement of either cognitive or attitudinal com-
petencies, th~ measurement of P.erformance requires t~at a given job situation be 
.. 
simulated both in tetms of the testing conditions an'd operations performed" (p.95). 
Gagne agd Briggs ( 1974) further refine the process of w~iting behavio~ral ob-
jectives: ''An objective is precisety ·described.when· it communicates to another per-: 
son what he would have to do to observe that~ stated lesson purpose has in fact be~n 
accotlllft>lished" (p.SS). : 
Gagne and Briggs state t~at the selection of "action" verbs for_ objectives is 
" extre~ely importaqt,.and that certain v~rbs have special aP_plications to specified· 
human capabilities. For example, the verbs "discriminates" and "identifies" relate 
to cognitive skills, whereas "executes" relates to motor skills and "chooses" to af-
fective ski~l~ •. 
JJut Gagne and Briggs' ,greatest contribution to the art of writing objectives 
may be in their attention ·to the ver~s used in the uobjective elise" to qualify the 
,• 
main action verb. The observing and measuring of performance is enhanced wh~ 
the action verb is qualified by an objective clause such as 11by listing ... with pencil 
' . : . " . 
and paper," or "by calculating ... " Objective& stated in this manner should com-
# 
municate to the teacher, the student, and the examiner/observer what the student is 
. . ' 
• expect~d to do, and how s/he will demonstrate mastery of the skill. 
The develctper applied these teChniques in writing the performance objectives 
. 
which follow:The next stage of developing the unit was the design of the pre- and 
. " 
• • , I 
- - , 
I. 
I 
\. 
\ 
. \ 
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post-test. Several questions were designed to test the student's achievement of each 
behavioural objective. Instructional material could the~ be assembled, and learning 
activities selected, to ensure that the student would be exposed to an appropriate 
learning experience to achieve each objective. 
Behavioural Objectives 
• 
After completing the learning activities package, the student should be able to: 
j 
1. Demonstrate an understanding of pleasing proportions in book page design by 
2. 
calculating the type measure ·and depth for a given page size. and preparing a 
page layo~t with appropriate margins. 
Demonstrate good layout practice by preparing a neat . and accurate bencil 
" I t. • ' 
layout of two adjacent' printed pages with progre5sive.· .~ar~n~~ .. ·fh~ type 
. : (•. ' ': J . 
measure and size, lf~e sp~cing and type area depth s.h~uld b.e i'ndf~~ted with pro-
' perly spaced parallel fines. i . ; 
~ 3. Demonst!ate profession'al techniques for integrating illustrations and 
photographs into the printed page by drawing accurate outlines on page layouts, 
both in the "bleed" and .. run of page" or "inset., styles. 
4. Identify the side-stitched, saddle:-stitched, plastic-ring, loose-leaf, and perfect 
. . 
~inding methods· by labelling a set of diagrams on a written test paper, and list 
' . . .:.,. "'' 
any· design problen:tS created by each of these methods. 
S. Given a saddle-stitched boo.klet, iqentify the page numbers that will be printed 
side-by-side. by preparing a page chart. 
6. -Give~ a set of sp'ecifications for a booklet, ~emonstrate a knowledge o.f book 
printing and folding techniques by preparing a book "dummy .. and page chart. 
' · 
• 
.. 
. .
.... 
;, 
- ./. 
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Chapter 5 
RATIONALE FOR CHOICE OF MEDIA 
I 
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~ 
Background 
. The purpose of this project, as has been stated earlier, was to explore the 
' . 
' . philosophy~and ·met~odology of Co~petency-Based Instruction and .to construct a · 
systemic developmental technique for individualize-d learnin~ activities packages. 
, 
Before selecting the medium for the project, the developer interviewed 
. 
several instructors who were working with Co.mpetency-Baseq Instruction and asked 
• • 
them the following q~estions: 
What delivery sy.stems (media) are currently being used for C. B. I.? 
Which m~dium appears to produce the best results? 
. . \ ' . 
How is each medium used by the student? 
What are the-advantages and disadvantages of ea~h medium? 
' . 
This survey revealed that, at the College of Trades and Technology, 
· Competency-Based Instruction is currently being delivered by the following media: 
• L .1... 
I. Print media prepared by the instructors themselves, and reproduced by Xerox 
or ·offset dupiicating. 
- . 
2. Pr:int media, commercially prepared,- such as textbooks and "packaged" learn-
ing modules. 
. . 
3. ~u~io p\am~, su:h as. self-instructiona~ packages in shorthand or type-" 
settmg. \ • 
I 
4. filmstripl and slide/tape programs, both commercially produced and 
instructor-deyeloped . 
.. 
. I 
... , .. 
i. -· .. 
--
r· 
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' 5. Videotaped programs, both commercially produced and instructor-developed. 
6. Interactive video (laser disc) programs, commercially produced. 
7. Group lectures and demonstrations. 
Although every one of the media listed above had its proponents, the 
developer found that the print medium was common to most C.B.l. courses. There 
were commercially-prepar~d materials of high quality available for most courses, 
f 
bu.t most instructional developers had adopted the duplicated booklet as the basic 
package th~t di.rected the student's learning activities-~ost commercially-prepared 
- ' 
.filmstrip and slide/tape programs came with supplementary print materials, such as· 
i~structor's notes, ·review questions, and sometimes the full audio script of the pro-
gram. Those programs that did n.ot include such suppiementary materials were not ·~ 
as hig}:tly-rated by the instructors. With the exception of the Computer Data-Entry 
. . 
program, no instructors at the College were using computer-assistep instruction. ·,. i 
Self-Paced Instruction (SPI) courses in the Business Education Departmen _-
utilize a number of different roedia, but there is a duplicated learning activities 
package booklet for every module in every course. A-student in Qne of these courses 
is directed by an instructor to begin work on a certain module on his/her chart. S/he 
g~es to the classroom resource centre ~nd finds a resource box labell_ed with a tode. _ . 
number and module title. S/he ta:ke~,~ copy of,the learning activities package fro~ 
the resource box, . takes it to hislh__srct6k, ~nd begins to study . ..S/he ~ay be directed 
to go to the Au~io-V.i~~al Centre to view a v~deotape or work through a sl~de/tapt 
presentation on bookkeeping or shorthand tral'tscription, or to sit at the desk and do 
. . . 
exercises from a textbook or from the learning activities package (bQoklet) itself . . 
The: developer noticed that many of the learning activiti~s packages were self-
contained. He was told that students prefer it this way, compared with separate 
~anuals, b~cause of the advantage of. fh1ding all the information ·in one place .. The 
' ·:.' 
~r~:~~ . : = 
.. 
: -
:f : 
''\' ' ' 
--
... 
~ . .:.~ .' 
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instructors preferrea the self-contained activities package for many applications 
where no ope textbook or manual seemed to adequately cover current local practice, 
. . . 
or where the textbook d~ill and practice exel'bises were t:onsi~red inadequate. 
Survey of Attitudes Toward Media 
The developer did riot conduct a formal survey of student attitudes toward 
media because, with the small numbers invoJved, he was concerned that some sen-· 
sitization might occur . th~ would ~nfluence tfie results of the testing. He di~, 
howev~r. conduct an informal survey and record .the results. The'Cornmercial·Art 
teacher did the same. 1'he survey ind~~ted that 75~o of the Printing stu~~nts fek 
most comf~rt~ble with th~ print medium, ~hUe '2S% had n.o o~inion. The students 
initially expressed a· preference for audio-visual media, but after some discussion 
. . 4 ., 
decided t~at thel._saw audio-visual as a supplementary resource, to be used in con-
I • # 
junction with print materials and shop. demonstratiOJ.lS. and not as a replacement. 
Students said that audio-visual programs have to be viewed in the Audio-Visual 
Centre, but 'a book can be ta~en home for study.- One filmstrip series the students 
gave a high rating had the text of each filmstrip ,reproduced in a supplementary 
; handbook. Some students h'ad Xeroxed rhe~.e handbooks and shared them with their 
• 
~lassmates, to b~ used in "cramming" tor the weekly test period. Further question-
ing reveal~d that the classmates who received the Xerox copies did not then bother to 
view the filmstrip. 
Survey of Availability of Media 
· As mentioned earlier, the print medium is com~on to most Competency-
' . Based and Self-Pa~ed progr~ms at .the College. The College has several hundred 
... 
.. 
---
--
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audio-visual programs on file in a central Audio-V!sual Alternate Learning Centr~. 
' 
apd students can go there during office hours and view any program. Some pro-
grams are borrowed b{instructors, and shown to a whole class at the same time. For 
instance, a class of motor mechanic apprentices will be shown a film about carbure-
tion, or a class of beauticians will see a videotape on hair colourin.g. 
' 
Students in Self-Paced programs are encouraged to drop into the Centre to 
view programs individually or in small groups. The staff of the Centre are concerned 
. ' 
t.hat few students take. adv~ntage of ~he service. The a.pswer may lie ·in the nature of 
C6llege scheduling. _Class sched~les are planned for a 33-35 hour week with no more 
. . 
than two free periods, and unless an instruct~r di'rects a student to go to .the centre, 
• , . 
- ' the student will find it inc~mvenient to gp there. Some instructors in Competency-
·Based program~ say that audio-visual media lose their effectivene~s when viewed·by 
' . , . . . . .. 
individual students, because class discussion enhances the learning process. This is 
not practical with Self-Paced courses,· because only one or two students may be 
working at a module at any one time, and the instructor is not able to guide th·e 
. . . 
discussion. Holland College solves this problem by placing audio-visual programs 
and viewin,g/listening equipment in every classroom resource centre, ,where the in- \ 
structor is available ~o guide and assist. · The College 6f Trad~ has begun to Jd?pt l 
this policy, subject to budget limitations for new equipment, wherever a substantial ) 
portion 9fo ~ p~ogram is availabt?in one audio-visual medium. At the time· ~f -f~ 
"' development of this project, that policy had ,not yet been adopted. 
The Cpllege has ~ very sophisticated automated duplicating/collating in-
stallation, and several Xerox macHines are scattered throughout the three College 
campuses.: For thi~reason, the prJpt medium ~ppears to be convenient and practical 
for most applications. ;r_._ 
. 
' · 
.. 
. ---.. · · ~ 
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Cost Considerations 
The developer investigated the relative cost of different media, and conclud-
ed that the differen~ in cost between video, slide/tape, and print media1 was negli- .: 
_gi.ble-. Tiils conclusion was based on the ·cost of materials only, because there is no 
' 
charge for the use of College equipment or for the assistance of College staff. 
A vide~tape would actually be the cheapest to produc~, . .approximately· $50.00 
for graphics and videotape for one copy. A slide/tape presentation would cost ap-
proximately $65.00 for graphics, film and processing, and audio tape, again for one 
copy. Graphics and duplicating cost for thirty ~es of a 50-page booklet would 
cost approximately $80.00. For future use, the cost. would be $2.'50 per bo<?klet when 
1-10 copies are"produced by the Xerox method for individual students. Some Xerox-
. I I 
ing would · have ·to 'be done to complement videotape or slide/tape productions, to 
" I o •, ' 
' 
·· provide students with review q.uestions and wor~ assignments. 
Selection of Media 
The develqper chose the booklet medium for several reasons: 
J.. The duplicated booklet is the most common method of producing instructional '. 
materials for individualized instruction. 
, 
2. Efficient and-low-cost · duplicating equipment is available. 
,...--
3. Students had expressed their desir.e to do independent stuqy-at- home, which 
would be impractical with other media. 
Howev~. once the development process got ,underway, the problems of . 
demonstrating a process by static drawings proved to be a definite constraint. The. 
I . 
developer thenl nvestigated videotape and computer graphics as alternative 
methods, but concl.uded that the facilities were not available to utilize these . 
methods. The College had some videotape equipment, but no studio or editing 
.. 
equipment. Memorial University Learning Resources Division had a videotaping 
r 
' 
' 
' ' 
...-
•. 
.... \ 
. , 
*'1 · 
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and editing labora.tory, but no facilities for animation or· graphics. Producing the 
sound track and copying graphics would be impractical under these conditions. The 
idea of an interactive computer program was discarded because the College had no 
microcomputers for student use at that time. 
,/ The test proceeded with the original plan of .using a duplicat~d booklet as the 
most practical method available. 
·, 
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Chapter 6 
DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES AND FORMATIVE EVALUATION 
lnltl~l Pro~uctlon 
The initial production _of the instructional unit" Designing Book Pages" was 
. . . 
comple~ed in the spring of 1983. 
The developer decided upon the following fo~m~t for the Learning Activities· 
Package: 
Ra.tlonale 
Objectives 
a· 
I 
Tells the student why this task is wqrth learning. 
These d~scribe what the student must be able to perform to 
complete the package. 
Learning Activities These tell the student what to read, and what to do to learn 
the skill/task. Also list assignments to be turned in, tests to 
be written, and describe how the student will be evaluated. 
Learning Materials In lieu ·of a satisfactory te~t on the subject, th~ developer in- · • 
serted his own materials here. Another method would be to 
recommend that the student read several sections' of a 
workbook an~ compleie the assignments at the end of each 
section, view a slide/tape presentation, etc., if th~se . 
resources were available. i 
Review Questions Did the stude~t lear~ what s/he was supposed to learn? At 
the end of each section of information, the developer in-
serted a page of Review Questions or an Apply Your 
Knowledge page. If the student can answer these questions 
,. . -
' I 
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~ 
or make these calculations, s/he will be ready for the Post~ 
test and the all-important Work Assignment. 
Work A!lSignm~nt This was' intended to test the student's skit] mastery, by giv-
ing him/her a practical layout assignment to complete. 
The written Pre-test and Post-test for the module were used to prepare the 
Review Quest~ons. The Learning Materials were written to provide the answers to 
th~ Review Questions~ 
At this stage the developer was· hoping to make a statistical comparison be· 
. twe~n two groups of'studertts: t~e Commercial Art students using the booklet as an 
. . 
. ' individualized instructional medium while the other. group, the .Priniing studen.ts, 
would receive the same information via the traditional.l~cture and classroom assign-
. . ' ' . 
m~nt method. This comparison watlater abandoned b~cause of the small n·umbers 
of students availabJe, but the concept of designing a self-explanatory booklet, 
' A 
testing it on students who had no previous experience with individualized instruc-
tion, and withholding any instructor intervention except when requested ·was con-
sidered a worthwhile experiment in its own right. 
Having targeted the Commercial Art students as the test gr-oup, the developer 
gathered information from books in the College of Trades and Memorial University 
. 
libraries. The information was edited to include the minimum of information -that 
· the developer felt a novice book designer would need to ,know about: 
I 
Book and pamphlet binding methods 
Current book printing proces~es 
Common paper sizes and book page sizes 
'How to insert illustrations on ·a page 
This the developer considered to be essential background krlowledge. The graphics 
. . 
used to illustrate this section of the booklet consisted oj>flttoon-style illustr~tions, 
based on a drawing style that he had been using for t~ree years in learning a~tivit~es 
packages about press and· bindery techniques. 
... 
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~ 
The graphics were not planned to be mere ornamentation, but were intended 
to convey a sense of scale to the various printing methods; so that the learner could 
- ~ 
visualize that a web offset ~achine, for instance, is a giant printing press .operated 
by several workers, while one-up and two-up printing is done on small machines like 
I 
the presties in the Printing lab. 
The third section of the booklet was to be about standard page sizes. The 
.. 
developer introduced metric measurem_ents here for two _reasons. First, the Govern-
' 
ment of Canada was c'ol!lmit~ed to n-aetric conversion in the 1970's, and the Cana-
. 
dian paper indqstry officially converte~ to_ metric in 197~. Seconfly, the E.u~opean 
metric .method of ~esignating page sites is very !imple, wher~as th.~ . Americ~n 
method is ~ hodge-podge of traditional sizes ,nd very diffi,cult fo teach. Tpe 
I • 
developer's research revealed that no one except the Canadian civil service appears 
to be a~tualiy using the new metric designations. The Canadian _system retains t~e 
four most common American sheet sizes, but alters t~.em slightly to produce a four-
standard sheet system compared with the Europ~n two-standard sheet system. He 
decided to explain the European syst~rn in the booklet, and then to introduce the 
four standard Canadian sizes in a repetitive format . 
I ' 
Five of the six behavioural ~bjectives for th~ project specified layout skills 
that the student was ex~cted to mlister. The developer prepared a series of diagrams 
' . . "" . 
to exilafri t-he~e activities to. the:_ student. T~i;fection ~as revis~d upont~e:adviC~ or' · 
.Contenl and Media Specialist, and later completely redesigned after its initial 
. . . . .. .. . 
test was designed to serve as pre-test an~ post-test to th~ unit. It 
~ ~ . . 
consisted of thirty.two multiple-choice l\nd fill-the-blanks questions and an exercise 
in assigning page numbers (see ApJ>endix F). · 
' . ~. ' ' '< 
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Evaiuatlon by Content Speclall$·t ,and Media Specialist 
<:. • 
The content specialist for .the unit was William Mcloughlin, Commercial Art 
. . .. \ .. 
Instructor at the College of Trades and Technology. Because 6f his long experience 
' .. ' in commercial art and publishing, he also served a~·media specialist. 
- ') 
The function of the co~tent sp~cialist was to evaluate the content of the unit 
. . . 
·· and to verify the .accura~y of the information it contained: Mr .. McLough-lin in-• 
,. . "' .. , 
dicated th~t the content of the booklet was accwate; but he had, tw~ reservations. 
First, the section about.'metric p~g.e s~ze~~s, in his opinion~ confusing, b~c_ause .the 
.European A and·B ~beets are not avatlab!e m Canada. Seco.nd, he.{c:lt th~t ·t:her~·was 
insufficient drill and pract.ice t'o ~elnfbrce the sections about calcul'ating page pro-
portions and ~argi~s. ., 1 r 
The developer added a page in front of the metric ·~ection expiaining that the 
European page system was included for compariso·n only. He also added ·Several 
... • t I ' ~ ' ' 
questions to the review question ~ages in otd~r to provide more driJl an~ pra~ti5=e. 
. . . 
In the'role of media special~st, Mr. Mcloughlin apprpved the overall style of 
v ~ . 
the instructional unit. He made several suggestions on tightening up the present~Uion 
that were in~orporated it this stag·e. before- the unit 'Yas tested o~ the students. 
. . . 
Evaluation by Learning Specialist 
Everett Cross, M.Ed .• Staff Development Officer. at the College of Trades l 
. . . . ' 
and Technology acted as the learning specialist; His. function was to determine if the . 
. .~ . . .. " 
la~guage and format of the.unh w~re suitable for vocational stu~ents. Mr. Cross 
. .. . ' 
. had ten years exp~rience as a Motor Vehicle Repair (Mechanical) Instructor at the 
. . ~ 
Colleg~, and two!.years as Career ~ounsell,or before acceJ)ting his present p~ition. 
• Mr. Cross recommended several changes. The rationale, he suggested, should 
be more concise, a.nd should do more to motivate· the studen~ to learn 'the skill~f 
book desig11ing. H¢. also felt that the learning activities shouki be tightened liP to be 
. . . . .. 
more consist~nt with the objectives. · ' ,. 
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.0 Evaluation by ttte Learners 
As has been mentioned earlier, because .. of the specialized nature of the in- . ' 
structional unit, it was of interest to two small groups of stud~ts only, namely the 
~ . . 
Printing and Commercial· Art classes at the College of Trades and Technology, a 
total of thirty students. The developer felt that this number w~s marginally adequate 
. . . .. 
for a statistical· comparison of two delivery ,methods. 
. ' ' 
During the time. that the developer was pre~~ring the booklet the Printing 
~ "' . 
clasrdwindled fioin fourteen to ten students. When ,the editing' process was com- ~ · · 
O O I 0 , ·l : 0 Ql_ • 
. . "' . . ' , ~( . . 
. pl¢teq, the C~~mer~iai.Ai't class ~as affe~ted · by aiJ outbreak of il:lfl~e.n?B, s~ _ the 
. . t • • 
testing of the pa~kagewas delayed .for:two.w.eeks. When most of the stuc;lents'were in 
, ·. . . . . . 
I < I • " • o 0' • • 
. atiendAnce, the test went ahead. The nuinber of sfudents available. to write ~e pre-
, ' • o .. o o • o - , I ,' ~ ' ' ' ~ I '• ' .It 0 · :, 
·test at IO:OO.a.m. -on a Monday wa~ twe.tve: .seven Commer~ial Art students and'fiy~ . . 
Printing s~ts. A:nbthen~o C~mmercial Art s~udent~ an:d four Printing stud.en_ts ~ ·-... 
t • • t 
arrived later to study the material and write the post.:test. The comparative test was 
' . ) . 
later disca,rded as impractical because of tpe smalf numbers involved. This report 
will d~al only with the performance of. the Commercial Art students. 
:· . " 'sev~n Commercial Art ~tu~ents ·wrote the pre~ test on a ·Monday morl}.ing. 
'<' ' ~ w .4 
That afternoon there were nine students present. The booklets were distributed; an 
.. .. ' 
i 
explanation of the individualized instruction system was given~ and the --students 
. , 
~~ asked· to. read and work through the lear~ing• pa~kage on th~ir 'ow9. The 
developer suggested that they' could come to J:lis office if they had any questions 
about the booklet, but only· one student- requested, information.· The Commerci~l -
. Aft instructor was present: but felt that he should hot intervene in 1the C:'$.Jlei'ience. 
About on~ hour l~ter it was observed that the stG11ents had p~t the booklets. ·aside· . 
and - turned~ to indepc~dc:nt sketchin~. When .Q·u;i!.,oned, .they said that ~hey 
understood the mater.ial, but did not understand what wa$ .expected <Wt_hem. Th'e 
· work assignment at the back of the booklet was pointed out, a'nd they were asked .to 
, · 
.. 
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attempt it, but when left alone they returned to their sketching. Only one student 
completed the assignment, to a very low standard. 
The following day the post-test was administered. A comparison of test 
scores indicated that the mean pre-test score was 31 fiJo, mean post- tesl score 690Jo, a 
gain of 38.0Jo. However, since only 'seven students wrote both pre- and post-test, 
these figures cannot be considered meaningful. 
- . " 
. . . 
The students were asked to fill oura Student Attitude Form at the conclu!4ion 
. . 
of the post-test. These are summarized in Table I: 
TABLE 1 
. .. .._ 
;,;\ 
..... 
STUDENT ATTITUDE SURVEY 
I . Question Response 
, , 
.1 2 3 4 0 
1. Was the booklet well-designed? 9 
2. Was the lesson difficult? 1 7 1 
3. Was the lesson Interesting? 4 3 2 
(f . 
4. Did yol.l leari) very much In the lesson? 1• 6 2 
5. Wa~ the lesson too long? _ ~ 5 4 
6. Did you like t~e self-study approach? 3 4 2..,.. 
7. Was the boo~t clearly written? · 1 8 
6. Were there t many. questions? 1 7 
9. Were the que IQ!l5 difficult? . • 2 8 
10. Wtts the work assignment difficult? 5 2 •2 
' 
~ Key to response: (1) very unfavourable (2) ambivalent (3) favourable (4) very favourable 
. ' 
\ 
.. 
Mean response .• 1.86 
., When the developer conducted an item analysis on .the post-tesi. result~. he 
L n~ted ih0a\~he wh.ol\ group had scored_.low marks on questions I -1 0~ which tested 
. objective riilmber 1. Ji.e.also noted that the main thrust of the instr~ctiona~ unit was 
meant ~o be mastery of certa.in layout skills, but only one of the st4dent\ had even 
attempted the. layout assignment .. The unifhad failed to accomplish what it had been 
d~;i}hed to do. 
' ·"""!· 
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Revising the Unit 
"" Blank (198~) has wr,itten that "many studies reported ... compared 'conven-
tional' instruction methods with the 'individualizea' approach and found neither ap-
' 
proach superior to the other ... [these studies have) one thing in common: a less 
than carefully designed and implemented approach to the individualized method': 
(p.24). 
The developer reviewed the content and learning specialists' comments, and 
,, . 
the student attitude forms. He concluded that the unit was not communicating to the 
students what 'was required of them. and decided to redesign the section of the 
. . 
booklet relating to objective number one and to modify' the work assignment and 
some of the test questions. 
To ~mph~size the portion of the booklet relating to the design function, two 
pages wer~ expanded to six. and a new cartoon ch~racter was introduced. That fs, · 
the female _stud~nt depicted on the coyer, sitting at a drawing board, was drawn in 
several poses to illustrate that a design problem was· being presented, as compared to 
• 
the printing information section the student had just completed. This section was in-
troduced with a title page carrying the words "Picture yourself as a ~esigner who has 
been asked to illustrate a book ... '' The review questions at the eQd of this section 
were rewritten as t'Vo·separate exercises . 
.j ' ' . 
. The following week the ~d booklet was given to the Commercial Art 
students and they _spent an~ ;our reviewing it. They then completed .the work 
. . . ' a~s1lgnment and wrote the revised post-test. This tim~ twelv&students were present. 
. . 
The seven who had wr.itten the pre-test now scored a mean 850'/o. The other five 
students, three of. whom had not. seen the inst~uctional unit before, aver~ged "'o. 
Th~ developer exiurtin~d ·the layouts turned in ~ the Commer~al Art 
students, but ~as not satisfied with any of them. On the Competency-Based lnstru~ 
~Evaluation scale of 0 to 3, all of the drawings submitted had to be rate~ "0":· · 
)__ 
. · 
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"Has some ability, but cannot perform this skill satisfactorily for participation in a 
work environment.'' 
The developer concluded that the package had worked well in com-
.municating cognitive skills, but that it needed further r_efinement to achieve the goal 
of skill "mastery." 
However, the developer noted that the Prioting students across the corridor 
had achieved satisfactory skiiJ mastery when attempting the same. work assignment 
from the same.-wriften instructions, duripg a regular sho_p period. The fastest Print-. 
ing students had completed the assign~e~t in for_ty-five minutes; t'ile-slowest needed 
. ·. • . J > 
. 
·-as much a~inety minutes. All students had asked questions, and every ~tudent had 
requir~d some in~ividual assistance to complete the assignment. The evaluations 
. . 
recorded on the Printers' Reco~d of Achievement charts had ~onsisted of" I ~s" and 
"2~s. '' indicating that the supervision give,n ranged from 11 constant " to "periodic." 
This equalled or exceeded the perforll}ance level required for this module. (A copy 
.. 
of the evaluation chart for this. work assignment is reproduced in Appendix E). 
The main difference between the treatment ef the two groups. of studerfts was 
'the Commercial Art students had been ~eft to \VOrk on their own from written 
instructions, while the Printing students had been given .. the same written instruc-
tions; but had received individual attention from the instructor; who had explained, 
interpreted and demonstrated the instructions for them. The mean scores for the 
written cognitive test for both classes were almost identical when the revised package 
was re-tested (~40Jo-8.SO!o), ~rthe prin~ers had mastered the la~out skill, th'e co~­
mercial artists had ·not. 
. .. 
Tie developc!r re~inded himself that the Printing students were i~ the ninth 
month of. a competency-based program, and were very aware of th~ ~oncept of 
, . . A . 
"mastering, a skill, however incomplete and uneven the devel'?pment of the pro-
gram was at this stage. The Commercial Art students, on the other hand, had no~ I , _, . 
- .. 
" 
,. 
l . . . . ' \ . ' ' • 
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used a learning activities package before, and were not oriented to skill mas~ery . He 
arrived at two conclusions: 
.. 
I. Successful teaching of manipulative skills will require the live presence 
of an experienced supervisor to interpret the written instruqions 1n the 
work assignment. 
' \ 
2. Students in a traditio,nal program will requir~ considerable orientation 
to achieve·-satisfact~rr. results -when first· subjected to indivi~ualized in-
struction and skill mastery. 
The project was shelved at thi~ time because there were no more clients to test it on. 
The developer planned to re-run the experiment in the 1983-84 College ye~r. 
J 
• ,.. 
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-
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Chapter 7 
. ' 
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION"\ 
Procedure 
The summative evaluation was conducted in the spring of 1985, two years 
after th.e formative evaluation. It ':'as not possibl~ to test the instructional unit dur-. 
ing the 1983-84 College year for two reasons: the Commercial Art class had been 
moved to the Topsail Road Campu~ and a new instructor hired, and· the Printing 
program was being completely revised. 
~ . 
One outcome of the Priniing program revision was that the module "Design 
ijook Pages" was dropped from the Record of Achievemelftfl chart in 1983-84. 
However, when. all of the learning activities packages for the revised program 'had 
been c?mpleted, it was possible to reintroduce the boo\ design package in 1984~85 ~s 
"an "advanced" activity for those studen.ts who, having complete.d the module 
"Mark copy for .typesetting" to a level of "I:" wished to work for a higher levei of 
achievement, J 
- { , 
~In late-April of 1985 nine Printing students wrote the pre-test. By this time 
the. revision of the program was complete, an.e the classroom resource centre had 
... . 
reached the "Level 3" criteria specified by the College administ~ation: there was a 
learning' activities .package for each mo~ule on the ~ecord of achievement cha.~t/ 
students were learning at their own rate and lect~res had been discontin~~d,· ·Ther, 
. /' . 
was no plan to go .the fourth level of completely self-paced instruction; because it is 
. , 
impractical to schedule a one-instructor class for staggered intake and continuous 
exit. \ ' 
, 
' . . 
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Nine students wrote the pre-test. The following Monday, three students were 
given the 'tearning activities package and advised tCL.W.o.rk-thro,•W.:h-f.'~ ......J:":~;:-nn;-; 
~ -- ................. --------- ' 
students also workec;J through the package, -in pairs, over the next two weeks, all 
' . working under the instructor's supervision. The post-test was administered during a 
regular weekly test period· when aU sevenhad completed the work assignment. The 
other two students had left early to look for work. 
Results 
The pre-test scores ranged from_ 3SOJo to 63%, for a mean of 54%. Post-test 
scor~·s ranged from 67f1Jo to ·97% for~ a mean of 850Jo' indicating an average gain of 
' . ' . . 
31 OJo. The mean post-test .score was identical with the mea~ scores of the Commer- ,. 
cial Art and Printing stutients who studied t~te- revised learning activities package 
. . . . 
in 1983 . 
TABLE 2 
• 
• ~ ~MPARISON OF PRE· TEST -POST·TEST GAIN SCORES ON RE;.VlSEO UNIT 
,...f"'""" FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 1983 & 1985 • 
GROUP 
Commercial Art Students, 1983 
Printing Studen~s. 1985 
•p<.os 
N 
7 
7 
N • Number of students In group 
Md 
18.1 
8.1 
so t 
47.89 
- .3.2oo· 
19.70 I 
Md • Mean of difference between pretest and posttest scores 
SO • Standard of deviation 
• A test of the significance 
• 
4,.~LAYOUT 
· EVAL. 
0 Satlsf. 
7 Satisf. · 
It should be, noted that parts of the instructional unit had been inserted into 
several revised learning activities packages, so that the Printing students had up to 
eight months exposure to .stand~rd paper sizes, paper cutting and fo1ding techni-
ques, and book printing by the time they wrote the pre-test. 
• 
The work assi.gnment was completed by all seven st~ents to the developer's ' 
satisfaction. Performance evaluations of "2" and u3" were awarded. A "2" radn~ 
indicates that the s'tudent is capable of performing the skill with periodic assistance 
J 
--. 
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and supervision. Two students received "3" ratings, indicating that they completed 
. 
the layout with a minimum of assistance, as competently as a11 experienced layout 
artist in a printing shop. Both of these students had completed Commercial Art 
evening courses through the Coll_ege's Extension Division. 
The developer noted that all students required some individual attention to 
complete the work assignment. He· has found that it is an unusual student who can 
perfprm a manipulative skill entirely by following written· instructions. When 
. ~ ' 
students do not ask the instructor for assistance, they can usually be observed ques-
. tioning anothe.r student who has already completed the task. In this instance the 
developer took som~ pains to anticipate the students' problems and to be available 
to answer questions. 
. ' 
Conclusion 
The developer concluded from the results ·of the evaluation that the revised 
instructional unit was successful. 
An analysis of the individual test items showes;l that the behavioural objec-
tives for the cognitive skills in the unit had been met by mo~t students writing the 
- ·- ( . 
post-test. Two of the students did not r-each the College's standard passmark of 80% 
for Competency-Based programs, but were allowed to re-wr.ite~ t+t a week lat_er, 
. . ~- """',;. . 
under College rules, and exceeded the 80% mark on the second test. The developer is 
. 
satisfied that the instructional unit is self-explanatory and capable of being 
' 
understood by most vocational students. 
·• 
., 
Th~ deveioper is als~ satisfied. that the unit ~as a qualified success in achiev-
ing student maste~y or' p~ychomotor skills. The qualification is that an instructor or 
- .... ,.-
demonstrator should be present, to give advice and direction to the students under- -
0 
taking the work assignment; in a role similar to that of a working supervisor in a 
. ., . 
commercial printint shop. 
,. 
• . . 
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Chapter 8 
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, IMPLEMENTATtON 
Summary 
The instructional unit .. Designing Book Pages" was developed to fill a need 
. ' 
in the existing curriculum of the Printing co~rse at the~llege of Trades an~ . 
-Technology in St. John's, Newfoundland, and to explore the system .for developing 
competency-based in~ctuctionaJ materials . . 
An ~tensive survey by the developer showed that suitable self-instructional 
materials do not exist to meet the needs of vocational Print~ng students in designing 
for .book production. 
Having .established a need for a self-instructional learning activities package 
on designing book pages, the developer co~menced to produce an instructional unit 
' 
that would be self-explanatory when used by JUgh school graduates enrolled in a 
vocational sch~ol program. · 
.., 
A learner analysis was conducted, and the behavioural objectives for the unit 
were selected on the b~sis of observed needs.ifhe print medium was selected because 
of its low cost and convenience. 
The unit was reviewed by a content/media specialist and a learning specialist. 
They approved the~ content, structure and quality of presentation, a'hd made sugges-
tions for improvement, which were incOTporated at this stage . 
. 
The unit was tested in May of 198.3 on a class that had. no previous exposure 
I 
to Competency-Based or individualized instruction. A total of nine studen.ts were ex- •· 
posed to the._materi~. A compari~on of pre-test and post-test scores in~icated a 
. . 
, 
. I 
4·3 
measurable gain in acquisition of cognitive skills. Howevelr, none of the students 
mastered the manipulative skill of drafting a two-page book spread with well-
prop~rtioned margins. In fact, only one student even att~tnpted the {v~rk assign-
ment that tested this skill. The students were neutral in their reactions to the self-
instructional delivery method. 
Acting upon a student attitude survey and an item analysis, the developer re-
designed a portion of the unit ~nd re-tested it a week lat r. This time the results 
showed greater improvement. I~ . 
\ 
The revised unit was incorporated into the Printing c rriculum, and was sub-. 
jected to summative evaluation two years later. This time the results 'indicated stu: 
. ' 
den~ mastery of page design s~ills providing an instruct r is on hand~ actively, 
. ' 
assisting the students in the lay'out exercise, which is a rna ipulative skill. 
. \.. . 
The developer is satisfied that the inst~uctional unit as been successful, and 
has used it as a model for development of individualized I ar~ing packages . 
.. 
Recommendations 1 
I 
I 
The developer's aim in producing this instructional ufit was to create a fllOdel 
for further development of individualiz~d instruction. Th following observations 
can be applied to all learning activities packages: . 
1. Instructions in learning activities packages should be simply worded, 
and addressed directly to the ~dent (e.g.: "you ill ... "). 
2. Post-test questions for the package 'should be dir ctly related to the 
behavioural objectives. · 
3. Each objective should be matched by a relevant se tion of the instruc-
tional' material. 
4. When the student is expected to memor'ize a list o apply a principle, 
' 
adequate drill and practice should be provided n the instructional 
unit. 
• 
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S. There should be at least one review question in the package for each 
objective and post-test question. The post-test should pose no sur-
prises for the stude~t. 
6. Work l!Ssignments which call for the student to perform a 
• psychomotor skill should be simply worded. The student should be 
periodically remindep ·in the instructions to ask the instructor for 
equipment and advice. 
Implementation . 
I 
44 
In the autumn of 19, the Department Heads Com~ittee of the College of 
Trades and Technology held a seminar on Competency-Based Instruction, and ·a p-I 
proved a College policy for the administration of C.B.I. programs. One policy deci-
sion was that ~student, in order to receive a certificate for a C.B.l. program, must 
• • 
complete every module on the Record of Achievement chart for the program, to a 
I 
. ) . 
-pre-determined level oJ competency. The Printing program had been using ~· large 
• 
chart with one hundred four modules, and an open-ended philosophy that adapted 
the chart to the student's abilities and/or ambitions. This philosophy was now aban-
1 ' - -
doned, and a new, smaller ~art was designed that an average student could comfor-
ts~ complete in a ten month program. · 
There are sixty-six modules on the Printing record of achievement approved 
in 1984. lri(the course of revising the program, the developer was able to apply the 
lessons learned in developing th'i~ instructional unit. By April of .1985 there was a 
learning activities package for every module on the new chart. 
There is no module 11Designing Book Pages" on the revised Printing chart, 
. . 
but this learning activities package has been adopted as an advanced-level activity in 
. 
a module titled: "Mark Copy for Typesetlog.~' Parts of the learning activities 
' -
package have also been used to create several ~ew packages. More important, the 
devel~pcr's expdftence in developing an~ testing this instru
1
ctioftal unit has been in-
valuable in . the productioa and revision of sixty-~tf new and revised learning 
• 
packages . . 
' ' 
' • 
• 
• 
• 
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GLOSSARY OF COMPETENCY·BASED.INSTRUCtiON TERMS. 
Band, Training Sometimes called a "Training Block." A grouping or related tasks in an occupa· 
tion. One horizontal line of skill modules on .a DACUM chart. 
USIIIOL Y AIITIST 
Cl'astt-IIDI · 
u •• "0•• .... l•et41 .. .. ........ :.: ~ ... .. . I • _,, I • •; ,. ,. I. 
::-· .... 
Competen,cy.(¥ed Program ("CBI") A .. progra~ in which the desired Jearn.ing outcome~ are 
specific~ in\advance·b): industry. Student evaluation is done by cornP'lring student performance with 
a pre-set standard of competence. , 
OACUptl "Developing A CurriculUM" Apethod of develo'ping .l cur~iculum . The DACUM 
method is a variation of CBI. in which experts from an occupation form the curnculum committee. 
Sometimes imerpreted as "Devel~ping Abilities through C.urricuiUM'' . (Nova Scoua and Ne" 
Brunswick) · ' · 
DACUM Chart A single-~heet sUII profile that serves as, both a curriculum plan and evaluation in· 
strument for occupational training programs. The DACUM Chart is designed_ by the DACUM com-
mittee . 
Delivery System A method by .which training programs are delivered to students or trainee!>. It 
.can b~ group oriented, -individualized or semi-individualized: 
. . . . 
Journeyman (alt.: "journeyperson:'" A tradesperson who is qualified to perform the skill~ ·or a 
trade .. In a "designated trade" (controlled by the Apprenticeship Act): a holder 'or ·a certificate of 
qu~lification . · · 
~:,:~f~:~~:~~:~ :.:•u~:t: :~~~w!":~~i~u~~~'!,\~::i:!,~~~~~!~~. ~~7.~~~=::· ai~.~~~:~~; 
recq91'mended learniR~ acth?it es and a testing IT,lechanism. The activities apply to one skill module on 
~ DACUM chart. · , 
· . · A·1 2 
Module. One skill unit listed on a DACUM chart Use melrtc 
& C:ngltsn (or Record of Achievement). See sample at right. me~aauroments 
.. 
Record of Achievement A ~~~rC'UM" chan or skill . 
profile. (Nfld.) S.ee samples pages 49 and SO. 
' . 
Resource Box A cardboard, plastic or metal container, containing copies of a learning activilies 
,gackage aod supplementary learJ'!ing resource materials pertaining to a module. ' · · 
.. 
Self·Paced Instruction A variation of Competency:;Based Instruction in which the program i ~ 
comple~ely individualized, and 'the student progresses at his/her own r'ate to complete the program. 
Although the time element is relatively flexible, ·the student must complete the. total program to pre-
set standards in' order to "graduate" with a Certificate of Vocational Educatio~. (Nfld.) 
S.T.E.P. (Self Training and Evaluation Program) A variation of Competency-Based Instruction 
~eveloped along DACUM principles. The student sets his/her own goals, in consultation with a 
"resource person" (instructor), and undertakes a self-study progrl\m which may involve some tr'ain-
ing time in industry. Evaluiuic)n is performed by student/instructor interview, and is rec~rded in per· 
form·ance (or "skill mastery") terms. (Prince Edward Island) 
' Traditional Delivery System A system used to deliver training in which t~inmu«;.(or teaches.a. group b~: lectare, demonstration and observation of student performance at a grOup-set pace . 
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APPENDIX C 
• 
. . ~ 
Lear~ing~Evaluafion M~del 
. for.Trainee Using DACUM Process. 
from Adams (1 ~73) 
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APPENDIX D 
Task Analysis Charts 
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LEARN 
DEFINITIONS 
l
Deflne: .,. 
booklet, 
page, ' 
leaf, 
.etc. 
Define 
part a 
of • 
page 
; 
REVIEW 
BOOK 
RINTING 
Review 
binding 
methods 
Ravin 
printing/ 
. duplicating 
methods 
TASK.(\NALYSIS 
DESIGNIN-G BOO~~ES . 
LEARN DESIGN 
PAGE PAGE(S) 
IZES 
.. . 
Learn Design 
Eurorcean a Ingle 
metr c page . 
"A"& "8'' 
system 
Learn Qeslgn 
Canadian 2·page 
"soli" spread 
metric 
conversion 
Learn Apply 
page "paging" 
proportions methods 
'Design 
chapter 
headings, 
Insert 
Illustrations 
I 
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COMPLETE 
WORK 
SSIGNMENT 
'"ftl ~u~ ~ [ .• 1. ·~ ~ ' 
Prepare . 
2:page . · 
.... ·--
IPrNd 
... with · 
llluatraUona 
~ --) 
. I 
• 
f 
BINDING 
METHODS 
() .,_S.ddl•atltch 
~ 
1-Sid•IIIICh 
· f-Piaatlc ring 
binding 
r-Looa•luf 
binding 
f-" Perfect" (paperback) • 
blnclln; 
.... eu. binding 
BOOK 
1-BookleUbrocnurel 
pamphlet 
-Leaf 
I-Page 
L-SJgnalura 
' 
' , 
• 
DEFINITIONS 
--- -----...1 
' '1._ 
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' I ~ ~P-AG_e ________ __ 
\ 1~Parta of 
\ bOOk ~I 
j 
. ' 
REVIEW I OVERVIEW OF 
BOOK PRODUCTION 
PRINTING 
.METHODS 
, 
!-Single page 
1-Tw.o-up 
(s"'all. press) 
1-Big sheet (big press) 
~-oweb offset 
(Y. lge. runs) 
• 
["·'~"·· : 
Printing 
Binding • 
single, page 
[Ma11uat assembly 
·Automatic collating 
Multiple page (prlnt·fold-collate) 
• 
. -· 
• 
-. 
, 
I 
EUROPEAN 
MET~IC 
SYSTEM 
-"Golden rectangle" 
' 
+ 1 eq. metre 
• "A" sheet f 
-Folding/cutting 
system 
AO-A1-A2etc. 
-Alternate 
"8" aheet 
, ~ 
I 
SINGLE 
PAGE 
- Planning 
margine 
~ 
-Type measure 
&·depth v .; 
~Preparing 
aample page 
·-Pencilled 
ftarallel 
"" 
. 
f-Paate up 
•· 
type 
sam plea 
• •Paste up 
"greeklng" 
' -~ 
' 
'-
• ' 
' 
PAGE SIZES 
CANADIAN ... 
"SOFT" METRIC 
CONVERSION 
-Lotter paper • becomes "P" sheet 
" 
'-Alternates: ' 
"0" (legal) 
"R" (art board) 
"S" (book paper) 
I 
. 
• 
DESIGNING A PAGE 
I I 
I I I 
TWO· PAGE .. PAGING I 
SPREAD 
-.....J METHODS 
~ I 
~o-"Prqgreaalve" 1-Saddle-atltclled 
margins "plus-one" 
t··"·· .... Prool: method " diagonal" Geom. r " G!IIhered" I method books 
"1st + last" I 
I 
'-Prercarlng \! • "lodlng dummy" 
• ~- . 
•• 
' 
~ .. /
. 
. ---
I 
• 
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I ' 
BOOK-
PAGE 
PROPORTIONS 
·-· ~"Golden" 
rectangle 
1:1.414 
-"Prlntara" 
rectangle 
...;."Regular" 
ractangla 
~"Letter" alza 
· "-Square page 
l 
DESIGNING 
THE PAGE 
r-~ealgnlng a 
haptar hdg. 
-lnaertlnf. 
,llluatrat Of11 
[lnaet 
BINd 
Hnlllllla 
~o....CaptiQna 
I 
, 
.. 
• 
, 
.. 
1 
I 
1 . .. 
... 
, . 
....... ) .. · ' ' 
.. ,. 
, .. 
-
.. 
-I 
• 
. : 
'. 
~. \i~~~ ~- ;__ . ' .· .: 
• 
• 
APPENDIX E 
Evaluation Chart for 
. ''Design book pages'' 
) 
r 
I 
'' 
• I 
I 
I 
.. .-
• • 
. -~ 
,. 
EVALUATION CRITERIA - ~ayout for "Design book pages" 
NEATNESS 
Layout centred on sheet, 
page~utted to fold line, 
neat rendered In pencil 
CALCULATIONS 
Student applied arithmetic principles, 
calculated type measure 
and back margins 
I' 
GEOMETRY 
Student drew accurate construction lines 
construction lines, 
and used them 
INSERTION OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
Inserted Illustrations accurately, 
retaining proportions 
FOLDING DUMMY 
Student prepared dummy, 
folded accurately, 
and numbered accurately 
TOTAL POINTS 
AVERAGE (Total + 5) 
·,..J 
' . 
.. 
0 
vary 
sloppy 
work 
0 
did not 
calculate, 
did not 
apply 
0 
not 
attempted 
0 
not 
attempted 
0 
not 
attempted 
. -
1 2 
untidy, neat 
but work 
acceptable 
1 • 2 
calculated, applied 
but dlq not Instructions 
apply but not 
accurately 
1 2 
attempted, applied 
but did not principles, 
apply geom . with some 
principles l,accftracy 
1 2 
attempted, Illustrations 
but Out of diagrammed 
proportion Inaccurately 
1 2 
attempted, prepared 
but not Inaccurate 
understood dummy 
~ 
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3 
very 
neat 
'work 
• . I 
3 
applied 
Instructions 
accurately 
~· 
applied 
principles 
accurately 
3 , 
llluatrallona 
diagrammed 
accurately 
3 
prepared 
a .curate 
dummy 
.... 
. , 
; -: 
.... . 
- ' 
• 
. ,. 
:"f, , ·,' ' 
. . . '· . 
, , ./ 
_, ....... 
APPENDIX F 
Pre-test/Post-test 
\Pre~test/Post-test Ke~ 
) 
. 
.. 
J . 
- . 
I 
-
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) . 
,, 
• 
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Pre-test and Post-test 55 
Date t9 
Design Bbok Pages· 
Student 
----~--------- -·----
------------------------
L 
~ 2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
The ·pages diagrammed at the 
right are to be 12jxl77mm 
(30 x 42 picas). 
Progressive book margins will 
be used (3:5 , side margin ratio}. 
,, 
I 
l 
For average c6py, the ideal type measure for this page 
size will be ~icas. 
Back margin will be picas. 
•'· .... 
Head margin will be picas. 
Fore margin will be picas. , 
Foot margin will· be picas. 
~he de~th ~f . wf li the type area ·on this pag~ be picas. 
• 
---~-------------------------------------------~-------------
- . .., 
7. A page measuring lOxlScm has the proportions - : 
------
It" is called a rectangle. 
\ 
a.,., A page.,_ measuring. 15x20cm' ha.s the proportions ___ .. 
9. 
' 
' 10. 
It is called a rectangle • 
• A page measuring l0Smmxll8mm has the proportions ____ : ______ _ 
It is c~lled · a rectangle. 
... •, ] . 
A Canadian letterhead me~sures 
Its metric designation i s the 
x · mm.-
------- ----------
page· • 
• 
I ' 
. 
• 
. . .  ~· ' ' . 
' 
'" 
! ' · 
TEST NO. I-8 56 
Answer each question below by selecting the best answer and 
writir. the appropriate letter on the line provided. 
11. On the page diagrammed at 
the rlght, the illustration 
is called a 
12. 
illustration. 
A. runaround 
B. bleed 
C. inset 
D. raised 
The initial on the page at 
right is called a 
------
initial. 
A. raised 
B. dropped 
C. inset 
D. indented 
13. To follow standard procedure, 
the caption at the right 
should be re-set 
-------
A. the exact width of the photo. 
B. to make 3 lines of identical 
width. 
C. left unchanged, it's o.k. 
14. To follow standard procedure, 
the caption at the right 
should be 
A. centred under the photo. 
B. centred over the photo 
C. letterspaced to the width 
of the photo. 
D. re-written and re-set to 
fill the width of the photo. 
G,. blandn oot ,;.....,, lup..,um de 
molesttH exceO'Ieur stnt occaec.~~t cuptdl tat nor 
s.unt tn cui~ Qut oHic~ deMfunt molht antm td • 
Et hatUmd der*Ud f.ctlts at er .. pedit dtsttnct 
~ute nobiS .. tgoent 00110 est co11gue n thtl tmo.d 
Lor.m •PSum dOb 111 ltnel, consecte tur adtCM.tet 
•usmod tempor tnctdunt ut labofe et doiore ~ 
Ut *"'m ed mmtm ~ ... m. Q\.IIS nostrud • •ltfCtta 
f..bOnS nlll Ut altau tp e• e a commodo COnMqu.l 
~rure ~ tn r~hendertttn ¥olupt&te -''' u.se 
tUum doiCH"e eu fugtat null• PMtil tur. A t .,..,o .os e 
dtgrussum Q 'Jt bla ncht PfMMfn lupt~um dettln t' 
molnuas e•ceoteur stnt occaec•t cuptd1tat no• 
sunt tn culpa Qu t offtcta deserum molht 1mm td 
Et narurnd deteu CI fKths Mt ..- e.xpedu dtstlncL 
Final mounting of transmitter depends on 
car. Here, mounting bracket was bolted 
under the dashboard, in front of air-condi-
tioning ducts ana out of sight. 
Senator Roth 
~ ~ 
., i 
·~ 
.. . 
.. 
\.... . 
:~ ; 
• 
: 
). 
-~-\ / -- '~ \ 
-
----------------------------------------------------· ' __ -? _____ ~Js~ ~EST NO. J.-8 ~~ 
15. 
:16. 
When plan~ing ( booklet, a designer ta~es several 
, 
sheets of blank 
page. ~~s is 
A. dummy 
paper, folds them, and .numbers each 
called a •• 
B. folio 
C. p~ging char~ 
D. areekina 
The printer's ·' term 
A. dummy 
B. folio 
·c. _running head 
D. foot 
• 
for a page number is 
... 
\ 
• 
. ' ' 
• 
• 
-------~-----~------------~~------~----~~------------------
BINDlNG METHODS . A 
.;. B 
I 
· .Match the illustrations 
. ' ! . 
the righ1; with'the . at K . .. 
.-· descriptions below' by 
< 
' 
~ ...::.-,~ 
piac:=in9 the (appropriate ~ :-• I 
-.-
letter on tbe_ line 
·. "!/ 
provide'd. c D '· 
..... ·. 
17. Saddle-stitched 
18. Ride-stitched ,. ~-· ' ·'/ 
" 19. Plasti c ring 
.,. 
. 
' binding 
__ _..,20. loose-.l,·eaf -
* ), J' - E ...... 
21. fperfect" bindincf\ 
' 
--~ 
22. case bindin9 
•'. 
v 
... , 
' 
... . 
, 
• 
, 
., . 
-
• 
, J 
• 
~ 
. 
., 
' 
.t ",. ~, 
. ~~ 
\. \ 
,..EST NO. T-8 .... 58 
4 
Fill the blanks: fl 
• • • 2.1. The binding method is the !JIOSt 
durable, and most expensive. 
24. ~e binding method needs wide 
back marC] ins because the fastening hide& part of the page • 
.I 
25. The binding method .fastens· page 
leaves to the spine with hot glue. 
... 
. , .. 
26. The binding method allows t~e · book 
to lie 'f.lat when 
. 
back.margin may 
opened, but t~ slotted holes along the 
destroy· pa~t of the printinq. 
27. The binding method is fast and 
• econ~mical. · for bil'\~ing boo~lets, but -the booklet is limited 
to approx. 6mm. ( ~ 11 ) ·thickne\s~. 
.,..-
28. Th~· ~inding method allow~ p~ges 
• • 
to be added or re~o~ed, b~t ontY with a s~ecial. b~!ng 
machine. I 
• 29. The binding method altiows pages ~to be added or removed by the user without special 
equipmentl 
.. . 
• 
• 
. .. 
' 
.. 
• 
( I ,., 
... I 
I 
,, 
\ . 
' 
* ... 
. --~ 
• 
...,.. """'. 
• 
•• 
• 
-
• 
-·-
• 
' ) 
\ 
~T~T r.:o. r -a 
·. 
• 
' A tooklet is to be printed 
It will have 32 ~ages. 
"2-up," folded and saddle-stitched. 
' 34Q.. Pages 7 and will print together. 
31. Pages 12 and ____ wi~l print together. 
~2. Pages and will occupy thec~ntrefold. 
\ 
• 
33. In the space provided below, use the) diagoqal method" 
to prepare a paging chart for a 32-page booklet that 
will be printed "2-up." 
..... 
I ,) 
.... 
, __ 
-
.. 
\ 
l 
.· 
_ : _____ ---r...:.-~-- -~ -
. ..... 
.. ' ' 
I 
I 
. . 
, 
... 
• 
., . 
~ -~ · ~ d' • 
\ .... .... .. I-8 PRE-TEST & POST-TEST NO. 60 
ANSWERS 
, 
{ ~ \ " ' 1. ~1 picas 33. 37-
2. lis picas .. 
l. 31 4ls pict.' ' 3. • 4. Sis pic s Jo 3 - ~ s. 71s picas , 
~ 1.f 29 6. 30 picas (or 29) 
.. 
7. 1:1.5 regular rectangle 2~ ') ... 
a. 1:1.333 print~r's re~t~ngle 
--
' 
-z_7 ..... , 9. 1:1.414 golden rectangle 
J..O. 215 x 280mm. P4 page. 2' -,. 11. bleed , .,... I 
-
..,.! ., 1 2.~ . raise~ 12. 
• 13. A 2.."-t 9 14. A 
23 ,, c ' 15. A 
... . .. 
r I 16. B '•\. -~ 2.2 
' ... ~ . 
17. D \ 
'2..\ IZ. 18. F. .. . 
-
19. B~ ,. £.,() l3 
-20. A ( 'f ' ~ 21. c I~ ,( 7\ . 22~. E * .. 
... 
., b 17 23. ~as.e-
24. side-stitched I 25. "perfe~~" 
26. plastic ring 
27 . saddle-stitched ) ' .. 2 a.· plastic ring . 
.. 2 9. loose-leaf 
\, \ ' 30. 25 
·r3l. -....... 21 . • 
32. 16. and 17 , " f' 
• 
.. 
~ 
.. ~ 
... 
f 
, 
-' 
l 
, ... • • "' . .... . .. ' 1,. 'f• ' ' ll .. ~ 
'· 
• t ... 
I 
.. 
. ) 
• 
-- . 
./·~ \ .. 
/ 
-
' . 
I 
EXPERT'S EVALUATION- CONTENT/MEDIA SP~CIALIST 61 
• 1. OrcJanization of materials 
2. Length of proqram 
3. Clarity of presentation 
4. Appropriateness of instructional format 
5. Accuracy of content 
6.. Technical quality 
... 
7. Level of languaqe - appropriateness 
\ 
8. Objectives - clarity 
9. Objective~- appropriateness 
10. Level of t!ifficulty 
11. Is sufficient practice provided? 
12. Ia feedback ade(luato7 
-~ 
13. Are instructional activities appropriate? 
' . 14. Are lnstructi~nal activities· effective 
15. Are tests appropdate to thd"''\)jectives? 
16 .. Siyl~ of pruenta~on 
17. Sequence of presentation ,, ,.. 
18. Is the packaqing practicai? 
i 9. Does ihe packaging appe~ to be costly? 
20. Is there a need for this p'ackage? 
21 .. Will ptber-teachers accept the package? 
I 
-.22. W~ teachers act~ally use it? 
,. 
23. Will the students accept it? 
24. Ov_erall effectiven-ess 
• 
---COMMENTS 
: J 
Very poor 
Much too 
&lion 
Obacure , 
\ 
~- \ 1 
lnapproprlat•\ 
Manv 
ln-urKift 
1 2 3 4\§) 
1 2@ 4 5 
1 2 3 4@ 
1 2 3 4 ® 
1 2 3 4@ 
Much too 
long 
V•ry cleat 
ii~ 
approprlat• 
E•Uemely 
~c:curat• 
., . ' 
1 2 3 ( 4\ 5 ~:=u~~l 
. ~ c .• 
Too tec:hnlc•l for 1 2 . 3 t:\4 5, Moat voc=-eti.dtnUI •va. Voc. nud~t \Y will und•n•nd 
Poorly 
uated 1 2 
'lP 4 1':\5 Vert ,W4!II ..;~ •.J) · ltn~ 
Poorlv dftlgned tor 1 2 3 4 @ W•ll dftlgned for hlgh·tchool gr•d• hl~schoal gr•d• 
Much too difficult 1 
for hlgh·tchool grltd• 
More prec:tlce f 1 dnlr•ble 
2 3@ 5 
lnldequete 
2 @4 5 
..J 
1 2 3 ® 5 
I n•pproprl.!_te 
Will not be 
effective 
Do not match 
9bJectlv• 
.1 2 3\4 ® 
1 2 3 4® 
·No problem for 
hlgh•ICI'IOOI grad.a 
Practice 
adequate 
~ 
lhtcellent · 
Will lie very 
• effective 
Vety well 
tnltched 
~ I don't like 
approec:h 
1 2 3 4® 
1 2 3 4® 
1 2 3 4 ® 
1 2 3· 4@ 
1 2 3 4@ 
I like 
ap]»foech 
Need• contld. 
~ revltlon 
lmprec11cal 
No apparent 
nMd 
• 
None will 
;uae 
No. vwon't be 
eccepted. 
- 1~234@ 
I 
1 2 3 4 ® 
1 2· 3· 4 ®. 
1 2 3@ 5 
Non .. dfcw 
change 
Very practical 
ln .. paMive 
Will fill 8 
felt need 
Will be well 
received, 
.. Mcnc tnclitrt of 
dHIII\ will ul8 
v..,.m be 
-11 received 
Vety lneUeettve 1 2 3 4 (§) Vert etf~etlve 
-- " 
' 
'' 
.. 
• • 
" 
" i 
! 
\ 
\ 
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EXP§RT'S EVALUATJON LEARNING SPECIALIST ,.. . 
• 
. 
-
' 
• 
1. Orqanization of materials Vary poor 1 2 3 (4) 5 IIICallent 
2. Lenqth ot proqram 
Much~- 1 2 @4 5 Much,_ &It art Ian 1 
3. Clarity of presentation Obacure - 1 2 @4 5 Verycl-
.. 
' 
4.• Appropriateness of instructional format 1 2 3@5 
v • ., 
Inappropriate a11proprlaw 
5. Accuracy of content J Mal\y 1 2 ·3 4 5 E•tramaly .. lnaocuraciM eacurata 
I Very -II 
6. Technical quality 
Poorly 1.2 3 @)5 ••ecuted ••ec:uUid 
7. Level of lancp1age- appropriateness 
Too rechnlcal far 1 2 3 4(§) Man Voc. lludanta av .. Voc. nudant will undenund . 
' Poorly 2 @\4 Very well 
' &. Q~jectives - clarity 1 5 stated natecll 
..l 
9. Objectives - appropriateness I Poorly dealgned far 1 2.@4 5 Watl dftltl"ed far hlgh-ach.aol grada hl_glt-.ChoolgrKia 
' 3 @5 No orobla!'ll for 10 •. Level of difficulty Much coo difficult 1 2 hlgiHchoal If ada · for ~lgh·achool grad•:. 
-, \ 
-. ' More practice 4@ ,rectlca 11. Is sufficient practice providep? l 2 3 t· dnlrabla ldaqua .. ,,
12. \ feedback adequate? . ~. Inadequate 1 2 3. 4 fS)' l!acallenr:-
I napproprleta 2@)4 5 . . Vwy • 
. 
13. Are instructional activities .appropriate? l ' . apptoprlate . .. 
14 .• Are instructional activities errective Will not be 1 2_@ 4 5 
Will beYety 
affective· ,Hectlve 
15. ~Are tests appropriate to the objectives? Oo nat match 1 2 3 i~ 5 Very well ab(~tlv" mlh:h~ 
I don't 1111• .... I like 16. Style of presentation f 1. 2 '3@ ~ -~ approach IPPfOICh 
'i. ( 
17. Sequence of presentation N .. da con•ld. 1 2 '3 4 5 No"eedfor '.ftlalon } _. dutnt• 
t18. 
. ~~ 
t Is the p~_kaging practical?(' lmpract(Q!__ 1 2 3 @5 . Vary ptec:tlcal . -
' 
' 
19. Does the packatg appear to bt. cc:stly? ~ , Much too 1 .2@ 4 5 axpanalve I niX~ 
t ' 
20. Is there a need for t¥s package? No apparent 1 2 3~5 Will fllle . ..... need fait need 
Wlllbew.ll .. 
21. Will other t~a1hers accept the package? No demand l 2 3 IDs rec•vadl 
22. Will teachers ~ctually u~e it? Nona will 1' 2 3 ~5 Moat taecher• of • \ .... d"lfln WtiiUM 
23. .Will the students accept it? 
NO, won't be 1· 2 3 (J)5 ""·will be ecupted - _ ..... , ...... 
24. Overall effectiveness . Vary lnaU.C:tlve 1 2 3 (Vs v..._eHeclhle .. 
COMMENTS 
' j2ft-ttdit/ .,; l .. ~ 
~ ~~JJ-' ,; / I 11-.. 1.-/J 
· ·~~ 
..:. ............ 
•• 
' 
•· 
,, 
- . 
• 
. .. 
~~ . 
~r ~. ~ \ .:· • .. 
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FORMATIVE EVALUATION- STUDENT ATTITUJ?ES 
; 
Student ------ Grade ______ Date 198 __ 
-......, 
Before writing the Post· Test, rate the booklet you 've just completed by checking lZJ the answer that best 
IWP!WSents the way you feel: 
1. · I think the booklet was 
0 poorly desiqned and prin~ed 
0 O.K. 
. ·;~There were to~ many questions in this lesson 
0 It was O.K. 
0 of very high ~ity 
2. I think the lesson was 
0 not hard 
0 too hard 
0 too easy 
0 ao childish 
3. ~ think the lesson was 
'0 fun 
.0 . interesting 
0 O.K. · 
\ 
0 There should have been more questions 
9. 0 The tests in the lesson were O.K. 
0 The tests covered things that weren't in 
the lesson 
0 The tests didn't ask everything I knew 
10. 0 The Work Assignment was easy . 
0 · The Work Assignment was not too hard· 
0 I didn' t understand the Work Assignment 
0 I didn't ... do t~e Work fissigriment, · 
o. dtill because'------'------~---
4. I learned 
0 nothing ne;.v 
0 a little 
0 
0 some 
0 a lot , , 
5. The lesson was-
0 about the nght lertgth 
0 toolong 
0 tooshort 
. 
.. 
, . 
6. Cl I liked wo~king thr(ugh the leSson on n:tY ow~ 
0 I >don't care one way"onhe other 
0 I didn't like learning this.way 
., . 
. 7. · 0 · The booklet made it clear what 1 had to learn 
0 It was.feirly clear 
0 .:.Xt didn'tttell me what I was SiiP;posed to learn 
. . 
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Rationale 
- I-8 
~ custoMer sends a .printer 
a stack of typewritten paaes, 
a "n .. anuscript", and expec~·- 1 
tne· printer to produce a 1 
"''ell-desicmec, professional-
lool~ing book or booklet. 
f/ 
l3ut, what is meant by 
\·lell":"c'lesigned? 
I-!ow nuch of a page should 
be occupien by tn~e? 
'HO\·l should illustra,tions be 
handled? 
' .. ,• . 
P.0\·1 much space should be 
allowed for chapter headings? 
.~:·Jher~ do the page .numbers 
( 11 folios 11 ) belong? 
-In the pressroom, the 
printer may prefer to 
print .several pages 
on one la4ge sheet of 
paper, and fold it to 
make a beck "signatur:e ... . 
Hhich page 
goes \1here? 
,,l: 8\\ 
. ,, ~ llfh 
I • • • • ~~ !Jll .. t_, 
""'''''''. ~ 
For that watter, \/hat si~e-should 
. ' . 
a page be?. Are there arty standard 
sizes? 
' w These .are soi'!'e of the questions 
you \''ill explore in· .. this rno~ule. 
'. 
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Objectiyes '\ 
- , I-9 
Design Book Pages 
After completing this learn.;i.ngli' package, you should • 
be a,Ple to: 
I. Demonstrate an understanding of pleasing proportion·s in book page design by , 
calculating the t>:e measure an~ d~pt? for ~- giv~ae ~ze, a.nd prepar~ng a 
page layout with appropriate maFgins. . . 
~ 
Demonstrate good layo~t practic.e by pre.parins a neat and aecura~c. pencil 
. • . ' 
2. 
• I • . . . ' . • 
l~out· of two adj,acc~t- printed pages with progressive margi_ns. The type 
. -· . . · ' . ' . 
• ~" • • • • • • <{., • 
~easur~ and si~~,1~i~c spacing1~nd t~~~~~r -~~~ th should be i~dlcated with pr~... . 
• · , . . \ # , • • • i I . , . ~ • I • , .. 
'perly spac~~paralleHh,t~. · ... . . . ' . · ·. · . • · 
:." ~· . ·D.em_O,ns'tr~t~ . p~~ress,lo~~~ - _ tF~·~niqu~s fo~ ' lntegra~ing ill~stra~ions . and~ : · 
phbto~S:j,h~·into theptirited_p~g~ by dra~ing.'accu.mte o~Uines on pag~ l~youts:, . · 
. .. .. .. ·. ... ~ ... ~ . :,. . ' ... . . . . .. 
~ .··· . .iioth.in t~e·~teed~; ·an~ · ·.~rtJ~of pag~"-or·~·inset•• st~les. , · 
4. .: 'identify the si.de-stitched. ·s~ddle-stit~hed, plastic-ring, loose-leaf, and perfect 
. . . 
hindi~~ methods by l,slbellin~ a set _of ~~~grams on a written test pap~r. and list 
any design problems created by each of t~sse methods. . 
. . - . \ . 
5. · Given~ saddle-stit,clted booklet, identify the page numberS'' that will be·printed 
' ' . 
. •' ' ' , . 
side-by-side, by preparing a 'page chart. 
'· 
-
, 6. · Given a set of specifications for a booJClet, deJ'llonstratc a knowledge of book 
. . . . . 
\ - . . ·' . . . 
printi~g and· (ol~ing te~h~iques by p~~parhig abo~~ ••4umaiy~' and page chart. 
. . ' . 
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This "Individuali.zed'l.earning Package,',' or "module," . .i,~ · 
'- . ... "~-desl.gned for independent study. \, 
-· 
DESIGN " · 
"''• 
. . ........ 
The fir;;t section of the module consists of 
info.t'h\~tion about pr-inting ·, binding, and pap£;:s _)I . 
~ t~a t you \ ~aje q.lr'eady encoun tert!d in ot~er pa_rts ·. ~ 
of_ your printing course. 
, 
-~ " .. 
Read th~se pages carefully, and answer the 
revi.ew~uestions as you go. • . . 
' 
• 
. -
IN.f'.ORJ:iATION :· The .. second . . secti.on ~nclts spe~ifi.c inform~t:io!l, 
· ai;lo)lt book page design. Agai.n, you shqul:d ·read 
. ' 
-\ 
• 
LAYOUT 
PRACTICE: 
\ THEORY I 
TEST: 
' 
- : . 
. the pag~s carefully, · and answer the review , 
questions as you __ go. 
• . .. f 
.. 
' ~~ ., most .impdrtant 'p·art of thi"s module ~s tt,le 
W<",rk assignment at the back. 
/After you have :~tuc.d.ed the learninq ~aterials 
and answered the review.,....questions, ·you . ~hould • ~ I) 
prepare "thEl layouts specif~ed in the work_ ass,' ts.· 
and bring them to yo instructor for constructive. 
When· he is · sa·t~sfied with your efforts 
/ 
·• 
. .. 
.fpr., this. assi~ent on. yo~r • 
Recprd of 
. .4 
.-
..,, I . . . ' 
.· · ~Giry Test #B-S has been compiled f rom the · 
- . .  · ·. 
Revi.ew Question Rages of tbis module. Be surte""' 
. t ~ • .. • 
, ."'i 
you t,mderstand _all of 'the· review 'questi'ons and 
- . . . . ~ . 
. ,
tl 
...- the answers· before you write t!he theor-y test. 
• • • .., 0 f • • . 
Your instr~tor will ·be pl eased to di scuss· the 
... ~ ....... , , 
. . 
questions with you. 
• • f ' 
... •. ' ~ 
, . 
.• 
. ' 
'>-""" . . . 
' '-..6 \ . ~ · 
I . f , •' I ., ' , ." J 
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~ / 
" oe·fi n itions •
• .. 
" 
. 
--..: . BOOK- . a bound ~~t of printed sheets 
. > ot paper'(usually between 
"' .. 
covers. •· 
~ . 
'1. \ 
. ~\ • 
i( 
., 
} 
·' . 
... ·•· • .c 
.. ' ... 
') 
·-
" 
OJ 
.. 
- ~ • • : ~ 
-, 
BOOKLET . } a 'printed work stitched or 
'· ~ ~ 
' -. BROCHURE. R_asted together, but not.per-
\ ~A~PfilET manently bound . . " '\ . ·• 
' . . 
• . .. . ~ 
' \ ' . .. . 
~ .. 
.,. . 
' 
. . . ·~ ' 
• • • . . 
- . • 
.r" A LEAF~ a sheet of paper, bound Into · • . · ·.· 
• • 
" ;> ~ -
.. 
. . ~ . . . • 
"" 
" A· PAGE..:_ 
• 
. . . , . \ ' .. ~ "". " .. r. L l • 
'f' 
•. 
~·. ·. 
" ~ • - . • . 
.. . ., 
# . . 
~ · \ . 
·A S1GNATURE -- . • - ~ 
.. 
. 
. . 
·:' . . . . . 
• .. 
l ' . , 
., 
... ' . , ' 
. . 
.... .. I .. 
• ' :·\ 
• 
.,. ' ~ .; 
. . . 
· ' • , • . I 
{ •• : / • • • • -~ < : • 
, ! • 
·· a large printed sheet ~h-alt, 
when folded/ forms·four, or 8 ·' 
' I' 
--~ ' 
• 
• multiple· :.of ··J.f?.lU1. page~•of .a 
book (or booklet etc.),. 
. ) 
, 
.. . 
. . 
.:... 
,;. 
• . ~ . l 
• • 
·. ·, . ~ ' 
• • l 
, . 
I _. o . 
~ ... •, ' I\ ,"' ' o 
.. 
' ' .. .... 
~· · 
. ~ : . 
j, 
.. + ! • 
• 
-;t 
. . 
. . 
·I 
; 
a. boo!\- o r pamphlet (or 
" . booklet or broc~ure) . 
" 
~n~. side of a .leaf (i.'e. one 
printed surface). 
: \ \ 
) ~· ... 
. , 
I . 
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PUSTIC RING BINDING is a popular way to bin<to/ 
short run booklets such as reports th~t have been 
printed on single pages. 
Slohed holes are punched along one edge of the 
leaves and the-covers. A machine (sometimes the 
same machine that makes the holes) opens :a 
plastic "comb" so that the leaves can be inserted 
··in the rings on the comb. When all the leaves and 
1J covers have· _b~e~ inser&ed, the comb is released 
~ and the 'binding •sJinished. . . 
. ) . . . . . . . 
• ADVANTAGES' , · . . . 
7 • Lies flat .when·openai/1!"' at advant~ge~or 
· · cookbooks, music bo ._tab manuals)r · . 
• Simple. binding proce~ , o~s·not require a h.igh 
·level of operator skill. 1 
' DISADVANTAGES 
' 4 
• Binding rings are expensive. , • 
• ~1w binding proces.s. 
SPECIAL DESIGN .CONSIDERATIONS 
Photographs, diagrams, etc. should.not be placed 
near' the binding edge becausrt of the space con· 
surned by th~ slotted binding holes and binding 
rings. 
I 
.. 
t 
LOOS): LE~F BINDING Is done by drilling holes {• 
near the binding edge of the leaves, and fastening · 
..... them with special screws, or placing tt\em In a 
ring binder or special cover . . 
·-
•! 
•' . 
ADVANtAGES ~\..... · . 
• S~Hiets ca~ be easily added'--or_~moved at any 
lime (good for p~ice lists and ·catalogues). 
• Simple .equt'pment ·- a paper punch or drill Is 
all t~at's · rpqulred . 1 · .. · I' . 
\;~ADVANTAGES :, . ~ 
• -Sheets can be lost or mislaid easily . 
. ' '!;: 
SPECIAL. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS · 
Watch those holes~ 
• 
" 
• 
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.. .. { 
PERFsECT BINDING Is · becoming Increasingly. 
po..e':'tu. Single pages or folded a.lgnaturea are 
assembl.ed an~ fed Into ~- a special b•ndlng 
machine; while a cover Is fed -~to the machine 
separately. 'The machine cutslfld roughens the lf 
· blndfn , edges, · applies hot 'glue, and folds ~he . . cove~ .~round ·the pages, crea.tlng· a rperfecte• 
. boo~ o~ booklet l~st.antly. . · , •. \ . 
ADVANTAGES . ... 
. . 
• Fast, economical binding method . 
. I -
• Book lias flat when opened. · . 
1 Can be automated for high 'speed :...... large ~ 
volume production (e.g. telephone books). 
' DISADVANTAGES 
• Very expensive equipment, usually available · 
• ~nly in large printing plants. 
' 
.SPECIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Binding machine rough:saws. 2·3mm of ·spine 
before applying hot glue. Be careful of lllustra· 
tlons, etc., printed close to binding edge. 
. -
CASE ·BINDJNG is the name tor the traditional 
method of sewing and/or gluelng pages· together 
end app.lylng a hard cover (a "case"). This Is the 
best and most expensive method of binding a 
book. 
•' . 
ADVANTAGES 
~ 
• Ve,n durable. ~ 
' • Book li~s flat when opened. 
··-DISADVANTAGES 
•· very expensive, highly spec~allzed m\lnea 
. n~eded. . . J. \ . T 
' 
.. 
\ . 
'{';' • 
. . 
• 
i 
' 
'• 
•, 
------
·.' \. 
... ... \ 
' } ,\ 1 
.. 
• Revi·ew Quest.ions 
BINDING METHODS 
• 
/ 
.. 
•• 
I 
• 
_·: 
A. ·saddle-stitched 
. I 
B .• . ··side-stitched 
. . ... 
· · . C. Perfect Bindinq 
' . , D. Case Binding , 
E. Loos~ Leaf Binder 
• F. 'Plastic Ring Binding 
An~wer . eac'h · qu~stion below by choosing ·one =of the binding · . 
methods list·ed above,.: and writing tl!e correct lettej on the 
line provided: ' 
I 
17' Pages arc fastened toget¥r by 
-·~ • (staple) thrpugh the·' spine. 
wire st.i,tches 
2. This metnod allows leaves ~o be added or removed 
easily by the user, with no special equipment. 
3. Leaves can be added or removed, but only with a 
t 
sp~cial binding machine. 
4. Leaves are- -f-astened to the spine With hot glue. 
. '· 
.. 5. Leaves are fastened tQgethe~ by 
---
wire stitches 
... 
.. 
---
.. close to the back. edge. 
. : ' 
6. Produces the most durable book, but is t~e most 
expensive. binding method • 
. , . 
Slotted .holes are punched along ~ack'edge of leaves . 7. 
to fit over plastic rings. )' . """"" 
8. An economical· method for binding pamphlets, . bu·~- _) 
thickriess is limited to abou~· ~". , : 
•• 
• (Check your answers · on the back page of· this module) 
•  . . 
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HOW WILL IT BE PRINTED? 
~"" 
'SIOC- ~'Tfn:ttfb 
l'' ,..,.., c. 
. 
~ bftlCf" ""JltN4 l>.tNj)l~~ 
H•~c-· ; 
. ; ,:ooir c..nt~ 
• ,. 
~ ~cr 
• . C.YM,.,.. 
• ~loll 
--· ··r~~ 
1J I ltli I tl'lf 
' . 
... 
'· 
. . 
.. 
. .  
.......... . 
: '\ 
The Single-page Method 
A secretary ~ypes a report on 'letter·s\zed · pape~. 
The duplicating department reproduces a few y • 
dozen cople~ of tht;t pages; collates them ~Y hand, 
ar:1d staples or binds them Into book lorniat. 
. . 
• · Or, the company has a sophisticated automated 
offset "system" that makes Its own m.asters, 
prints the .Pages pn both sides, arid collates the 
sheets, ready for binding. 
Many commercial printers and "~slant printing 
shops" offer this kind of ~utomated duplicating 
service .to t.heir cus~omers. It Is usually reserved 
· ··for short runs (e.g. up to 200 copies), but may be 
used to. 'print thousands of books If automated 
equipment Is availallla •. 
•.. 
A. (}TOM A-TE'D. 
(9f:'J:=).t:l DUP'-1 crm M'4 
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/• 
The "Two-up", Method 
; 
_,_ ..... 
When a small commercial printer has an order for ,.. 
pamphlets (also known as "booklets" or · • 
"bropres") of ~P to 'I•" thl9kness, he will most 
llkefy prl~! the pages tw~ at a time. Each twQ-page 
sheet will have tw_o more pages printed on the 
other side (ubacked dp") and be folded to make a 
four-page "~lgnature." .. Tt!e signatures' will be In· 
serted (the machlae for this Is called a "collating 
. . . 
machine"), a folded covet will be added, and t11e 
w'hole assembly wlil be bound- Into a_ booklet, 
• m()st itkely by the'"saddte:sutchlng" method. 
\, ' . . 
·; 
Some printers and duplicating d~partm~nts have 
· automatic collallng machines for pamphlet bin· 
dlnQ. Machines are available that wUI collate,• 
saddle-stitch, and fold In one continuous opera· 
tlon. --·- . · · 
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The "Big Sheet;' 
· - -- 1/bt·GIJI"P , • , 
\ 
Method ··p~F':):Jr 
Larger printing plants that 
.. 
specialize In book and pam· 
phlet printing prefer to print 
4, ~· o~ 16.pagb at a tlmt, . 
fold their press sheets Into 
8·, 16·, or 32·page signatures, 
. ... . 
and finish the pamphlets on 
automated bindery 
machines. • 
l50 ~·~·· ----...;...... 
. . . 
\ 
Not~a~ge, ex_perislve ptesses .and folding machines are used, and ~e 
printer needs different equipment for each kind of binding .. - · 
, . I . . 
. . . " . . . . 
This method Is best for hlgh·quallty prtnllng In runs of 5, 000 dr more. 
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P'RII'.f'nNt:. u ~.~.~ 
Web Offset 
., . 
MAGAZINE PRrNTERS usually owfl ti~Ph·speea1 ''web 
offset" presses that fe~.P continuous "w." of paper from 
rolls, print both sides, gather the webs and fold and cut 
• them to produce several completed signatures at each 
press revolutlo~. Magazines usu~lly have P4 ~X260mm) 
pages, and are prJnted on glossy paper. 
I • . - . 
NEWSAPE~ P-RINTERS often supplemen.t their Incomes by 
prlrt~og· boo~s and pamphlets betwe~n "'iflr newspaper 
printing runs. Because the web pres~s so fast 
(15,000-30,000 Impressions per hour) and can use cheap 
- I 
· 'lewsprlnt as well · a~ more expensive book papers, this Is 
~sually the most economical. methoq of Printing very large 
runs. Runs of 5,000 and up are economical on newsprint 
paper by 'this method. 
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Review Questions 
I ' 
, . 
.. 
PRINTING METHODS 
What is meant by: .. 
1. "Sin'gle page" printing ________________ _ 
, 
7 7. 
'' 
"' 2-. "Two-up~' printing __________ .:;."'---------
.. 
3. "Big sheet" prin'ting __ __. ______________ _ 
·· 4. "Web offset" printing 
--------------.,---------, ' 
\'lhich of the above methbds is most 
each of the following situa~~? 
·-- r 
+ike ly to b* used in 
' 
- ' 
.. 
5. A booklet of 64 pages has been 
typeset, and 10 ,·ooo copie.s must 
be printed, folded and bound for 
fast delivery~·. ... 
Chea~ ·paper i~ acceptable . 
.~~!S coRies of a 60-page engineering 
______ _,;.,___ li.eP.ort must .. be printed,. collat~d .and 
bound for presentation to the client. 
The engineer's secretary has pro~ 
duced a very high quality.~yping job. 
• 
.  , 
'· 
~. 
• 
,. 
... ' ' 
7. A J2~pa~e booklet .has be~n designed 
for a small page format (125 X 200mm 
'--5 "xB" ·app;PX.) . . 
2000 cop~as ~re required. 
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The next three .pages present· a brief ' t ', • ' . ~ 
' .. 
- overview of the metric paper sy_stem 
. 
', used in Europe.( This is presebte~ . for 
the sake of . coJT'I.parison only. '!'he ~~ ( . 
• ~ - . 
European II,. II and "B 11_shee~ are not . ·'i 
!'lad) for 
.. 
the.Canac'fian ~arket. 
"' 
,;:___· 
' 
.... 
.. 
( 0 Don·' t attem\pt to· mem6rize the I 
•' 
' "'European metric measurements. ; · 
' 
-
" 
.. 
0 Do notice the S;LStem,. the '.ttay that 
, 
"' folding or cutting a metric sheet 
creates a new metric size. .. 
·-~ .._, 
.. 
The pages about canadian p'aper are 
II'• 
•• 
import4nt. You should learn the 
di!'!'en~-iorrs of .the "4' s~'-:-P4, R4, 
• and S+ ar~ conunon -.. page sizes in ;( 
,., Canada. 
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WHAT SIZE SHquLD A PAGE BE? 
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-- tangular shape that wou1o Dtt pteaolng to the eye, __ • ' ... 
EUROPEAN 
STANDARD 
((A,, 
'A sheet 
~-- ~41-., 
, 
t • 
and that would retain Its proportions. when divided 
In half. , · · · .-. .. 
. . . 
By the application of geometry' they finally.- . 
dlscG)Vered . \h~t,t u they drew a dlag6nal_ lll'!~cross • 
a square, measured It, apd than~ ;~sed · that 
measurement for the lohg side of a fectangle; that 
t . shape would be thErmoat plea~lng '\o·mojlt people, 
and It would also eut in t.w.O to make twQ rae· · 
tangles of the· same proportions as thll originaL · 
They used lhls shape ext.enslvely for the shape ~t 
paintings, doorways, buiJdlngs, and many oiher . 
applications. 
. . 
~------- .-. 
i.. , ~,o).~~ :.\ II • . 
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I .. ' ~ THIS SIDE SAPAE 'LENOi~- ., 
· -' . : AS'DIAQONAL 7 - ,_ '· 
·' The ratio of the golden-re~tfn\lt.ls~: 
' ' . . ~ . ~ .1 : 1.414 '\ .,. }· ··. ~fii!!!J 
IN EUROPE (Including England, 'no~ paper sizes.·' 1 ~ • - · · • l.-~· 
are a; .. ed upon the uA" ahftt- a)heet o_f paper · ' I · 
'\ Curing the Renafssance In:. EurOQ!I, after tile 
rneaaurtn·g 841mm X 1189 mm. . ·-Middle 'a9e.~.~ Gt'eek golden rec'tWng'te wss re& 
Why auch an odd size? o ~~~~~t~~~u~e. ~t ~s s~~1~~ed a;~~~~~d s~;~~ a~~ maons~ • ~ ,)· 
There are two reasons: 
.,.1) Theil are t.e propof11onl of the 
· "goldin rectangle." 
2) 841m.~. X t189mm • 1 square metre. 
. . ' -THE '.'GOLDEN RECT~NGLE". 
' _ ,1. · . 
. Tre ancient Grpe~a _(qa. 500 B.C:) were 
r 
paintings,. and the European paper Industry 'has 
made; It the stanclflrd-~fot office stationer\' and '" 
k , . " boo pages. . . · ~ . 
.... ~ '- ,......a· 
• ·-
- ~ . 
I • 
.. ~ ' 
. 
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~_clnate:d ~Y geometry. , 
.;-
' J Although : th~y co~M~red the cltcle an·d~e 
1 · square to be 'perfec' shapes, they found that 
square bul'ldlngs, square paintings etc. ~nevet­
looked s~lhlre, an~ th~~eaa,~s~rch fdr « .r~~· 
• • ... ; .. ' ~ . ' ~ J . '!' . " • ; 
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An ~2 sheet cuts or folds 
in half to maklr ' 
~ I , , 
' , 
I 
~ B2 ' 9 
I 
·-
. 
l 
Yctl~~ 
t I;; . ':lo. The "A,. sheet i~ also callea · · the ,. AO" (A-zero) sh~t. -
A' ~y > ..-!"' · ~ An AO sh~t cuts or fol~s ' '\ .. in half to !:flake 2 A 1_ sheets • ,_ 
~-- ~t I ' ., .. "" ' . t · . '
"'" 
At 
"'" I 
.: ~ ·-~ 'il 41 ....__... 
I· 
A 'L . ·- An A 1 sheet cuts or folds S'"f't.,.._. in half to make 2 A2 sheets. -
. ...::: ~ ' 
. 2 A3 sheets 
~ . 'I I . •. • ' 
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I - .. l"" ' 
-; ~ 
'-----.-An A3·sheet cuts or , ~. . 
folds in half to make ~IJ ~ 
-
·-
2 A§ sheets. . 
, 
(An A4 "'"' ,.,u,. 2ro x 291mm, 
•nd 11 lh• 1tanf»rd f•rtarliHd liz• in Euro~nl . . 
SJ,. .:. rouglll'( 814" )( t , w· 
.. 
... 
An A4 sheet cuts or folds in half 
to make 2 A6.sheets (148X210mm) 
-a common booklet page size 
in Europe . . 
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·~ · l_n Europe, 
A-4 bond paper is 
the stand:a·rd letterhead,' 
• I 
and .. ~ , . .. '~· , 
\ 
·A-~4 bodk p·aper ·is .·· . 
. . a. stanq~rd p_age for larger 
,_books, and magazines . / ___..· 
.... . . . . . 
''A 
. '-
A-5 book paper is also· 
a standard p'age size for 
books and booklets . 
' 
,, 
" 
. . 
I There Is one other 
standard size o·f book · 
paper used in Europe . ~ . 
' • 0 • 
\ 
JAttr I The Europl)an .. B" sheet measures _1000mm X 1414mm (note the propor-
... 
" 
., 
,,
' 
I 
. 
. tlons of the golden rectangle, again). 01 
A~ European A4 ~heat 
meesures 210 X 297mm 
(roughly 8% X 11 Ya"l 
An European B.fft,eet 
measures 250 X 363mm 
{roughly 9~ X 14") · 
• 
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ca·nadian 
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sheet s·izes 
There are fou'r standard metric 
sheet sizes In Canada, and a 
number of non-standard -on.es. 
~ . - '. 
· BOND PAPERS (for office use) 
-
,., 
,. 
The "P" sheet measures 86 X 112cm :.(34 ~·x 44") 
The "Q" sheet ;;,easures . 8e X i~2cin (34 "X 56") 
. . 
·The "A'-' sheet measures 112 X 142cm (44"X 56") 
The "S" ~heet me~sures 91 X 122cm (36"X 48") 
NO~E: Book papers are uauai!Y silghtly larger than bond 
papers, to allow for trlmmiRg the pagea after. printing. The 
"PT" size of book paper Implies a "P" sheet wllh a 2cm trim 
aflowan.c:e, "ST".an "S" sheet wllh·a 2cm trim allowanc;e, and 
"RT" an "R" &hM1 wll:h a 2cm trim allowance. There Ia no QT 
sheet. 
CANADIAN STANDA.RD 
The- most common size 
of paper sold In Canada 
Is based on the up" 
,,2- -
V"" sheet-which mea·sures 
86cm X 112cm (formerly • 
34X44 Inches). 
As In the European 
system, a P-zero sheet 
cuts or folds In half to 
make 2 P1 sheets. 
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Popular SIZJ! fo'r 
booklets: 140 X 215mm 
,. 
-
• 
A P1 sheet cuts or folds in 
half to make 2 P2 sheets. 
·. 
. 
' 
85 · 
. . · .. · · ~ 
A P2 sheet cuts or ~olds· in. 
i P.3 .· . 
..... ·. . . 
. half to make 2 P~ .sheets . ( . . 
' 
A :P3 ·sheet cuts or folds in-
ha1t to make 2 P4 ·sheets. 
15~~~B%''I ~ A .P4 sheet cuts In ~all to ,~ .I ~if I 
-.-
and so on ... 
·and s~ on .... 
. 
and so on ... 
Ql 
. . 
' 
. \ 
-· make 2 P5 sheets ... 411_1----1 
··. 
A P4 sheet musures 21.5em x 28em, 
which i!J the standard Canadian let· 
terhe'ad size. 
The 'st1andard U.S. le.tterhead 
measures. 8 v, "x 11", which is 1 mm · 
wider an'd 1mm sho~ter than a Ca'na· 
dian letter~ead • 
.. -, . 
Ahother common Cana~:Han pape~. slz~; .. ·1 
made especially for ·office ·use, is now 
called the "Q*' sheet. . 
_ In Canada, a long letterhead Is often . 
· ·calle(i a .. legal" sheet because it ls.,wldely 
used for legal documents. It was once 
called thQ "half -cap" sheet (half a 
foolscap). 
' . 
The original foolscap sheet was madQJ.!! England. 11 measured 
18'1," X 13'1,''. It's nOV' 355 X 430mm en Canada (mettle Q3)l 
17"X 14" In the U.S. 
The Q4 sheet Is the "legal" or long letterhead In Canada. 11 
~easuras 215 X· 355mm. In • the U.S. •It'S 1mm wider: 
&.•,., "X 14". ' . . c . 
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The "R" sheet Is a standard Canadian sheet that 
is prlmarliy used In· advertising, and for-Rrintlng· · 
. large art books an~ Rersize magazlnel- (~~· 
"Life" magazine). . !-.. . . 
For the sa~e of comparison, 
. . • ' 
LETT1ERHEAD 
~ :t-
.Q.. 
1/ : 
liN 
.. 
• R4 . 
An· -R-4 sheet, is as · wide as a 
letterhead .is. long, 
I 
: and it is as long as a "legal" page .. 
, _,. ~ . 
., .... 
Fine "brlstols" (light· cardboard) 
are made In size · RT2 (A2 plus _a 
1c·m trim. allowance).. ·~ · 
. . 
.. 
' - ..;_ . . 
'• 
. . 
Q'+ ~ ~ 
' ' : 
Book papers, both~ coat~d and un· 
coated,"are available in :size .. RE2 ·" 
(R2 plus a 2cm trim allowance)>~--
. ' ';-....._, 
··. 
"T'' 1t1nds :for "TF.UM" ,•llow•nc• '. 
; · . 
4--------------------~----_.·~-~~--------------~----~-----------------
22 
·S l 
,__ __ 
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The "S" sheet is. a stan· 
..:- .. 
dard size f_or _newsprint . ...-;f;?,,...,.ji:Q.P .. ,:·~~ · 
ana 1!3dgerpap~rs. ' ~-- -~- -- ___ ____:.~ / ---.. --- ~ ·~=~ 
.... o~ 
c:::::::i 
.:..r ... "" Mlf'l' • 
~,a ·~:. 
"S).'' 
PAGfr 
"ST1" Is the mos·t ·· 
· . . popular ·sheet with book 
and · pamphlet spe-
cialists. A _printer who -
specializes In this k1nd 
of wQrk usually owns a 
~ +-1. ~·-. .•.. 
-l--l-- - i-~ 
cf 
.. 
. L 
.... ' 
~ · 
~ ,.• 
' 25"x38" or 19"x2~" off; .. 
· set press· and a f9ld lng 
.. machine J)f She same .. 
size. , -
An ·ST1 sheet folds. to 
4 ~roduce 32 srs· pages. ' 
"T' stends for'"TRIM'' 1llow•nce I> 
The folded signature or 
· bookl.et will be .trimmed . 
to· make an S5 size. 
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Pa9e Proportions 
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• A book page can be reproduced In thQ same size as the original design-. , . 
I • • • • • 
0 • • • •• /; • • 
It can be enlarged ..•. 
. . 
• · ~r·. It can be· redilGed ... 
But,- the desl9n can only fit the page If the artw~~k Is done In the 
same· ratio ·as the book page.: • . , . . · 
~age Proportions are express·ed ~s ratios . 
e.g.' a 4"x 6" page has a ratto..of 
.. 
, 
' . 
an 8"x 10" page has a ratio of 
~ 
( 
l: (. ~ 
t: (.7-.{ 
,.87 .. 
\ . 
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Four.66mmon page ratios 
·~ 
"Go_ldpn re·ctangle" 
The European' standard 
. . 
• .. 
"Printer's re.ctang I .e'~ 
t.~. f4•~,;.:~ ·sq.·_. 
·1 2" '! .. B \ . · 
'· 
. . 
•' 
I ,.., . ~ _\) ~ - f• I '1l 
. . . ' ~ ) .- . ' 'JJ •• •. 
· (2zS".-... · ·. _ 
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. ~5" :~~: {:IJ . 
. 11' ""*!f.: . . . . 
Half cl' golden rectandre 
. . . 
. Is al~o a . golden rec· 
tangle. In Canada, there 
Is no stand;;ud page size 
that is exactly a golden , 
rect~_gle. . . ··· 
I I 
· '~Regu,l~r rectangle'.': 
.. 
A regular rectangle Is half a printer's rectangre. 
. . . ..· 
. . 
6 0 . ~ · 
This Is the most ·com· 
. mon booklet size In the 
U.S. and Canada. 
9"x12" ~~- .a common • 
page size for ·large. . 
books. _: ·.. · · 
.. 
. ' • • 9 
~==~·- .. 6 .. '~ (t;b- .) .: ,: /. 5)~. - . 
. ·~.fiz.~ . ... 
. . . 
4 Vz "x6" . Is a · small 
. .. 
ppCket-slzed booklet. •. ---
' . . -.~-
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- ,---.-
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"Letter-si.ze" page: 
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PAGE PR·OPORTIONS '89 
• 
The '"Go.lde.n · .~e.ctan€)te" 
<I • 
·In Europe, :almost a11 books ar~. printed onr .. 
pages· that retain the proportiQns of the golden 
r~ctangle:· 
. . . 
1 : 1.414· .. 
. These are t~e A4, 84, AS·, 85, etc. 
In Canada, there Is no standard page slz§ Wt#l 
the e'xa~ proportions of ,the gold13n rectanQ1d:.The 
ciosest Canadla~ Size is:_ . · · · 
, I 
l. "R4" - 280 X 355mm (11"x 14"f , iJ . ' -
The'R4 sizejs widely used 
for display adverti~lng cards, 
· · ~suss it iJ ~ of a standard 
shHt of fine bristol or 
. . 
show-card board • 
. It is also popular for large 
~.Cit:!:=~~~:£:~ ·art books and magazines. 
V" . 
_ There is a 'specia.l exception to this: booklet~ 
printed . on newsprint paper on · ne~spaper 
. presses." Newspaper · presses have a ~tandard 
"cut-off" of 58 X 89cm, which can be folded on the 
. 0 
"fhe "Printer's Rectangle" 
. / 
Canadian prln,ters who specialize ·in book pro- · 
ductlon use more. ST1. papa.r than ahy other size, 
. because large st'leet·fed offset presses are built to -
take this size. In fac~. many s·peclalty book papers 
are available t'n.thls size only, except by special, 
large order. This sheet folds an~ trims to produce 
an "54 or ss page. . ' 
. . 
The S4 page measure$. 
225 x 300mm (9"x.i 2"); 1:1.333 
'(3:4) 
·rh~ "Regul.ar Rectangle" 
.. . •. Thi~ page is on.e-half of a "printer's rectangle~: 
~e S5 page is the most 
popular size With prin.rers 
who specializs in b'!oklet" 
production. It measures 
150x225mm (6"x 9"}.~ 
' ' 1.;3.5' 
. ~ 
(2:3) 
pr.s~s to produce a .standata P4 page. However, · This size was once used almost exclusively to~ e ' 
most newspapers buy rolls of paper.~79cm wid_e to · · office stationer~. but with the dramatic increase· · • 
_. The "Letter-sized" Rage 
save money. When the press is used for booklet - in the use of offsef duplicatfng and web offst)t. it 
production, ~etween . runs '?f newspape~s, the •. tias become'very common for book ·and bookie~· 
publisher ls.reluctant to change over·to a different : p~oduction. ·Most · pqpular; l~rge circulation 
siz'e of paper. For this rea~~n. newspap~r~ usually ,; . .,r magazine~ are printed on this size page because · s~eclfy thanhelr .low prlc~ for book,,lets,can on!y ·.: ·all new web offset. presses 'are built to-this size. It 
be applied to· a speoial page size: 19 .x 27cm wl)en is also the most popular _size for reports and . 
trimmed (7'(~ ''x 10'/a ").,- which is5•rery clo~e t? a · catalogues, a'nd is becoming increasingly popular 
1:1.414 ratio. • ·· for books and booklets because this." size is .so 
- readiiy av~ilabiEi" ln P4 "cu't stock.;' · 
tw.,wp.PM printers oftM print J,ook$~ on newsp,;nt paper, 
but rhty product 1 sp«/11 P19fl sill- lW'K TOW' 
(ratio' 1: 1.4 - • golc/MJ ffiCr.ng/1}. · 
. . ,
t ' . 
.• 
1 :_J.3 
(8."5:11) 
/ · This Pll{ltlls prin~ 
on Lettflr-slzed p6ptJr.'· . 
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W-HAT ABO-UT·· 
~ ' 
·A S·QUARE:·.PAG.E 
. \ . 
? 
.. 
-- t \ I 
- .. \ . 
\ 
·. \ 
45" I 1,14c:ml 
i 
. 
THE 
~'ALBUM" PAGE 
• . I • 
· · · ...  I A page th~t Is wider than It 
· · Is high Is called an "lllbum. 
page:" This style of page Is 
very desirable for certain I kinds of books, such as art 
I
. 
1 
books, but before you design 
a· book or booklet In the 
album style, be sure you have 
I ·!'' \ 
I 
• 
. -. I . 
A square page can be extravagantly expen· 
siva be(fause It will be a "special order" or 
paper, or ·ei'Se ·you will have to cut it from a 
standard ~lze and aQsor.b a loss f1om ex· • 
. ces~lve. wrte. ' . 
· IF you can' buy large paper such as PT·zero 
(B9X11-4cmt35'\X 45"), and hava·a paper cut· 
ter, prlnllpg press,· and lol~ l~g, machine 
large eno~gh to ha~dle It,, vsquase pag6 
may not be impractical. - · I ... . 
BUT . some very attractive modern booka It; 
"' 
90 
have'squar~page~. How is it don~? Old the ,_. 1 
publisher /
1
waste a lot of m~ney? .f. · .~-.-- ·. ~ . 
'I , . f'•'·' A PTO a~eet can be folded -to make 20 :. ....... ~r· _ 
8'/r"X 8'11" leaves .. or cut to make 10 I. : 
~·tr"X 17'1 pieces for printing square pages r ) I r 
2-up. Smplarly,' an STO sheet will yield 2b . 1 .L ~- . _. . 
leaves 9"X 9". n:.. ~ 
' I 
I •.. 
I 
, 
- A PTO sheet can be 
folde~or cut to malce 
20 lea~I!S B~"x BW' 
fwim trim). 
I. 
.I: 
access to a printing pre.ss and . 
fofdlng machine that can print it. If the bo6k Is to be printed on single ·pages and side· 
stitched, loose·Jeaf or plastic-ring bound th~ne will be no pro~lem. 
. .. 
, 
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. ·. -Review· Ques,aons PAGE SIZ·ES-. 
·. 
1. 'Give the p~oport_ions 
standard, pag~ sizes.: 
4 
(e.g. •!1:1.25 11 ) of; ·the follo"r~n'. 
a) The 11 golden rectangle., ____ _.. __ __._ 
· .b). The 11 printer •.s · rectan~le 11 
. . ,-. . --------
~regular iectarigle" 
----------~-11letter-~ized page" 
-----~-------
c) The 
d) Th~ 
I 
I 
. . I 
"' 2 • . Nhat page ·size is: ~6st populaf for .. typewrit-ten 1reports? 
why?~·~· ---~~-------·,_>~~· ~-----:_··~1 ~· --------
":";"'T' '.·· 
,;, ..... ( . . • .... ..· .. ·· .... . I I 
. . "3. ••qons.olidated P.rint ·& Li~ho Co: .. /-'·. h;~ ·,~:~;ur ·medium-siz,e 
. .. . . . . 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
offset: presses (2 ~ize 25 11 x.38" 'and~ size · 2·6''x40 11 ) and 
. ~ . . . 
. a well-e.guipped pamphlet . binde:r~y. · The p·age si.ze they 
.... 
find most economical to produce is size · ~ . -------~-----Because~-'~------------------------------------------------
. \ 4. MaiJ. Mart Corp. has requested bids for the · printing of · 
• 
20,000 catalogues in the P4 page size. A.very lbw bid - · 
has been su~mitted by The Daily Express newspap~r, who 
specify that they will use newsprint paper, but th~t 
. ~ 
the pa·ge size must be reduced to 7~ .·~xl0~ 11 at that pric~. 
a) This page .size is closest to the 
·---
rectan~le (see #1 above) • 
. 
'b) The re\.JSp~per has· bid low on~this p~ge si'ze· because 
, 
5. A university professor who has just arrived from Germany 
wants . to produce a booklet of German poetry. He asks .YO:l-1 
\what Canc;di~n page is closest to . 11 metric A-5. 11 
~our answer: 
I 
91 
a) Metric A-S measures x rnm ~ x in.) 
-------- -------- ----- -----, 
b) ~he closest Cana8ian ·page size is the page, 
which measures ~-.-x_,!__mm (_x_.. __ inches.>. 
---
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·.· .Designing .··· 
' ~ . ' r 
'·. 
<I 
a· page; 
·or·· a ·book 
• . 
. . ' 
., 
- ~ ·, 
- ~ . . . 
./:" . 
-;,\ ~ 
-._.· I 
'. 
. . . . 
•• l 
. . : 
.. .( , , ·:' 
~ .. ... _. 
, . ·~ . 
FirSt decision . . . 
how mu·ch type· 
will ther~e . on an 
ordinary_ page? 
'. :, : . ' ;: 
: I . 
' ' . ~ . 
I 
f : -
.' ' ) 
---1 
. . 
\ 
r • 
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Apply the 70°/o rule . • • 
. 
-
.:: itJ ~Jit.)~~ 
~TVP'E "MEASURE"~ 
. . . 
r \ 
I 
.. 
\ 
.. 
.. . ' . 
--
' \1 
" 
-
-~ti/rf.· '{ /~c 
)( 70 "· 
t; f1L m ~asl(.~L-o:. .7 0 x. pi(a s 
'· 
(to the nearest whole pica) 
NORMAL COPY,. The amount o{ type qn a page is at the 
discretion of the designer. It Is a widely. aCC!3pJ.ed rule. that 
70% of a page width shoCJid be the type "mmlsure," or line 
width. However, 'page design Is of~en dictated by the 
publisher's budget:.. .· • . · · 
.. 
THE "OPEN PAGE" A page·wl \h a small amount of type 
Is called an "open" page. An e'xpens.lve book Is most likely 
to have an open page de'slgn with large type and wide 
margins. The type. measure will be less t'tlaf\, 70% of page, 
width, lri this case. · 
· "HEAVY COP,Y" When bud.geiSlmr tight, or when a , . 
· book has tb be m~de srrl\ill as possible or .light as posslt)le, ) 
. the designer Is forced to reduce the page margins, and may : · 
use a smaller than normal 'type _size. This Is called "1'\eavy 
copy." Sometimes when heavy copy Is called for, the , · 
designer will divide the type 'area lnto'two columns or more. 
An encyc'lopedla, for Instance, usually Is typeset In two col· 
umns. A telephone book may be set · In three or four 
columns.- · ' · 
• . I n. 
I , •' ' 
-' 
., 
• 
.. 
• 
.' . 
0 " 
" 
. 
II 
. . 
.. 
,. 
0 
.... 
-- · 
. , 
f .., I t 
' . 
.. · 
.. 
. ' 
Because typesetting machines . ar~ pro~rammed to· 
compute in picas and points. 
' . 
\ · 
. ' 
; .. ~ 
· · '..;..,..... . ' 
I' .. . 
. ,_ 
· ' 
't · , . 
.. ; . 
• 
\ ' . 
' . . ~ 
' 
""' 
· ~· .. ,:r ·r 
:Secone:t'deciSi~n ... 
~ ~ ... ~ ·1 ' 
Sho~:J_I~ J~e~ p~ge h~ve 
equa-l side margins,: 
or '_'progressive 
. ' . 
.. margins"?. 
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.._.1_ ................ .. ~~ ............. 
.,.._ ....... ,.,.....# .. ____ _ 
..,. ...... _ ..., ....... ....., •. _.~ .... . 
. ., . ..,.....,.......,.. ........... .,... .... . 
_ .... ....., ........ , .. ~, 
....... .... , ...... .,, ............... ..- .. 
-
··•.#lfl.......,. f•J.t"" . ......... ;..-. 
... .. ~ ....... ..,...,..... __ . ~
-....... ~ ....... ·--... -· _.... ., ....., _ ,.,~._. .. _ .... 
,. .,_...,. _ _.....,.~ .... -..-
........ ............. ,.,.........,. ..... 
-.:.::::..~;~::::-:-::.:: I 
~ ............. ~ ........ 
........ ........... u... .......... ..... 
.,.,. ,_.... ..... ~ ...................... . 
· ·~--... ................ -. .. 
....., ............. .,.....,._..,.. .......... _ 
... .... -.............. - ..... -
.-.. IIAot ........... ~-·- ....... ............................ _ __........ 
.... ,...._.. ................. .-4 ... ..... 
_....,__, ........ ........ -...... 
_.,.._......, ......................... .. 
..........._.~ ....... .._... .. *'*' __ _ 
..~ .. --.. ................ ..,.~ 
.... ............................ , .......... 
. .,. ..... -................ ~-..... 
..... ....... -...... -......... -.. -.. 
....................... .-~-
All margiria equal 
~i 
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. 
............... - ..... f __ ..... 
................................. 
.......... - ................. -... 
._4 ....................... --.... 
-... --................................. _ 
_._ .. ...,._...._.... ..... _. 
....................... ._......._.. 
==...:::-..::.::.t;::::: 
.. -. ....................... ...._ .. 
•--.. '--~-~ ...... r• 
.......... ,. .............. --·--· 
................................... .._ 
............................ -...... 
................................ -_..., __ _.. ___ ........ 
....,__.._ ..... c .... ...,.,._. 
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-. ............ _, ___ 
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....................................... _ .. 
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...,.. ............. --.... ............ . 
··~ ................. ....-.rt 
....... ................. ..,.,. ..... ...... 
..,.._....,..._ ................. ~
...... ................. ~ .... .. 
"" ...... - .......... -....-..c ... 
~ ............. -....,_,.. 
----·~· ..... --.................. ... _. 
.,._. ............................... 
---.r-::=:.:.-:-=....-: 
................ -.....---·· , ......... _... ...... _ _...I 
, ............................... -
.... .... _... ............. . 
:::.--..=:.:r-::.= 
_. ......................... -
................................. 
, ......... -................. ..... 
....... __ ...................... .. 
.,. ........ _..._.. .. ,.._,... ....... 
=z=:.=::::= 
~ ...................... .-.. . 
Outside RUirgins wider than centre 
Foot margins wider than heed 
o· 
95 
• 
When two pages arlr printed together, if all margins are 
equal in wiQ,th: 
~J The centre margins will look too wide. 
\. 
::J The bottom margin·s will look too narrow. 
But, when the outside margins are wider than the centre 
margins and the bottom margins are wider than the top 
margins, the~two·page spread "look'S" right. 
. ' 
IMPORTANT QUESTION 
~ . ' 
tio_w wide should the margins b~o "look" right? 
-
•I 
./ 
. -
. ..
r 
. ·, 
... ' 
96 
.. . . . 
· Use equal side margins when part of the page will be obscured 
l 
\ 
PLASTI.C RING BINDING 
. 
. 
...... 
• 
LOOSE·LEAF BINDING 
- ~ . 1 
' 
· """"' \ ._ 
PJ 
SIDE-STITCHED BINDING 
..J"= 
-
·vovolXlu 
,......_. ..... ).... .~ 
rzs-61· -
l~al-»-m _ __....._ 
--
-
----
Or, when t~e p~ge must stand alone 
(e.g. Flyleaf, or Advertisement) 
Qse progressive book margins • 
.-
. • 1 . . . • . • 
. . wheQ two pages will . b~ prjnted and viewed together 
-
..L 
r'- -
, ._ 
. ,"i 
-
• 
' 
. \ 
v l '.-
- -j·J - " II"'" -~ ~ <" ' ' . 
-
·.t 
-
SADDLE·STITCHED 
, 
· ') 
• 
. 
' 
., 
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-
Planning a page with equal side margins 
lorem •PWfn.doft'.W t•l .,..., conlt(t 
tf\olllnOCI ttmOIJf tntiCI""' -,.t r.tiOft • 
Ut .,_"' ld m.n.rn ._,.,..,., Qv.l 1'101 
-·• "'" ~· ll.quop •• •• conomoo 
tltlfe CIOtottn fiPIItheAOer•t '" '•utupt 
11\&m dOIOittu luQ•II ""If• O"•llut ' 
''W"'"""' qu• bl•r\4:1•1 PtH14n1 lugt 
"'telltU lh.IPitUf ttn1 Ot.UIUI l 
uml '" culp• QutUtf•c•• dnttunt m. .... 
ll "•'"mel ., ........ l,tCtltl 1\lef ...... 
-""'""'"'to l-.t..M11um pc • .;n It' '>4'" 
'aQue pec;un f1'Wldul .,, t•,.ll••• n.,-,, 
..ol~tll nobtl•thQH'I UQhU C. I~~ .. ~~~ 
ti•Q"Md cvp•d•l,.t ..,..,,, ""''' ..,...,,. 
)Ot.ua ·~J<l ul c.o.n tno "'Jiwl•' 
n¥tt•t •\f'1wt .., ... llhO t»f I 14'~' • 
aOflm ~'"'" cSoal.lf' 1 •tnt~• (Oillw(l 
ttu~ Iff"~ ~nc •Ount "'' fft.Uft • 
Jl llftHft td lt'Wntlft 'W8ntln" QUI I "Ul 
abort I "'" wt thCl\1•0 •• •• comonud 
rure ctolOi '" rtCWt"-n.cs.t•l '" va•ucn. 
llumdoiOittufuQ•41 nuU•P"'''"' I 
~ ....... , ""' "' . "'"""' ........ 
f-~t. calculate the type 
measure, and divide the 
exceSs white space into 
two equal margins . 
no .. lf•'l I•CIIMIUI ~nt O<.C.t«ll C 
"'"''" ~ ort.c,l cMwunt ""' 
:1 nJrymlJ 01~ l¥th\ Ill tr t•P 
6-Qiula fiObtl .. •Qir\1 OOhO Ill~ onQut 
Lu•t~ •&»\um ~oiOf ''' •met ror\frl • 
.hu\mU(J ttmi)Of IOCttJUfll "'' loiDt,lf I ' 
VI •"'''" ''' "''""" Yef't41'n \Ill•'\ nu\1 
.. ll«..h', '"'' ut •••qw•$1 ,,, •4 a un•mml 
h,tllh~lur '" ttUttnt' tllf•l•'' wolJhoiJI 
u Jmd~~eeu luY••l N,ll • .._,.,.,lur J 
J,.JntUutn C,IUI (A .. IMhl UI~\.:Oflf IUUI 
notl\h•t t•<.IPI~ur , .nf uc.r IMtt ~• • 
'"'"''" c uiDI Qu• oll•10. ·• \)(t~fut•l u. 
~·h.,~ 0.11114 ·~···'.,,If ...... 
~nnu .. ntto t.ctot.tu"' ~:oen 'l"11"'"' 
"~tQ\Ie .-cun rnudut ''' neQue "'l"' 
;.olull lfbbtl lhQef\t OPI•O (Vnl)ue n .t 
thQu.,d ttJ0•0•111 Qwn null• Pf4•CJ 
lUIO\It ,nflttN"n•a "' t.'Wf(tniJ "'''J•\ 
nvrtlt ••'•fUI ""• rat.u bt~ \•nL~ • 
Then, make the top margin 
a Little wide! than the side 
margil)s, ahout 25% more. 
-
-
\ 
C>l\-. NO\. 
.. . 
• 
LOflm ti)IUITI dOIOf t1t lmtt cuuMCI 
t•utmod ttmper •ncutunt 1.11 f40uft • 
IJit•n•m ..S mtn•m 'Vtn11m. QU•I no11 
tbolol not• ul aloQuop II II com mod 
,,..,,. dolo• '" fiPflhef\dtt•I•A "ulupf, 
diu,.; dOIOII IU fUQIII nuUI Pift•tor J 
:ltc;Jnttst..tm QUI bt1nd1t 111 ptlttent 
""Oitllt41 lltiOIIuf ftnt UCCH\.A1 t 
1un1 tn cut,. q,,. oft1cta diMII..tnl rN 
[I hllomc:t cMfNCI loJColol Oil e< t•P 
)OMI nob•••"9'"' OPIOO nt conyut. 
\.Ofttn PIYm cto1011 1 .,..., con wet 
t•u$m0d temoor •nc•dunl ut llbOfe t 
Ut en.m .ct ITWn•m wtntlm. Q""' no., 
•100111 nt~ ut lhQu•Ct u tt commod 
Finallv, 'make the hottom 
margin ~ little wider than 
the top margin. 
--
I 
., 
• 
Apply your knowledge • • • 
For a PS page (140x215mm or 5~"x8~"l 
Page width is 5~" X 6 picas/inch = picas 
70% rule X .70 
• 
Type measure wi11 be picas 
I li 
\ 
w 
'. 
(1) Side margins Will be· e_!:cas\ 
' . 
~ rr ( 2) Head margin will be wider, • ,, 
..:...- f.. .!I 
~ · pi9as 
( 3) Foot margin· will be 
rY wider again, . picas 
- ·-
(' 
E'or an ·s6 page {112 x lSOmm or 4~ " x6") 
Page \dpth is ____ pica-s 
70% rule 
Type measure picas 
( l'Y Side Marqins will be. picas -(~ 
( 2) Head mar~ in will be picas 
-...IY tL (3) Foot margin will be · -- picas 
t 
-
~) 
) 
. ; 
·• 
l ' ) <.,j-
Mathematical rilethod 99 
Progressive book .. ni'argins 
l qr.,... ''""""'tJ .a()l ''' .,... COI"ttelllut •llu, d~OftltV r ,Q,,. nulla Dff•ltut At-.t 
"'''"'~ld ,.,.,., •nttdunl ut·tatNJt• et tk l't•qn•swrn OU• bll,..d•t •st PfHsent lupt. 
Ut ,,,""ad mtnfm \'tftiM" Qufl nottruG rno'"hll ••<toltVf S•nf OCtiNCit CuD•( 
•ltt)Ot•\ "''' "' •'•CN•D •• 11 cOIN"'Ido cc tunt '" culoa QY'I otfiC•I dewrut'll "''Ohl 
f4!ure ~~f)f' '" '«"'1"-ndtt•t•n .otuott11.,. [I htr~ dertud f.c•ht "' tt t•Oid•t 
•••um r»ff'tfttu PuQtll fl'u;r,"enltur Atw tl)t.;ll nl>b•\ ti•Qtl'll O&)hn ._,, CO"Uut n.t 
t1tQ,..t11Um 'l(Jt bllntl•l DfW ... nf l..,ptttyfll lUftM •DIU,;, rtoiOI Stt &INti (0r'IHC1ttut 
t"'V''Inr•tt •·c~ltur t•nl o:cMCar cua.< ••usmod IIHr~gor •"C•rtunt uf labort tt de t!' 
1unt '" tufc• ~u• rJfltc•• dcwrunt tnO~•t • .L.·_ .... l-"2. Ut '"'"'ad l'l'ht\•lft n•u,am qu•s nostra,d .;....-. 
{ rr f'l•u'"d d••~d' ftell •l t\1 "t•Pid'·l c•:~-~7..P rabat''"'''' tJt ar,qv•o •• i• commoaa cc • 
•"I ~ :nn\C:•tnt ro fa< Ill< rum po•n ••qum lid~ . , .aflill ''"'' dGIOt '"'"Oftht.,.,•l '" volupr.tt • 11111~ 
The 3-4-5-6 r:\lle of progressive margins 
Pleasing page proportions can 
be achl.eved by dividing the 
margins so that, starting· from the 
_centre margin: " 
·l~ ntral..- pecu" mnrfut ''' "f<JI.If "0""' ,., .... ,uumdotOft•utuQ•III nt.~lll Pll•llvr Atvt ~ 
&If'(\ \otuta nob• I tt•Qfl"t oot.o ron~ut " '" '' r · cf•O"'"",;. Quf blandtl P'HStftt tuo.,tun 
ftltQUtN~ cupttf-t.lt Qll•t n..,UI Dtllft t)l'ft WlOitlltll t•CeGit•Jt ''"' OCCIHII CUPIC 
,,n,ut '"fl''"'"ld ut caerr•nd '".cJ:''' j" sunt '" curoe aut ou,,,, csn•tuf1t rnoll>t 
.,,"Ill •Q•Iut wtr• flhn rwne ••"o" ~' ,._. fl "ttu.., dtteud '"'"'ttl et ••Pfdtl c 
l Pltm •OtU"' C•"nt l•l.t~ ro~tiiCittut ' · r..,nu,.ntto '•ctnr lu-n ~nIt~~ ••d•C 
IJ The ~ead margin Is 1 ~nit • 
wider tt:lan the· back (centre) 
margin. 
· •~•mrwt ''"'Gm •n<•dvnt &.II flt)oft ~t dr f"'tQut PKvn """dut fltl niQut ~r ff 
Ul ••rum Ad""'"'"' ".,'l'f' OU•I no,lrud lf)lul• non,, ti~Qf"l f'JDitO COFlQUt no\ld r 
l•brM•t "''' ut ~·r1u•O •• ~~ c om"'r~ln n trh~,Juolrd c· JD•d 111 Qui\ null I Vfltd um 
·•ur• tt,,r,,, '" r•o''"'"'' .. '•' '" ""'"P' ' '• par•ul '""•'""'•d ut rOf'rct"tt "''IJ''' '"' 
. t -- 't-
6.,fti~ 6,. ... ;h , 
~ ~ 
3 - 4 - 5 - 6 --That's progressive ! 
Calcula~ing t-he si·de margins 
•'"••t.-t•Q•Iut ,.,,. ••t•\t bff\• Utv ~ .t\ ' " 
, lCtf"'' •C'I""' dOll. of \ol A~t COt'l\f'CI.IUI 
l•''' '"'('d ''""~' •"'-•du~'~ t "' ' ''tk"fl' •• ,,, ' 
IUI;,,,...rt\ •d "''"'m wtn,,am Qut\ no11'v~ 
I Ibn••• ''''' loll .lhQu•G u fl tf"''""'dt' fC' 
IIUfi.\JUipt '" f.Pf'f~ll(!foftf tit 'W'tftiUfll,. 'r 
tllum 001011 tu tuQ•I1 nuc•J Olh llu• At"' 
Ll•~"'"""" i']Ut bP .. ftt1•t ••t «Jrtttt•nt lupl, 
mt·u•l1·n t•c•pt•u• l•"~fCCH<"II fu£>1<~---?., 
'"'''' .,.. rutga q-.,, t'llfo(•.t Ofttrunt rnnu.r. (I"""""' '''""ll'•c•••lttt t1 ••~II·• 
\Oh.1U " n b•"t ' ' IJ•"• NniO ftl c:ong..,• 1\•"" 
LV'•"" "'""' tll'ltot 1 t .ttntt cunuc1tt\ll 
••·~•mnd tt~O\"' '"' ·~unt y11AOOff •• d. IUt •""''"" ad"""''"" ••"•tm Qu•1 f"'n\ttud l•bM•\ " •l• ul Al oquo~ t• t1 (!JI""'""'l\dd l C 
'fcj~'" 
Mt..'-4t~ 
w•OIH 
lr,,,,., 110~• "' ••t't•"'•"<tttr•t ~n lr\lfuutllf" ' t-Hum t1n10ft tu IYQtl' P'l\;tll otnttur At" 
.d•Q"'''"'" qu, ~·•"d• l '""""' turnttu"' 
if"\('1 .. 11•11 u c-;c;r • ..,r t oN OC'CHCit CUO•t' 
'""' ., r"'"• Q\J' ~u,c·• c1ttttu"t ,...oH•t 
• 
If the back (inside) margin of a page 
must be 3 units wide. and the fore 
(outside) margin must be 5 units 
wi~e. the tplal ;nargin width will be 8 
UniiS. ' -· - ,. 
(3 units + 5 ·units = 8 units) 
The back margin should be ''• of total 
page width,-
Th~ fqre margin should .be .'fe of total 
page ~ldth. 
EXAMPlE: 
Given a _6"K 9" page size, and the 70'/a rule . , , 
A 6" page • 36 pleas 
Type measure • 25 pleas 
Margins • 11 pleas 
I 
Divide tttts space 3:5 -
''• • 11 • • pleas , 
r.l The fore 'margin Is 1. unit ... 
ffllder tban .the head margin, 
. -· . 
'! The foot margin is· ·1 unit 
wider than the· fore ·margin. 
'""'tat •Qttur ve•a rat•o be"• '•not 11 11.1 
lattrn •osurr. dolor t·l amtl, conse<tttor 
t •u,l'"od lernpor '"''dunt 1.11 ltboft tt de 
Vltrn'"" let "''n'"' wn•ant Q\111 nosliud 
II bOlts , .,, ut eltQUtll •• •• comrnodo cc 
•tUtt dOIOt rn tll)tll\t"c!"'' 1n VOIUP1111 • 
•llumdol~eufuv••t,ullapana'tUr Alvt % ~ d•v..,um q.,. blencs.t til orHwn1 lupl. ;) , ~lttr•n ••ctPitur ''"' occaecat cup•c · · su"''" cutca Qu• oil<•• dtMf\lnt moll•t (t htlumcl dtfl\ld llc•l•l HI If erpedot 
solula nob• I ehotnt ODhO ttl co"qut "'t 
lortrn •Otum dotor Itt.~, COf\tftlllur 
• •usrnod lemoor •nc•dunt ut II bote •• dt 
Ultn•m ad f'I'Mntm "'"'''" QU•t noiUvd 
tebof•t "''' ut l hQu•o 11 •• commOdo cc 
.rurt dolot ;n reprthtnder.t '" w•UD!ilf' 
•lluPIIdoiDie IU ruo••r "UIIII)allltur Alvt 
d•G"•num qu• l>ltiiCI•t ll'tn•n• luPIIIUI' 
molttt••• ••ceo""' t•nt occNC•I cuOt( 
tu"l '" culo1 qut ofl•c•l dtt.,unl morlol 
'• 
\ 
;) l, . t;l' 
. 0 
L 
!. 
t 
. i 
. ' 
i 
' 
Apply your knowledge ... 100 . 
Progressi~e book margins - mathematical method 
You are designing a booklet with PS pages 
< ~~I( ~ st'' =>-
·, 
~· I ...... ,~ - ~ 
.. 
1 " 
.... , 
. Page width is 5~11 X 6 picas/inc:h = pleas 
70% rule X 
Type measure will be 
\ 
Total side margins (left + right) -~---picas 
(1) Back -- ---~ ---- -
3/8 X = picas . 
. ,. 
(2) Head margin 
4/S:. X = picas 
t:' ( 3) Fore margin If:. 
,5/8 X picas 
( 4) foot .. 
6/8 X picas '1. = 
r 
.. 
f 
Usi·ng geometry for progressive book· margins 
~~! 
\ I I ./ I_ 
• I 
... 
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EXAMPLE: 
SS (6"x 9") page 
\ I . 
A' simple way to plan ·progressive book margins· 
Involves the use of diagonal lines for. good propor-
tions. The first step in using this method is to 
draw two diagonal lines, from the top centre fold 
Back-mprgi'ns . ~ . 
. line to the lower outside corners. 
· · Dr~w two perpendicular llnes to in'dicate type 
depth. They should be 3 unit~ from the fold line (In 
our example of as:· wide page this is 4 picas), and 
should run from the diagonal ll'nes downward, a 
little longer than the anticipated type depth. 
·r 
.· 
i , . 
. . ' . ·~, 
) , I~ 
. 
, , • J , · ' 
/ · t l. \ ; · 
' \ 
I 
. 
~ead margin$ 
Draw two horizontal lines from the place where 
the back margins meet the ·diagonals. Make them 
equal . to the ty~e measure. . 
(In our example of a 6" wide page, this Is 25 pi~as) 
.. 
. .. 
' 
• • • 1 
(I 
. ' \ 
1·1 I_ 
\ ; ·. 
~-
• 
Fore margins 
Now draw two perpendicular lines from the top 
of the type area to meet the diagonals. 
·II 
•' 
! -
o 1 •; 
I 
.. .. . I 
• I 
I \ -
\ 
I \ ' 
Foot margins 
·. Finall.y, draw two h·onzontal llhes to close oU 
the. bottoms of the type areas. Erase the diagonal 
lines, and any excess length _on the back margins . 
.. 
-' 
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.. 
·I 
• 
Note ~hat the running heads are measured as part 
of the text. The folios, because they are so small, 
are not. 
~ .. 
With ·this method, -- · ~-,, __ _ 
you only need to calc~late the 
back margins - - _ 
. r -
everything else "falls into place" 
. , 
' ' . . 
' 
! 
.. 
·vs . 
. . ~. 
·,. 
. ~ 
I 
Indicating type area 
1 
Type area can be Indicated by 
drawing parallat lines, appropri~tely 
· spaced. 
' • . . 
A short cut - cut samples of type 
from booklets or magazines-· and 
paste them into plage. (Not'e: -the size 
and ~tyle of type must be the same as 
you are planning to use). 
•j 
·'(ou can also use "greeklng." 
"Greeklng" Is a· type sa~ple that 
looks like words, yet isn't. Its advan· 
tage Is that It indicates type size and 
style accurately, yet doesn't distract 
the 'client because he can't read it. 
.Greeklng Is available in different 
sizes; styles and line spacing. It Is . 
made by tLetraset" and other Instant· 
lettering manufacturers, or you can 
make your own and make photostats 
of It for paste-up . 
. -
Samp,les 
. . 
. A remarkable ntimber of. finns 
· have suddenly -appeared that mar-
ket prerecorded cassetteS (see 
'box> . And if you have a ·TV camera 
you can transfer 8-nim home mov-
ies or slides onto video tape, or 
Sl'nd film out to finns like Fotomat 
that put film on tape. 
' I've been testing four of the 
latest VCR models, indirectly com· 
Lor~m ip\'-tm dolor sit amet, consectelUr • . 
eiusmod temper incidunt ut:labore et dol 
·ut einim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud, 
laboris hisi ut aliquip eic ea commode cot 
irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate V( 
ilium dol ore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. At ver 
dignissum qui blandit est praesent lupta 
molestias excepteur sint occaecat cupid1 
sunt in cuipa qui officia deserurt mollit a· 
Et harumd dereud facilis est er ~xpedit 
sol uta nobis eligent 'optio est congue nihi 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cnnsectetur c 
eiusmod tempor incidunt ut Iabore et dol 
103 
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.· . 
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. . 
· .. 
,. 
.,. 
' 
·~ . '• 
'• ,' • I •' 
Apply your knowledg~ 
• 
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PROGRESSIVE BOOK MARGINS -- BY GEOMETRY 
On the opposite page there is a layout of two S6 pages. 
\ 
1) ·Lightly ~encil in 2 ~iagonal . lin~s, 
~rom the \top fold to the 
= 
~ . 
27 · pleas: 
~ower ou~~ide ·corners. 
\ · ... 
2) Calculate ': 
Single . pa~e width 
I 
· \ . . 1 
. 6\ 
\ 
'subtract type measure 
I • 
picas 
• I 
Total side margins picas 
Back margins 3/8 X = pj,cas 
~) Dra~ two lines to indicate back 
margins. 
4) Draw 2 lines to indicate 
head margins (from inter-
section of . back margin & 
'diagonals, ___ picas· long). 
5) Draw fo~e margin lines, 
down to meet:- ,diagonals .• 
.6} Draw foot margin lines to 
close up type areA. 
Erase dlagonal~. 
. ;If. 
--·- · ---·- -------· ---'---·-------------
4 • 
--- - -- -- - -··-- --- -
. . 
·. 
---------·-----
.· 
I 
' ' 
' \ 
\ 
·. 
.• ( . 
· r' ' 
' 
. .__ 
·"Paging" 
2-page ·spreads 
.............. _ .. 
~ .~ .... . ...,., ....... 
..... ,, ~ ·· -- · ........ . 
tf o., ,o i,Jr o.o f O• I 
_,. ........................ ... ~ . ...  
~#< . ...... ...,. ................ .. .. ~ . ..... . 
• • .-I t. ' • 
0 
• • 0 o 0 I ~f , , 
....... . .. , ... .. ... . . 
h•4h~---·· ................... ' 
...,,.w ............ .. ......... .. . I 'I~ · 
. ~ ............. ....... ........... .... . ... • • &. 11 • ,... , 0 . . ~ 0 • • • • 
."1 ...... . _ , ... -"· • . • ' ••• 
• " \~· ... , .... I' ~· ....... . ..... . . . ... 
.. __ . ......... lll o I .. e' o.HI .. 
-lo ,, ., .. "' • .... ... ' ~ If o lo 
.................... .. , .... , .., ............... , ... . 
:;..'1'.::::: -::::~·~ . ·: ···:.:; 
.......... 4> . .......... ......... _ ... . . .. 
_ ..................... __ .. ........ . 
..... .. _ • ••• t.. ... - .......... '" .. •• • 
_ .... _... .... , ........ ..... _ ..... ....., 
• •• ,......,._ ..... , .... _......,.., ...... J. • • 
................... ~ .......... ............... . 
.._... _ __. ........... , ......... .. 
lOS 
In planning book production, it Is Important to 
remember that two pages that appear side-by-side 
in the finished book do not nece·ssarlly print side-
by-side. 
Pages that are printed two-at-a-time (or In fours, 
eights, 9r sixteens) , are folded before being 
assembled and 4ound togetl:ler. The assembly 
method for books that ,will be saddle-stJtched Is 
called "lnserttng," although the word "collating" · 
Is also commonly used today. ·~Inserting•• means 
lhat the folded pa,ges are slid Inside of each other. 
Then, page 3 wifl be Inserted beside page 2, page 
5 besld~ page 4, and so on. How c.dn we determine 
which pages should print together, so that they : 
will be In . the right places after folding and · 
lnserti~g? · 
\ · . ?' (> 
1 ~. ~------------~------------~ 
The best way to work th!s out Is to make a 
"dummy" of the book or booklet. There are, 
however, a few. rules that provide us wl~h short· 
cuts for book planning. 
r; 
. . 
SADCLE-STITCHED BOOKS 
The ,·,PI us One" 
Rule 
EXAMPLE: A 16-page booklet. 
-, 
"Two·up" P•fJfl• 4flt 
loldldJind inttrttd, 
I thtm saddlt·stitchtd. 
In· a saddle·stitched bookl~t. 
any two pages that will print 
side-by-side add up t~ the 
total · number of pages plus 
one. 
\ 
Pages 1 and 16 will print together f(+ 16 = 17) 
Pages 2 and 15 will print together i 
/. 
I 
I 
Pag~s 3 and 14\111 print together 
·' . 
) 
., -
l 
.. 
--· 
--· 
THFZ. ''DIAGONAL METHOD"' 
-··QF PLANNING. 2-PAG,E SPREADS 
' .., 1~· -
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- . ' .... -
. . ...... :~·""; 
To make a "page ~ 
draw a vertical line. 
and mark page 1 at the 
top right: 
Drop diagonally to the next 
line for page 2 ... 
and diagonally to the -next 
line for page 3 .... 
etc., etc .... 
I • 
, 
until t.he two centre page 
numbers are side-by-side: 
' :t 
(re'rtlember the "plus one" rule) (·~~ 
. "-" 
THE FINISHED DIAGRAM 
/{ I 0 
,. 
.EJ :L I~ 
I 'I 3 J-. 
1 I '?> 
... ~ • !'2... 
· ~ 1·/ 
!() 7 
~ 
..,..___- --
,. 
1 hen, g6··back up the chart, 
· diagonally, filling in the gaps 
~s yo_u go. 
NOTE:· 
To avoid mistakes, books are 
designed so that: 
* Odd numbers are · always '-
on the right 
. . 
.... * Even numbers are always· 
on' the left 
- --
'/ . 
I 
•, 
7 ~ ~--~--------------------~ ~ 
. . 
' . ' l . ' --.... .... 
.. 
. 
:\ 
. . 
PLANNIN~ SlpE-STITCHI;D, CASE-BOUND, 
AND PERFECT-BOUND BOOKLETS 
' 
THE·"FIRST & LAST" R~LE 
Books that will be side-stitched, case-bound, or 
perfect-bound · from folded sign~tures are 
·assembled by "ga·thering" the signatures on top 
, of each other. , . 
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-~ 
- . . 
Add the fi rst and l~st folios 
or 'each slone.ture. 
... . . ,• 
To make .a paging chart for these books, use the 
.. diagonal".method to make a separate ~hart for · 
• • · eac~ signature .. · ' 
- · Any. two pages Ptlntect side· . 
bi·Side In that signature will 
add dP.'to the same number. 
. • . 
'· . : 
' .. . 
' : 
. . 
- ~ 
, . 
il' 
.. 
f;~ ~, .. :, ' . 
,.•t•: .•• ~ ' ' . 
The "plus one" rule does no I work for. gathered 
books, but a guide numbft!' can be calculateq by 
adding together the first and last f_olfos of each 
·signatures. 
EXAMPLE: A 64-page book - 4 signatures of 16 pages· e~1ch. 
.,. + + ~ 
1 17 ·33 -i''t 
~ 
SIG. NO. 1 SI'G. NO. 2 SIG. NO. 3• SIG. N0.'4 
pp. 1-16 pp. 11- 32.: pp. 33- 48 pp. 49-64 
., 
" !& 7 32. 17 ~( '33 ''Y. Y.t 
.t IS l'j J·t . 3'f ¥-7 
,.. 
~·0 
"5 
3o '3s .... ,2- n I({. 3 lt:j '16, 
.f . 13 2.0 2.'1 3.' 'f-J {z. ' 
" 12.. . r .Z.8 Z-1 ~y 37 '0 ~:5 
., If ' l2. 1.7 J'S ~3 
q ,... {1 )~ 
10 1 2.' 3 42. 'J<J rr '{'~ 
- ~ 'i 2'1 ~ - · . /10 'II . .(' )7 
Each !)air ol Each paer ol Each pair ol E~ch .pat r or 
pages add to . pages add to pages add to · pages ad~ lo 
17 ~1 ~( II S 
(t~) __ (17 1(/J.) (3] -r'fi} ' (Y.'l~~) 
' 
' , ,. 
.. 
.. '-' , 
: ' 
. , 
. b 
-
.-
1 
GATHERED BOOK 
pp. 1- 64 
' \ 
'· · 
\ 
. . . 
' , I I 
... 
. ,
., 
' 
-
·. 
' . 
1\ 
0 • 
j 
.. I 
. 
THE "DUMMY" 
The deslgner1s "dummy" is a fplded reR'es~n.t~t_ion of a 
finished book~et, or book/booklet signature. It ·may be made 
from the actual size of paper that will be used, but It i.s •. 
usually a miNature, folded .from sc f raps o paper. ' 
-~ 
_,. 
It ls sometimes called a "foldtng d ummy." .. 
. . . 
I 
I 
~ 
,. 
• I 
. ~ ~ l R . -
• 
·I ' 
I I I . I 
it- I lj 
1 : 
-. 
·-
...: <• 
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·.t - _, -
-
.,.._ 
-· 
~ , I . 
·r I . 
I f . . 
, . 
1~ 1 \ 
" 
A 4-page folding dumnty . . . . 
. This style of dummy is used for planning "2·up't prlnllng . 
..... , . . - .-
-~ I 
. I 
I 
. I 
I 
~ . - 3 .. 
'\ 
\ 
~ 
A 16-page ~'right angle" !o.lding dun:'my 
~ I h/ ' ~I I -c 
' 
,.., <; I 
I I ·~ 
I 
'I' - I 
. I I I 
_ _;_·_r 
--+---t--
I 
I 
·' 
I 
I I I 
' I I 
. I ~ ., (I I /0 I 7 
.. 
• I 
I 
I 
I 
I -
' . "' 
;:3 -t:. . ... •' . . . . • ~t .- ... 
·. i : · . . .. : ' I .. . .. 
-
\ ., 
I 
... 
\ 
) ' 
,. 
. . 
,. 
.. ' 
I 
I 
/ 
' . 
•. ~ •. ·. '~ 
.... 
~ . . .. 
, 
. I. 
"·· 
• 
.P 
-1' -
'. 
I ' 
Revie.w Questions 
BOOK !JAGING 
1. 'A 16~page booklet is being prin~ed "2-up" an~ will be 
.. folded and saddle-st;_i tched after printing. 
Whi~h page will be printed beside page 7 ? 
Wh~ch page will be printed beside page 12? 
~'lhich. two pages will be at the centre-fold of1 the book? 
· ; 2. · A 4'9 -page booklet fs being pr;nted "i-up•i and will be 
folded .and .·sadc;Ue-sti"tched after printing • . 
· ·. · whi~h ~ag~ ._\'/~11 · be pr~nted be's ide· pa~e 1? 
. . ' ' ·which page will ' be printed beside page 7? 
,, 
Which ~age will· be printed beside page 22? 
.. ' 
Which · .~wo pa~es w·ill be at the centre-fold of the book? 
.I~ .-.. 
·.t' • p. 
•3 .. -· A 48-page booklet is . being - printed "B-up". That is, 
-.. . 
three large sheets will be printed, then folded to make 
thre~ 16-page signature~. ~ The three siqnatures will be 
. 
"gathered," and p~rfect. - bound. 
List the .first ·and last page~ of each·sign~ture: 
Signature 1 · Signature 2 Signature 3' •. 
pg 1 ·-- pg p~ 
Which page will be printed beside .. page ·1? 
~hish page will b~ pr~nted be~i~~ page 7? 
~ih;i.ch' page will be pr·inted beside page .22? 
_· tf ',. Whi6h_ page will be prin~ed beside page · 48? . 
... . 
.. 
., 
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4,. 
,_ A "dummy'~ is --------~----------~~----~--~ 
'\ 
. .. 
-
Q • '·~ •• 
·" 
' . 
·• 
•• 
• 
\ 
f 
-
DESIGNING 
. . 
TH~ PAGE 
Conventional book design demands 
that page~ have uniform margins. This 
Implies that ·the type on most.,pages 
should be of uniform 4fepth, .which 
makes for' a monotonous appearance. 
This monotony Is broken by the chapter 
headings, a net endings, howevf!r. 
,.. ...... 
Book designers like to use these a'nd 
other devices, such as initials and II· 
lustrailon~. to' make a book /Jore .attrac· 
tlve and readabl.e. J . · 
... 
) Allow 25°/o to 50~'o 
.I 
ol type C[epth. 
.. 
lor attractive 
chapter head1~gs. 
All pages shoutrl 
be umlorm 
, depth 
Except tf!e last 
pag_e ol a chapter. 
Note that head 
margm 1s umlorm 
--
Ch~QIJt 1 
Rules & Regulations 
S,IOtttu lug••• nulla P'''""' At\l'lf• 
d1QftiiiUm qUI bllndlt ftl pt'IIUftl l~o~pt•l 
r.'C)I .. flll IIC:IPIIUI ltnt ocu.t .. CUP.dl 
&unt tft Culpl QUI OffiCII diHFuf'll tnOihl 41 
Et "'''und dtttud 1Kt1•• ''' ., ••ped•J 4 
.utut• no011 tlt;~nt OPhO 111 convu. ""'''' 
lottm IPIUIII dOtOf Ill ln"i'el (Of'M<lttu• I 
etvsmod II"'PPO' tnctdtlnt ullt:.ote •• doe. 
Ut tf'ltrft ed tntn.m vtn•"'\ qutl noaut.td 1 
1~1 ftlll ut lhQU•P •• 11 commode~ cor 
.'1"''~ '" tep~ehtndefn '" vuluptate ._, 
'i'fh,am dOIOfl IU ,fUQIIt nU'111 PI••Alur AI owtt• 
dognosaum quo 111-ot PI-I luptttum 
IOiuta notMa ... gent OCH•o nt conoue n.r\111 
mo ... ltll tiC:IDII\It ''"' •CU.CII c.up.dt 
tul'lt '" cuiPI qu1 otf~•• dfMt""' moun 11 
11 hMYMd defwd fKih&'ltllf llpedlyr.dr 
ConiC-1 to IICIOI tuon11C)eft ltQum OCIOOC 
ntQ.,. l»(un moGul HI '*lUI ftOnOf ol o 
totutt 11011:1 o1ooem o111oo co~~QVe "'"" "' 
ootOOUMCt cupodatlt Q.,.. """' Pllod om 1 
IICIIoua lflllll!lftiACI "' CO.C-INQofl •IICI 
lftVt1•1 ta•tur veri rlttO bene 11n01 •• '"' 
LOt"" ID'Ivlt'l dotor .. , MWt: COftMC1e4WI I 
•uamocl 1-olleodunt 114 lolloft ., dol 
lit •Nm .eel"'"'"" W'tfttltn Qu•t ttottlud t 
llllofll "'" ~~ tloQuoD ta It COIM'I040-
""''' dok»t '" rtptt~l ttl volue»tat• •• 
•llurA doiOrl tu fugt.M ""''' Plrtltur AI Yfl 
daQNIIUI'ft QUf ttllftdll Ml ptHMftl lu"'ll 
mot.tl ... laCeoiiUI .. ,_, OCCt«ltS u£Md• 
tunt '" cviOI Quo ollocoo Jl-unt motht ., 
It hatumci~Hortvd rae•"• Mt ., t•l3"td•t ' 
10tu11 no&t ei'Df"t ODtoO ~~~ conouo .,,,.,. 
·Lor.M •PlUM dolol .. l .,...., COfiMC1 .. ur a 
I 
I 
I. 
lorem 1111um dokw 1M am.t COftMCI .. Wf 1 
*'""-•-•nc-1 ut tabofe" dol 
Ut -Ad ~~~~--· CIU" IIOitrud I 
ltllof .. - ut llocJ<IOCitl M -COf 
lfUtl dolot en r•Pf~ "'..,.uJM••• ¥'1 
ottum-oeuiiiQoAtnulltPM"t"' Atwan 
dtgni""M qui bl.ndil P'MNnl k.lpii.Utft 
moJ .. uu uce,Meut 11n1 occtKit tupdt 
--n.n, tn cutpe QYI oH6CII deufunt MOt ttl a• 
lC he•umd d.,eud fKthl e11 llf ••1*1•1 ttu 
. CDnKOOftl ID fe<i01 tum -n iollum odiC)( 
MQUt pecun """"''HI ll4liQUe- II I 
IDtuta noblt eltQent opuo cona~~o~• n~htiMt 
•eiOQut•d cuf)ldott~ q~H nullt'prtoll om • 
pouut•ntl~ u1 cOMcend meQttl end 
trwtt•• IQIIUf Yefl faiiO tMIW .. not U lUll 
lofem tplutft ctolol Ill emet ConMC;IMYf I 
""llnOd •-uw:OCiunt ut ltlloft" doi J' 
Ut •rwm H "'n.m ~'"''" qu•• noeuud t 
IAIIofol "'" ut •loelyl!lt• H ca-tao 
uu•• dOIOt '" 119feheftder•t '" .otuPtell we 
' 
lt"III"'dllft'lc:JDf tftCidunt ut tlbofl et ~ 
Ut -'""' 14 lftUWft ~"" QVll f'M)IIfud • 
r•bol•l nt~ ul ahqu•P•• N commodo(ot 
lfUfl eta~'" tiDIIf'laf\CJ .. IIIft Yo6upl.ll IIIII 
••tum clofOtl eu fyt•tt nulll Dtt•tfWt At.., 
dOO"'-"' q.., blti'ICiot 
0 
·. 
\ 
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l 
·/ 
\ 
\ 
.. 
. -· 
-._... .... ....,..,.dOD ..... , .... cOftiiCttluf .._.K~ 
_, __ '"""'uti-.. -·- . 
-........ q ... _,.,. lletCIIMIO 
.... , __ , 
ftOoMIII~--Ift 
-........... , __ .. .. 
~pr_...__ ....... . 
""' - cupodMat non c 
Cll -M ,...,., - ocl HI 
, ..... ,. Ml*lot-onct He 
tM DOift iegym ockJqM CtVI\1111 
eet_ ... _ .. _Md 
""''"'.,.... "'"" ... ....,.,, 
,UH nuHI IW'IJd om .......S.I'tl h 
,_,., Megltl ""' .. ciQdlc 
tO bene Unol II KlltltiM'l .. 
I IIMI. COnMC111Uf ... IIIK1"9 
~ t-IIICIIII>nl ut..C.....n -•,..an 
Ut II""" ld-..,...,., QUI& nottrud l&lfCIIIIIO 
ieCIOnl noM U-"'!11<1111 N C~ COneequtl [ 
uuredolot •n reortheftdent tn volwotlll weLII liM m 
~~oulvQoetnutleperlltur Al-o-•c .. 
clot......,'" quo blol!cltt ~· ptHMnl lu11111um dolor 
ma ....... eau.,etu• .. nt CKCMCI1 cuPtd•••• non J 
kif" t, (UIP' Q~ ontetl cMtatunl ~Ill lftfn\ Kf HI 
It h.afvmd derelld fK•hl ett ., •• Qed ... d•ll•nct P 
IIOiull nobel etovent 011110 nt 1:0fl11UI "'"'''"'~~"~''' 
LcNem •P'"",:., do6of .. , emet. cOftM<tetut _....,.K•"O 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
ILLUSTRATION INSET IN IMAGE AREA 
WITH TYPE RUNAROUND 
When a smal) drawing or photograph 
is to be set. i~ag~ of type with a 
minimum of l,bst or wasted space, the 
typesetter usually sets several llne_s of . 
type on a . narrower measure than the 
. rest of the page to make room for· the il· 
lustratio·n. This is caJied a "runaround," 
• 0 "' • Note that the type and illustratjon 1all 
fit with.in the normal margins. This is 
the traditional way to use illustrations 
in a book . 
B'l.EED ILLUSTRATIONS 
. 
. Ill 
Sometimes a designer wants to run a 
phatogra'ph or illustration right to the 
edge(s) of a page, the printer calls this a 
"bleed" illustration. A bleed Illustration 
extends beyond the page size, and is 
partly cut away by' the final trimming of 
the book after printing and binding have 
been completed. 
0 
• Note that the type fits the normal im-
age area of-the page, except where it 
meets the illustration. A "bleed 
allowance:· of approximately Jmm (1/ 1") 
should be provided outside of the page 
\ area. 
. 
Standard· book paper sizes are slight· 
ly l.arger than bond paper sizes because 
of this ·~bleed allowance." You will 
recall that, In the section on paper, you 
encou nLered the sizes "ST1", PT1" etc. 
The "T" Implies a "trim" allowance -
approximately 2cm has been added to 
·,the sheet so that I he· printed and folded 
book. can be properly trimmed. 
·-
' 
i' 
I 
-
·-
...... • 
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.Cittle 13oys INITIALS 
ETWEEN 1he mnocrncc of 
babyhood and the dt&nny of. 
manhood we ftnd a dch.chtful 
c reature t·allcd • buy . l:klys 
1.ume tn a.uoncd ~~~c~ . bul all boys have 
the ~me uccd 10 t"r.Jt!V tvcry -.c~;ond uf 
cvc.-ry mmutc ut ever, hnur nf e\'c ry dav 
and 10 protc~l '*lth notsc- (lhc1r only 
'4Capunl when 1he:r lasl mmutc 1-. 
fintshed a.nd 1hc oldull main pad. lhcm 
off to bed at ntgl 1 
A fancy initial "dresses up" a page, 
and provides an attractive way to start a 
chapter. ~ 
8 0\>'S arc tounJ cvC"n~AhCrl"--on tup llf, 
underneath , tnstdc.. uL dtmbtntc u n . 
-.wtnj!U':I!J frum , runnmw around . 11r 
1umptnt( tu . ""''othcn love them . lttth= 
actrls hate the m . uldcr ,,,.tcr-. •nd 
brolhen tolcrau~ them . ad.uh:!l> ti!CnorC' 
Initials may be "dropped" (inset in 
the type area), or" raised" above the top 
line, with the base-lines aligned. 
- { · ~ 
£11··;11 l.INI' ·"< tl~<· 
ll•u·,t linn ~< ' lhdl h.tp,x·u Itt 1~urlc: llh:\ 
.Jt..: h,oru ""llh , t lu1k lltl ,,, Jttt!':l .. twu: 
·•''•'Ill thnn Jn\J lho•u~h II v.~··" ' 111111 
~••tiH:IHih:'>, lhl'll I'> Jl .... . t\ '> l'lhllll!-h kll IU 
l,t'" '' \"Ill lil',lfl l'\l'fl \l iKIIllt~o.'\ olrt''>ll 
till .: Ill tht. llnhJ. ••J .,.r\UI)l h.'lllfk.'r.JIIII.'II!Ji 
lo,." JI., »I 1 •.H.~olilll.: UJ' lhl ' 'lll'CI Ill 
llh•lh~o.·r· t>~·.,t .lo•lll\-, 
A "dropped" initial 
CAPTIONS 
It is traditional practice that when a . 
fancy initial is used, the balance of the 
first word is set in capital letters. In 
modern typesetting this custom is fre-
quently disregarded. 
The explanatory wording printed 
beneath a photograph or illustration is 
called a "caption." 
J. W. ARMSTRONG 
A short caption should be centred 
under the illustration. 
A "raised" initial 
A caption should never be longer 
than the width of the illustration. If it 
consists of more than one line, the 
measure should be the width of the il-
lustration, and the last line should be 
printed either "quad left" or centred. 
Winner of 3M's ••Florida Sweepstakes". Kent Sutherland, Bomac 
Batten Ltd .• Toronto. receives his free ticket to Florida from Oenys 
Bruner, 3M district sales manager for Ontario, as 3M sales representa-
tive George Kerr looks on. 
Captions look best when set in a 
smaller type size than the text, and in a 
different type style, such as italic or 
sans serif. 
In an "open page" design , captions 
are often typeset in several short lines, 
quadded left or right, alongside the il-
lustration rather than beneath it. 
• Individual work/study 
---. carrels are provided 
in an open office 
environment 
Projects in wood. 
metal and plastic 
are fabncated in 
a well-equipped 
workshop 
• • 
r~. 
, .. 
t ,' 
,. • 
Review Questions 
PAGE DESIGN 113 
1. For an attractive chapter heading, 
A. the whole page should be used for the heading. 
B. the heading should occupy 2~%~50% of the page. 
c. use as little space as possible. 
2. When a chapter ends with 5-6 lines of type left• 
over, these lines should be . ... 
A. placed at the top of the page with uniform 
head margin 
B. centred on the page 
c. combined with the heading of the next chapter. 
3. The traditional way of placing a small i ·llustr.ation· 
on a page is 
. A. the bleed method 1 
B. the inset method 
. c. to centre the. illustration on a blank page 
4. A ')leed" illust~ation is on~ th~t is 
A. printed beyond the trim lines and- "bled" 
after printing. 
B. pr+nted to the· edges of the page and no further 
C. printed with white margins all around 
5. A "bleed allowance" should measure approximately 
A. 3mm 
B. lcm 
C .• 2cm 
6. An ~nitial that aligns with 
the ~ase-line of the 1st 
line of type is called a 
initiaL 
----
A. dropped 
B. base-line 
c. raised 
D. indented . 
,7. An initial thai- is inset so 
that its head aligns with the 
head of the lst line of type 
is ca+led a initial. 
· A. dropped 
B. indented 
c. head-aligning 
o. raised 
.. 
L 
Between the innocence 'of. 
babyhood and.the dignity of manhood 'we 
find a delightful creature called a boy. 
Boys come in assorted sizes, but all boys 
have the same creed: to enj"oy every 
ITI'LE GIRLS are the 
things that happen t~ 1 
They are born with a littl 
angel-shine about . the 
though it wears thin. sOmetimes, 
. I 
always enough left to ljso, 
REVIEW QUESTIONS/PAGE DESIGN Continued 
8. A caption of more than 1 line in length _should 
be set to a measure 
' -1\4 
A. exact!ly equal to the wi.dtlr- 'of the photo or 
illustration it explain~. 
B. narrower than the width of the photo or .illus. 
c. which is the standard column width of the book 
or magazine in -which it appears •. 
9. A short caption should be 
· A. c~ntred under the pnoto or illu~tration 
B. centred -over the photo or illustration 
C. letterspa·ced to the exact width of the photo 
or illustration. 
' 
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Designing Book Pages 
THE! PROJECT 
To design a 16-page booklet. 
Tttle: "Organizi~g the Block" 
Page· Sizef 
Type Style 
& Size: 
PROCEDURE 
S"x7" (_· __ picas x ___ picas) .. 
10/12pt. Helios (average copy) 
.... 
Prepare a' 2-page basic layout, on the sheet of printer's 
' . 
.graph paper suppli~d. 
. I 
1). Draw a rectangle lO"wi-de 
by 7" deep. 
2) 
\ 
~ivide the rectangle into 
t;.wo 5"x7" pages • 
Calcula:t.e ( 
Single page width= picas 
Type measure picas 
Total margin w. picas 
Back ' margin will be 
picas 
3) Draw 2 diagonal lines from the top fold mark. 
Draw.l)back margin lines 
I 
2) J:lead margin lines 
I 
3t fore marqin lines 
4) foot margin lines 
. . . . more 
., 
, I 
., l 
' . 
. 
WORK ASSIGNMENT (Continued) 
INDICATING ILLUSTRATIONS ON A LAYOUT 
On the left-hand page, trace the shape of 
illustration "A", near the l~ft-han~ margin • 
• 
\ 
Inset it, and lightly pencil in a type "runaround. " 
. . ... . 
Fill the rest,of the type area with parallel lines 
. . . ... 
. .drawn t;o ~nd1cate 10/12pt. type. 
I 
On the right-hand page, trace the shape of 
illustration ·n·a;•, at · the top of the page, 
as a "bJ.eed." illustration. • 
Fill the rest of the type area with parallel lines 
. 
drawn to -indicate 10/12pt. type. 
THB PAGE CHART J 
Us~ the diagonal method to prepare a page chart 
showing which pages will be printed together wben 
printing 2 -up: ._ .. -
0 
THE BOOK II DUMMY" 
... 
. 
... 
Get a few sheets of coloured paper, of any Size, 
and fold the~ to make a small 16-page dummy ·' (the 
~ages will be printed 2-up). 
Number t~e page\ carefully. 
~ 
.. 
1 I h 
i 
I 
I 
' 
., 
' / ' ) 
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ANSWERS TO REV:IE~-'l QUESTIONS 
-
----
---BINDING METHODS 
1. A 5. B ..... 
2 • . E 6. D 
3. F' 7. F 
4. c B. A 
PRINTING METHODS 
1. 
2. 
'3. 
4. 
Single page--pages ar.e printed" one at a t.:i.me on a Sl!lall 
printing press, then collated and bound. 
' Two-up-~pages a~~ printed two at a· time, then two ~ore 
·pages· are printed on the other .side· of the sheet.. I 
' Toe· sheet will b~ folded, then inserted and· bound. 
Big shee~ printing--pages are printed in multiples of 
4, 8, 16 or 32, then the other side of the sheet is 
_printed with th~ same. number of pases. The sheet i .s 
folded in a large right-angle folding machine to make 
a book signature. 
Web offset printing refers to printi ng by the offset 
method on a -roll ("web") of paper. ·The press is very 
fast, and has its own folder and cut-off device, so . 
that it produces multi-page book signatures. /' 
5. Web offset ·pr:i.nting will be fast and cheap for 10,000 
copies of a multiple .of 32 pages on cheap paper. 
6. Singl~ page, offset duplicating, will be the fastest 
and cheapest way to print 125 copies of a typewritten 
report. 
7. Two-up printing will probably be cheapest for 2000 
copies of a 32-page booklet (that will be +6 printings, 
B sign~ures). Big sheet printing will be competetive 
on thi s run because it is a multiple of 8 pages 
(it could be on~ big sheet size 23~x35" folded to make 
32 pages, printed two sides). 
PAGE SIZES 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
a) 1 
b) 1 
C) 1 
d) 1 
1. 414 
1.333 (3:4) 
1.5 . (2:3) 
1.294 (8~:llt 
P4 because it's the standard size bond (office ) paper. 
SS -- (approximately 6"x9") because this size folds and 
trims with no waste from STl paper, the most common 
book .pape r size in · North America. 
a) golden rectangle 
.b) Because the newspaper press is already loaded with 
·' 
rolls of paper that fold down and trim to 18x27cm (7Js"xl0~") 
.. 
' I • , 
I :~\ 
~ 
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ANSWERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS, CONTINUED 
5., a) metric AS measures 148x210mm (approx. 5 3/4"x 8 1/4") 
b) G:anadian p5 measures 140x215riun · (5~"x8~") 
' 
APPLY YOUR KNOWLF.DGE, 70% RULE 
1. 
J 2. 
23 pica measure 
19 •pica meas.ure 
2 9. pica measure 3. 
APPLY YOUR KNOWLEedE, SINGLE PAGE MARGUlS 
1. PS r.. page: .. 23 pica measure Side margins: 5 pi_ca~ each 
Head margin: 6 - . Foot margin: 7 picas p~cas 
-
. . 2. 56 . page: 19 pica measure Side •' 4 picas each marg~ns: 
He·ad marg·in: 5 picas Foot margin: 6 picas 
''· ' APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE, PROGRESSIVE BOOK MARGINS 
PS page: 23 pica measure 
~ide margins: Back margins 3~ picas, Fore margins 5~ picas 
Head margin 4 picas Foot margin 6 picas 
APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE, PROG. BOOK MARGINS BY GEOMETRY 
2. 
4. 
BOOK 
\· 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Type measure 19 picas, Badt ·margins 3 picas 
Draw head margin . lines 19. picas long (type measure) 
. . 
The advantage'of the geometric me~hod is that you o~ly 
have to calculate the back-margins. 
r 
PAGING 
pages 10 & 7 pages 11 & 5 
pages 48 & 1 pages 41 & 7 
pages A & 9 at centre . 
pages 22 & 27 
pages . 24 & 25 at centre · 
Sig #1--ppl-16, guide #"17" 
pages · l6 & 1 pages 10 & 7 
Sig # .2--ppl7-32, guide '#49 pages 22 & 27 
Sig #.3--pp33-48, gu{de #81 p~ges 48 & ~3 
A dummy is a folded sheet which rep·resen~s a book 
If it is folded and paged accurat~ly, it tells us 
to place each page on the press sheet. 
signature. 
where 
PAGE- DESIGN Jl 1. B ·• 4. A 7. A 2. A 5. A a. A 3. B 6. c 9. A 
.. 
• •J ' ~ 




